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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 A new Era 

"The purpose of life is to obtain knowledge, use it to live with as much satisfaction as 
possible, and pass it on with improvements and modifications to the next generation", 
Apoorva Patel in [ 121]. Over billions of years, biological evolution has experimented 
a wide range of physical systems for acquiring, processing and communicating infor
mation [121). 

The optimization principles behind those systems, i.e., minimization of errors and 
minimization of physical resources are a source of innovation for computing technol
ogy. Their goal has inspired and lead us to a new paradigm in Science, data-intense 
science [77] . A paradigm beyond experimental, theoretical research, and computer 
simulation. 

From the world of science to the competitive world of Business Intelligence (BI) 
data has been collected, stored, and processed in any possible way. From simulation, 
experimentation, or simple logging of human and machine activity, the amount of data 
is growing exponentially. It is clear that information is becoming more relevant for our 
society evolution than ever. It has become known to the public as theBigData Era. 

1.2 Challenges 

Collecting data is only one step in a scientific investigation, and scientific knowledge is 
much more than a single compilation of data points. The world is full of observations 
to be made, but not every observation constitutes a useful piece of knowledge. 



All scientists make choices about which data is most relevant to their research and 

what to do with it. In a continuous cycle, they try to turn a collection of measurements 

into a useful data set through analysis, and how to interpret it in the context of what they 

already know. The thoughtful and systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of 

data allows a collection of measurements to be converted into evidence that supports 

scientific ideas, arguments, and hypotheses. 
The process of data collection, analysis, and interpretation happens on multiple 

scales. It occurs over the course of a day, a year, or many years, and may involve one 

or many scientists whose priorities change over the time. 

At the primary stages, huge amounts of raw data is collected to be scanned and 

filtered to remove noise or irrelevant properties. The filtering stage is followed by a 

simple aggregation phase to detect if the data is meaningfully or not. With a single 

scan simple conclusions are induced from this type of analyze. However, complex 

analysis requires several data scans to adjust the search parameters to fine tune model 

parameters. 
The search moves from one database subset to another, zooming in and out until the 

complete data space has been explored. A good example is the search of a new galaxies 

in the universe. Using a catalog of the space, such as SkyServer catalog [ 137, 67, 82], 

astronomers request a region of the Universe to perform the search. On each region 

he extracts another sub-set or directly applies a complex and fine grain investigation. 

Each region is designed as context of interest. 
The constant shift of focus leads to a short retention period for data- and workload

allocation decisions which may cause the resource utilization to deteriorate. These 

applications require a generic and simple data-access as well as flexibility to change 

the search space, reallocate resources on demand, and high throughput with modest 

response time. 
Hence, a grand challenge for computer scientists is to devise a self-organizing ar

chitecture which exploits all hardware resources for the current workload, achieves an 

accurate database subset definition, minimizes response time, and maximizes through

put without a single point for global co-ordination. 
We have accepted the challenge and in this dissertation we propose a novel archi

tecture, the Data Cyclotron (DaCy), to exploit new trends in network hardware. It 

addresses the challenge using a turbulent data movement through a storage ring built 

from distributed main memory. Computations 1 assigned to individual nodes interact 

with the storage ring by picking up data fragments, which are continuously flowing 

around, i.e., the hot-set. 

1 A computation is a database query or a job defined by a user through the application integrated with 

Data Cyclotron. 
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The Data Cyclotron detaches itself from an old premise in distributed query pro
cessing, i.e., most distributed database systems from the past concentrate on reducing 
network cost. This was definitely a valid approach for the prevalent slow network con
nections. However, the continuous technology advancement calls for reconsideration 
of this design guideline. 

Nevertheless, the rich research history for Database Management Systems (DBMSs) 
should not be ignored. On each Data Cyclotron node, a DBMS kernel is integrated to 
provide efficient techniques for data manipulation. With this processing efficiency and 
a symbiotic relationship with the network hardware trends, the Data Cyclotron stands 
in middle of state-of-the-art solutions as a novel approach for distributed data process
ing. 

1.3 DataBase Management Systems history. 

For more than three decades the manipulation of data stored in databases has been 
carried out by Database Management Systems (DBMS). The database term was intro
duced in mid- l 960s at the same time direct-access storage for shared interactive use 
was made available [146] . 

The earliest DBMS, beyond efficiency, aimed to make the data independent from 
the logic of application programs, i.e., to split the logical schema from the storage 
schema, so the same data could be made available to different applications. An impor
tant feature to keep the user away from handling query plan optimization and resources 
allocation. A feature sometimes neglected by modern solutions, such as MapReduce, 
as we will later explain. 

The DBMS had evolved from navigational systems, with Hierarchical and Codasyl 
model (Network model) as the most adopted ones, to relation systems. Due to the heavy 
demands on processing resources, relational systems only from the mid 1980s onward 
became widely deployed, i.e., computing hardware became powerful enough to sustain 
its heavy demands. Their dominance for all large-scale data processing applications 
became clear in the early 1990s and they still remain dominant in most areas. 

A DBMS has evolved into a complex software system with the introduction of 
parallelism to load data, to build indexes, and to evaluate queries. Parallel DBMS im
proved query processing and data access latency by using multiple central processing 
units (CPUs) (including multi-core processors) and parallel storage. Contrary to se
quential processing, with parallel processing operations are performed with overlap in 
time. Even in our days they still stand as one of the most efficient systems to scale 
vertically. 

Though the parallel DBMS seek to improve performance in a single machine, i.e., 
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scale up, they were not designed to scale out. Hence, distributed query processing was 
introduced through Distributed Database Management Systems (DDBMS) as early as 
the seventies. 

The motivation for distributed query processing is to efficiently exploit a large re
source pool: n nodes can potentially handle a larger workload more efficiently than a 
single node. The challenge is to make the queries meet the required data somewhere 
in the network, taking into account various parameters crucial in a distributed setting, 
e.g., network latency, load balancing, etc. 

The state of the art for distributed query processing has evolved from static schemes 
over a limited number of processing nodes to architectures with no single point of 
failure, high resistance to network churn, flexible replication policies, efficient routing 
protocols, etc. (46, 99, 150]. 

1.4 State of the art 

In the last decade several solutions have emerged to cope with new challenges for data 
warehouses, e.g., data extraction and on line analysis on data sets that are growing into 
the multi-petabyte range. Most of these challenges are being met by high-performance 
data warehouses, Hadoop implementations, or data integration technologies . Each of 
them is designed to be efficient in one of the data processing stages, i.e., data extraction, 
data preparation, or data presentation. 

The new solutions have started to bring advanced analytic computation closer and 
closer to the data. Such an approach is giving rise to in-database analytics. Predictive 
analysis, data mining, and other compute-intensive analytic functions have been mi
grated from separate, standalone applications into the enterprise data warehouse taking 
advantage of its full parallel-processing, scalability, and optimization features . 

However, the solutions designed follow the old trends in network hardware. They 
were created for the inflexible tree structure used in data centers to optimize cost effi
ciency and access to specific outside data sources. Despite the improvements to adapt 
them to new data-center trends, their architectural design is still tied on two orthogonal, 
yet intertwined issues: data allocation and workload behavior. 

In most architectures a node is made a priory responsible for a specific part of 
the database using, e.g., a key range or hash function. The query optimizer exploits the 
allocation function by contracting sub queries to specific nodes or issuing selective data 
movements and data replication between nodes . Unfortunately, the optimizer search 
space increases significantly too, making optimally exploitation of resources harder. 
This static data allocation calls for a predictable workload to advise optimal system 
configurations. 
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Workload behavior is, however, often not predictable. Therefore, an active query 
monitoring system is required, e.g., a database design wizard [34, 152, I 03] to advice 
on indexes and materialized views, followed up with scheduled database maintenance 
actions. The problem is magnified in the presence of a skewed query workload in com
bination with a poor data allocation function . Furthermore, workload characteristics 
are not stable over time either. The workload continuously shifts from one part of the 
network to another making optimal data allocation scenarios extremely hard to find due 
to the high cost to reshuffle data kept on disks. 

The ultimate goal is to design a self-organizing architecture, which maximizes re
source utilization without global coordination, even in the presence of skewed and 
volatile workloads [34]. There is certainly room to design new data allocation func
tions [69], grid-base algorithms [25] , distributed optimization techniques, and associ
ated workload scheduling policies [I 07] . 

Several companies, e.g., Greenplum, Asterdata, lnfobright, are designing new so
lutions to exploit large clusters and compute cloud infrastructures to increase the per
formance for business intelligence applications using modestly changed commodity 
open-source database systems. Even reduced, but scalable database functionality is 
entering the market, e.g., SimpleDB (Amazon) and Bigtable (Google). 

However, it is clear that following a research track explored for three decades gets 
us only up to a certain point regarding improved resource utilization. We end up in a 
local optimum dictated by software inertia to follow the prime hardware trends such 
as increased CPU performance and disk bandwidth. It obscures the view of possible 
better approaches, if such a solution exists. Therefore, new network hardware trends 
should also be considered on the design of the optimal solution. 

1.4.1 Hardware evolution 

From sequencing genomes to monitoring the Earth's climate, from stock-market stre
ams manipulation to search on social media many recent scientific and economical 
advances would not have been possible without data manipulation systems assisted 
with a parallel increase of computing power and network bandwidth. 

The computing technology evolution is breaking old premises and assumptions 
used on the design of systems to cope with the data burst. New trends are emerg
ing to manipulate and to explore massive data sets. Machines from one to multi-core 
processors, large main-memories, and high bandwidth for data-access are challenging 
the design of new ideas and reviving ideas once neglected. 

In short-term view, network connections of 40 Gb/sec (3.7 GB/sec Ethernet) and 
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Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)2 technology enables fast transfer of com
plete memory blocks from one machine to another in a single (fast) step. They are 
making massive processing, huge main memories, and fast interconnects affordable for 
experimentation with novel architectures [65]. Furthermore, thanks to network hard
ware road-map, the data-centers topology tends to be more flexible and heterogeneous. 
They are now built with intuition that customers constantly require different processing 
power and data access speed for each application they run . 

1.5 The Data Cyclotron 

In the spirit of an earlier attempt in the database field [75, 15], the Data Cyclotron 
architecture [63] was designed. It is a different approach for distributed query process
ing by reconsidering de-facto guidelines of the past [92]. It provides an outlook on a 
research landscape barely explored. 

With the outlook of ROMA and fast interconnects, the Data Cyclotron is designed 
around processing nodes, comprised of state-of-the-art multi-core systems with sizable 
main memories, ROMA facilities, running an enhanced database management system, 
and a Data Cyclotron service. 

1.5.1 Architecture 

The Data Cyclotron service organizes the processing nodes into a virtual storage ring 
to send the database hot-set continuously around 3 . A query can be executed at any 
node on the ring; all it has to do is to announce its data interest and to wait for the data 
to pass by. 

This way, continuous data movement becomes the Data Cyclotron key architectural 
characteristic. It is what database developers have been trying to avoid since the dawn 
of di stributed query processing. It immediately raises numerous concerns and objec
tions, which are better called research challenges. The query response time, query 
throughput, network latency, network management, routing, etc., are all areas that call 
for a re-evaluation. 

We argue that hardware trends call for such a fresh, but unorthodox look and match 
it with a thorough assessment of the opportunities they create. Hence, the Data Cy
clotron uses continuous data movement as the pivot for a continuous self-organizing 
system with load balancing. 

2http : //www . rdmaconsortium . org/ 
3For convenience, and without loss of generality, we assume that a ll data flows in the same direction, say 

clockwise. 
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1.5.2 Hot-Set management 

Adaptation to changes in the workload is often a complex, expensive, and slow pro
cedure. With the nodes tightly bound to a given data set, we first need to identify the 
workload change and the new workload pattern, then assign the new responsibilities, 
move the proper data to the proper nodes, and let everyone know about the new distri
bution. 

In the Data Cyclotron a workload change affects the hot-set data on the ring, which 
is triggered by query requests for data access. Its self-organization in a distributed 
manner, keeping an optimal resource utilization, replaces gradually the data on the ring 
to accommodate to the current workload. The data, depending on its relevance for the 
workload, is kept in one of the three data sets, the cold-set (data in disk), warm-set 
(data in memory, but not in circulation), and the hot-set (data in circulation). 

The integration of an innovative cache management reduces the number of times a 
data chunk commutes between the different data sets . Hence, high query throughput 
and low query response time is assured. 

1.5.3 Efficient computation 

For efficient computation the Data Cyclotron uses a main-memory column-store, known 
for its 110 efficiency. Efficient algorithms from the DBMS kernel are used for data 
processing. External libraries can also be integrated to explore different models of 
parallelization such as the MapReduce model for multi-core machines [88, 125]. 

Before compilation a computation 4 searches a lightly loaded node to execute on; 
the data needed will pass by upon request. This way, the load is not spread based 
on data assignment, but purely on the node's resources and on the storage ring load 
characteristics. This innovative and simple strategy intends to avoid hot spots that 
result from errors in the data allocation and computation plan algorithms. 

Computations are compiled into an acyclic graph. Without much effort, the acyclic 
graph is split into independent sub-graphs to consume disjoint data subsets and exploit 
new multi-core processors to scale up. At execution time it is assured, by the Data 
Cyclotron, the data requested is available in memory. 

1.5.4 Vision 

The decentralized Data Cyclotron architecture allows us to have seamless transition 
between a scale up solution to a scale out solution, or the best case scenario, have both 

4 A computation is a query, or a job defined by a user through the application integrated with Data Cy
clotron. 
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in harmony. Based on the resources of each unit, the DaCyDB has the flexibility to 
explore both models in different degrees to improve throughput and give response time 
guarantees. 

With access to all data in all nodes, computation is split into sub-computations 
which are distributed among the nodes to explore distributed processing. They are sent 
to the ring and each of them settles on a different node following the basic procedures 
of a normal computation (cf., Section 1.5.3). 

Sub-computations are processed concurrently and the individual intermediate re
sults are then combined to form the final result. Such freedom gives the grounds for an 
application to scale out without be bounded to any complex scheduling algorithm or 
data distribution scheme. 

Multi-computation processing can be boosted by reusing sub-computations result 
to avoid (part ot) the processing cost, i.e. , they are simply treated as persistent data and 
pushed into the storage ring for interested computations. Like base data, intermediate 
results keep flowing as long there is interest. 

Based on the amount of computations, data flowing, and nodes load, the Data Cy
clotron adapts the ring size to seek the optimal point for throughput. It uses a pulsating 
ring, one that adaptivaly grows and shrinks to find the optimal number of nodes com
prising a ring and the optimal flow of data. A pulsating ring does not rely on a central 
coordinator, which makes the architecture flexible and robust to different workload re
source demands . All decisions are independently done at each node. It is a new concept 
to design fully flexible distributed query processing architectures. 

Moreover, it is conceivable that multiple pulsating rings live in the same physical 
cluster. At any point in time, such a mesh consists of numerous overlapped pulsating 
rings . Each ring focus on a given subset of the workload or database. Rings appear, 
grow/shrink, and disappear as the workload changes. 

1.6 Synopsis 

The scientific contributions of this dissertation have a dedicated Chapter each and they 
are all supported by publications in major international refereed venues. 

Preceding each individual contribution, we present Chapter 2. This Chapter gives 
an overview of related concepts, and the background and contextualization for an in
dependent read of the remain Chapters. It identifies data center trends followed by a 
short introduction on the state-of-the-art network hardware. 

In all Chapters we have anchors to previous fractions of text to revive a concept or 
refresh the readers memory for a better contextualization of an idea. 
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" The anchors are distinguished from the remain text as this paragraph is from the 
synopsis text. An anchor is preceded by the section identification and can be ignored in 
case the reader recalls the context. " 

1.6.1 Contributions 

The scientific contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows: 

I. The Data Cyclotron architecture, Chapter 3. The Chapter introduces the logi
cal topology used by Data Cyclotron and its symbiotic relationship with current 
data centers and their new trends. Consequently, the three layers that compose 
a Data Cyclotron node 5 , i.e., network layer, DaCy layer and application layer, 
are described in detail as well as their interaction. The Chapter ends with a de
scription on how nodes interact to achieve high bandwidth and efficient memory 
utilization. 

2. The Data Cyclotron hot-set management, Chapter 4. The Chapter presents and 
provides an in depth analysis, through simulation, of algorithms and protocols 
for an efficient hot-set definition. With uniform and non-uniform workload sce
narios, we identify each hot-set management aspect that maximizes throughput 
and minimizes data access latency. Supported by observations collected during 
simulation, we propose optimizations and improvements to make the Data Cy
clotron more adaptive to a diverged set of workloads and applications. Some 
proposals are then used and evaluated with a full functional system. 

3. DBMS integration with the Data Cyclotron: DaCyDB, Chapter 5. The Chapter 
describes the conceptualization of a full functional system called DaCyDB. It 
shows the harmonious integration of a column-store DBMS with the Data Cy
clotron. The integration and efficient parallelism is studied using two different 
clusters. Through micro-benchmarks and a well-known decision support bench
mark, TPC-H 6 , each layer in the architecture is tested for different amounts of 
resources. The Chapter concludes with a description of the features which equip 
DaCyDB with iterative data loading and different levels of data consistency. 

4. Vision for DaCyDB, Chapter 6. The Chapter lays down the DaCyDB design 
details which make it an outstanding solution for distributed data analysis on 
huge data warehouses. The description goes from multi-query parallelization to 
scalable processing of complex queries and from pulsating rings for dynamic 

5 Also referred as peer. 
6www.tpc .org 
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ring size adjustments to the co-existence of multi-rings within a single cluster. 

Furthermore, it positions DaCyDB with respect to other state-of-the-art systems 
for big data processing such as MapReduce frameworks emphasizing the advan

tages and disadvantages for each data processing phase. The Chapter concludes 
a thoughtful analyze of on going research for energy efficiency and describing 

how green is the DaCyDB architecture. 

The dissertation is concluded with a wrap up of the main ideas and contributions in 

Chapter 7. 

1.6.2 Publications 

The work presented in this dissertation has been the basis for several publications in 

major international refereed database and distributed systems venues. 

I. Romulo Goncalves, Martin Kersten. The Data Cyclotron Query Processing 

scheme. In the Proceedings of the l 3th International Conference on Extend
ing Database Technology (EDBT), pages 75-86, Lausanne, Switzerland, March 

2010. 

2. Philip W. Frey, Romulo Goncalves, Martin Kersten , Jens Teubner. A spinning 

join that does not get dizzy. In the Proceedings of the 30th International Con

ference on Distributed Computing Systems (ICDCS), pages 283-292, Genova, 

Italy, June 2010. 

3. Philip W. Frey, Romulo Goncalves, Martin Kersten, Jens Teubner. Spinning re

lations: high-speed networks for distributed join processing. In the Proceedings 

of the 5th International Workshop on Data Management on New Hardware (Da

MoN), pages 27-33, Providence, Rhode Island, USA, June 2009. 

4. Romulo Goncalves, Martin Kersten. The Data Cyclotron query processing sche

me. In ACM Transactions on Database Systems (TODS), volume 36, number 4, 

27 pages , 20 I I. 

5. Romulo Goncalves, Martin Kersten. An elastic system for distributed data anal

ysis . Submitted for publication at the moment of printing this disseration. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

The Data Cyclotron does not stand alone in the computer science research. The con
tinuous flow of data using a ring topology have been studied for the last decades in 
several disciplines . In this Chapter we revisit the milestones influencing our architec
tural design and highlight related concepts in database research now ready for in-depth 
re-evaluation. Subsequently we discuss the driving force that is guiding the evolution 
of data centers and how the Data Cyclotron data-access protocols exploit the result of 
such evolution. 

2.1 History 

Distributed query processing to exploit remote memories and high speed networks to 
improve performance in OLTP has been studied in [80, 52]. It is also addressed in 
the area of distributed systems as data broadcasting and multi-cast messaging such 
as [75, 15, 4, 5, 7]. Solutions include scheduling techniques at the server side [4], 
caching techniques at the client side [ 4 ], integration of push-based and pull-based 
broadcasts [5], and pre-fetching techniques [7]. Most systems ignore the data con
tent and their characteristics [96]. The seminal DataCycle [75] and Broadcast Disks 
approach [4] are exceptional systems to be looked at more carefully. 

Data Cycle. 

The DataCycle project [75, 15] makes data items available by repetitive broadcast 
of the entire database stored using a central pump. The broadcasted database is fil-
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tered on-the-Hy by microprocessors optimized for synchronous high-speed search, i.e. , 
evaluation of all terms of a search predicate concurrently in the critical data movement 
path. It eliminates index creation and maintenance costs. The cycle time, i.e., the time 
to broadcast the entire database, is the major performance factor. It only depends on 
the speed of hardware components, the filter selectivity, and the network bandwidth. 

The Data Cyclotron and DataCycle differ on four salient points. The Data Cy
clotron uses a pull model to propagate only relevant data for the query workload, this 
is, the hot-set. Through requests, nodes express their interest and define the content 
of the hot-set. It does not distinguish the participants, all nodes access the data and 
contribute with data, i.e. , there is no central pump. Each node bulk loads database 
content structured by a catalog, such as relational scheme, and not as a tuple stream. 
Finally, the Data Cyclotron performance relies on cache policies to remove irrelevant 
data from circulation and dynamic re-adjustment of the hot-set to exploit the available 
resources such as ring capacity and speed. This self-organizing behavior is the key for 
the success of our architecture compared to DataCycle. 

A distributed version of DataCycle has been proposed in [27] and studied in [15]. 
The distributed scheme is a solution for the lack of scalability of the central scheme. 
Moreover, they focus on the data consistency when several pumps are used. The opti
mization of the broadcast set, to reduce the latency, is pointed out, but not studied in 
detail. 

Broadcast Disks. 

Broadcast Disks [4] superimposes multiple disks spinning at different speeds on 
a single broadcast channel creating an arbitrarily fine-grained memory hierarchy. It 
uses a novel multi-disk structuring mechanism that allows data items to be broadcasted 
non-uniformly, i.e., bandwidth can be allocated to data items in proportion to their 
importance. Furthermore, it provides client-side storage management algorithms for 
data caching and pre-fetching tailored to the multi-disk broadcast. 

The Broadcast Disk is designed for asymmetric communication environments. The 
central pump broadcasts according to a periodic schedule in anticipation of client re
quests. In later work a pull-back channel was integrated to allow clients to send explicit 
requests for data to the server. However, it does not combine client requests to reduce 
the stress on the channel. 

In [5] the authors address the threshold between the pull and the push approach. 
For a lightly loaded server the pull-based policy is the preferred one. However, the 
pure push-based policy works best on a saturated server. Using both techniques in a 
system with widely varying loads can lead to significant degradation of performance, 
since they fail to scale once the server load moves away from its optimal niche. The IPP 
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algorithm, a merge between both extremes pull- and push-based algorithm, provided 
reasonably consistent performance over the entire spectrum of the system load. 

The Data Cyclotron differs in two main aspects, a) it is not designed for asymmet
ric communication environments and b) it does not have a central pump. All nodes 
participate in the data and requests flow. Furthermore, requests are combined to reduce 
the upstream traffic. Therefore, we do not encounter problems using a pure pull model 
which according to [5] is suited for systems with dynamic loads. Finally, for data 
propagation, no replication on the data stream is used to create channels with different 
bandwidths, i.e, we do not have a multi-disk structuring mechanism. 

2.2 Related concepts 

In the literature there are two works which exploit a continuous data stream to boost 
query performance, DataPath [I l] and Cooperative Scans [155]. DataPath explores 
a continuous data flow between the memory and the CPU Cores to amortize the data 
access costs among every computation that uses the data. Cooperative Scans synchro
nizes the queries to have a continuous stream of data from disk. 

More than just share a data scan, the Data Cyclotron also shares work among the 
computations to improve throughput. A concept shared with ShareDB [62]. ShareDB 
batches queries to share computation across possible hundreds of concurrent queries 
and updates. 

A further shared concept is the use of a group of inter-connected nodes to perform 
distributed query processing. Peer-2-peer and Grid architectures have attempted to cre
ate efficient and flexible solutions. Lately we have seen the raise of the MapReduce 
paradigm for Petabyte data sets. 

DataPath. 

In DataPath queries do not request data. Instead, data is automatically pushed onto 
processors where they are then processed by any interested computation. If there is no 
spare computation to process the data, the data is simply dropped. All query processing 
in the DataPath system is centered around the idea of a single, central path network. A 
DataPath's path network is a graph consisting of data streams (called paths) that force 
data into computations (called waypoints). 

Contrary to Data Cyclotron, the DataPath is designed for a single machine. It is 
bounded by the local number of cores and the main-memory size, i.e., it cannot scale. 
Furthermore, it needs dozens of disks to optimize the data load into main-memory, i.e, 
the data partition and distribution is driven by the workload type. 
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Being a pure push-based model workload shifts, or queries with dissimilar plans, 
complicate the adaptation of the path network. Hence, the system is not as flexible as 
Data Cyclotron . 

Cooperative scans. 

Cooperative Scans [ 155] exploits the observation that concurrent scans have a high 
expected amount of overlapping data need. They explore the opportunity to synchro
nize queries, such that they share buffered data and thus reduce the demand for disk 
bandwidth. The synchronization uses a relevance policy to prioritize starved queries. 
It tries to maximize buffer pool reuse without slowing down fast queries, i.e., it maxi
mizes throughput and minimizes latency. 

The queries are prioritized according to the amount of data they still need, with 
shorter queries receiving higher priorities. Furthermore, to maximize sharing, chunks 
that are needed by the highest number of starved queries are promoted, while at the 
same time, the priorities of chunks needed by many non-starved queries are adjusted 
slightly. 

The Data Cyclotron and Cooperative Scans share the goal to improve throughput 
and minimize latency. However, the Data Cyclotron was designed for distributed query 
processing and explores the access to remote memory instead of to disk. Although, 
some of the techniques and observations made in [ 155] may still be applicable to the 
Data Cyclotron. 

ShareDB. 

ShareDB is based on a new processing model that batches queries and updates in 
order to share computation across them [62]. It detaches itself from the traditional 
query-at-the-time processing model by compiling hundreds of queries into a single 
plan, i.e., the operators and input data are shared among all queries in the batch. For 
example, instead of doing N independent partial joins between two relations, a single 
big join is executed and the result routed to each query. 

The cumulative cost increase to answer the first queries added to the batch and 
the extra work compared to a traditional query-at-the-time approach, at a first glance, 
seems to be the show stopper of this elegant processing model. However, with hundreds 
of partial joins between the same relation there will be a significant overlap between 
the intermediates for those queries . Hence, the more queries, the more the overlap, and 
therefore, a higher throughput. 

ShareDB is designed to handle high throughput with response time guarantees on 
highly complex and dynamic workloads such as the ones represented by the TPC-W 
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benchmark. The DaCyDB shares the same goal as ShareDB, but it takes a different 
path to share work among the computations. DaCyDB uses a divide and conquer ap
proach to split huge and complex computations into smaller ones and detect common
alities among them. Through the instructions and sub-functions result materialization, 
DaCyDB boosts multi-query processing by reusing them, and thus avoid (part of) the 
processing cost. Furthermore, it is aimed for workloads similar to a TPC-H workload. 

Nevertheless, they have several concepts in common and the ShareDB techniques 
to define the global plan could be considered to reduce the amount of data overlapping 
among the flowing intermediates. 

The peer-2-peer and Grid architectures. 

A more recent attempt to harness the potentials of distributed processing are the 
peer-2-peer and Grid architectures. They are built on the assumption that a node is 
statically bound to a specific part of the data space. This assumption is necessary to 
create a manageable structure for query optimizers to derive plans for queries and data 
to meet. However, a static assignment also complicates reaching satisfactory load bal
ancing, in particular with dynamic workloads, i.e., at any time only part of the network 
is being used. 

For example, in a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), such as [126, 145], each node is 
responsible for all queries and tuples whose hash-values fall within a given range. The 
position of a node in the overlay ring defines this range. This is a significantly more 
dynamic approach as a node can, in a quick and inexpensive way, change its position 
in the DHT. It effectively transfers part of its load to another node. However, even in 
these architectures, at any time, a node (or set of nodes) is still responsible only for part 
of the hash-value domain or data set. With continuous change of focus, the response 
time is taxed by the continuous readjustments to the DHT. 

The main difference with the Data Cyclotron is our reliance on a full fledged 
database engine to solve the queries, and shipping large data fragments around rather 
then individual tuples selected by their hash value. 

The MapReduce model. 

The MapReduce pattern, better known as the Master-Worker pattern, is used for 
parallel processing. It follows a simple approach that allows applications to perform 
simultaneous processing across multiple machines or processes via a master and mul
tiple workers, see Figure 2.1. Its popularity is derived from the growing dominance of 
web applications and cloud computing. Both of them have architectures that require 
scale-out solutions. 
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Figure 2.1: Execution overview [45]. 
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MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for pro

cessing and generating large data sets. Users specify a map function that processes 
a key/value pair list to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs list, and a re
duce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate 

key [451. 
All intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key .K are grouped 

and passed to the reduce function. The reduce function accepts a set of values for an 
intermediate key J( and merges them to form a possibly smaller set of values. Typi

cally. just zero or one output value is produced per reduce invocation. The intermediate 
values are supplied to the user's reduce function via an iterator so lists of values that 
are too large to fit in memory can be handled. 

The abstraction is inspired by the map and reduce primitives present in Li.1p and 

many other functional languages. The use of a functional model with user specified 
map and reduce operations allows any MapReduce framework to parallelize large com
putations easily and to use re-execution as the primary mechanism for fault tolerance. 

MapReduce differs from Data Cyclotron in two major aspects, parallelization and 
data shuffling. The parallelization is done through two independent phases, map and re-
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duce, which are executed one after the other. The data shuffle uses 2D mesh approach, 
i.e., M mappers send data to R reducers (M x R connections). The Data Cyclotron 
does not use any predefined phase and data shuffling is done through a continuous 
stream using ring topology. 

Several MapReduce inspired frameworks have been design in the last years . In the 
corning Section 2.3 the most novel solutions are presented and their similarities and 
differences with the Data Cyclotron architecture discussed. 

2.3 MapReduce frameworks 

Several solutions, such as high-performance data warehouses, Hadoop implementa
tions, extreme performance, or data integration technologies, have emerged to cope 
with new challenges to manage and extract information from databases that are grow
ing into the rnulti-petabyte range. For example, retailers are enriching the informa
tion in their customer data warehouse with years of click-level web activity for each 
customer. Banks are reducing data latency for their production loan assessment and 
approval applications from intra-day to sub-one hour latency [ 108]. Scientists are ex
ploring new worlds with the famous fourth paradigm, and thus collecting Terabytes of 
experimental results for further searching of the unknown. 

The most adopted solutions are the new MapReduce-inspired massive data process
ing platforms. Dryad [81], Hyracks [24], Spark [151], Nephele [143]. Ciel [114], all 
include elements of MapReduce, but with more choices in runtime query execution. 
Nevertheless, the essence underlying these parallel programming frameworks is that 
they are all derived from a multi-phase parallel programming model which is known 
for its inefficient resource utilization [49]. 

In this Section we dissect a well known MapReduce framework, Hadoop, and its 
derivations to understand the advantages and disadvantages of its architecture forcer
tain workload scenarios. From data distribution to resource utilization, from data pro
cessing to integration with a DBMS, the major features are presented as well as the 
latest solutions to improve them. The analyze intends to bring out the most important 
architectural design features of MapReduce-inspired solutions which do not make them 
suitable for complex data analyzes. 

2.3.1 Data distribution 

A key feature of Map Reduce is the direct use of data as it is stored, i.e., it does not 
require database pre-loading. For DBMS users, loading all data is a huge investment to 
let queries run in an efficient way. However, when the user only runs few queries over 
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Petabyte size data sets, the user does not gain anything from the investment of a priory 

loading of all data. The idea is now being explored in the database community such as 

Oracle through the external tables [ 119] feature, lazy ETL [90], or NoDB [9]. 

Most Map Reduce frameworks, such as Hadoop [71], access the data directly from 

a distributed file system. Hadoop distribute file system (HDFS) is widely used for ELT 

systems to provide fault tolerance and easy data access. The user can run multiple 

jobs directly over the data stored in the distribute file system. The files are split and 

distributed in such a way that computations can be pushed into the nodes keeping the 

data shuffling to the minimum. Hence, computations are defined over the data as it is 

without pre-loading it into specific structure or scheme. 
At data distribution time, files are split into blocks of 64 MB size and they are 

distributed among the nodes through (by default) three replicas. Two within the same 

rack to explore locality 1, and the third one in another rack to be robust against rack 

failures. The partitioning aims for a uniform di stribution of load and to reduce as 

much as possible data shuffling, i.e. , computation is moved to the nodes to avoid data 

movement [ 148]. 
The approach is efficient if the workloads are uniform and the partitioning function 

aligns with the blocks distribution, i.e., each partition is composed of one or more 

blocks resident in the same node or, in worst case, in a node within the same rack. 

Otherwise, performance is negatively affected by data shuffling between nodes which 

is taxed by distributed file system synchronization of dirty pages and load at the source 

node [44]. Upon a shift on the workload focus, the data has to be all re-distributed. 

Using a distributed file system has also another drawback. Sometimes all or many 

of the tasks in a MapReduce job list need to access a single file or a set of files. For 

example, when joining a large file with a small file the predominant approach is to open 

the small file as a side file. The small file is opened directly in the map task rather than 

be specified as an input to the MapReduce job. It is opened, loaded into memory and 

used for the join in the map phase [59] . 
When thousands of map or reduce tasks attempt to open the same HDFS file si

multaneously a large strain occurs on the NameNode and the DataNodes storing that 

file [59]. To avoid this situation MapReduce provides a distributed cache [70] . The 

distributed cache allows users to specify any HDFS file they want every task to have 

access to. These files are copied into the local disk of the task nodes. The approach 

adds extra overhead before the job can be initialized and the data might need to be 

re-shuffled again when different jobs are submitted. 

1 It is assumed the latency to access data in the local disk is the same as the one to access data in remote 

node within the same rack. 
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2.3.2 Resource utilization 

For simple computations over large data sets, MapReduce frameworks have a balanced 
resource utilization. These computations tend to be only VO bounded. Therefore, a 
number of partitions, i.e., mappers, higher than the number of map slots improves VO 
and reduces skewness. The allocated slots are used in equal manner due to the high 
number of mappers per map slot. Furthermore, the computation simplicity contributes 
for a small difference between map phase and reduce phase. 

For complex computations MapReduce solutions looses resource utilization effi
ciency. The inefficiency is due to three drawbacks, single node resource usage unbal
ance, reduce slot hoarding, and resource allocation unbalance within a job [ 142]. 

First, within a round of map tasks, or reduce tasks, different phases have varying 
resource usage. With static allocation without considering the node's load, homoge
neous tasks which execute at the same pace might have some resources, such 10 or 
CPU, under-used while others over-used [142] . 

Second, each reducer copies its portion of the results of each map, and can only 
apply the user's reduce function once it has results from all mappers . For a big job, 
with a lengthy map phase, the reduce slots are hold up until all map tasks are finished , 
this produces underutilized resources. 

Last, resources are allocated by a static configuration which does not consider the 
system dynamical load and job requirements. The number of slots is always fixed 
independently of the number of mappers or reducers. Furthermore, the cluster might 
have too many map slots, but not enough reduce slots, and vice-versa. 

Extensions to Hadoop have been proposed to overcome this resource allocation 
issue. In [ 142] authors have proposed a solution that estimates the number of mappers 
and reducers to avoid the resource allocation unbalance problem. To improve resource 
utilization the map execution, and also the reduce execution, is split into two phases, 
CPU and I/O phase. The task scheduling attempts then to overlap their different phases. 
For example, when a reduce task enters into sort-compute period, the the 10 period of 
the latter reduce task is overlapped with the CPU period of the former reduce task [ 142]. 

The solution is promising but it is also bounded with two issues. It is too dependent 
on static configuration and it is compromised by the network CPU overload. The CPU 
is affected by network transfers which makes the scheduling of each phase complicate. 
Despite that, the allocation continues to be inflexible when the workload changes or 
only a sub-set of the data is used. 
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2.3.3 Data processing 

Hadoop is data-parallel, but process-sequential. Within a job, parallelism happens 
within a map phase and a reduce phase. These two phases, however, cannot be run in 
parallel. The reduce phase cannot be started until the map phase is fully completed [78]. 

Applications that need to scan the entire data-set to do aggregations, or collect 
statistics, are perfect for a Map-Reduce approach. However, random ad/hoe process
ing of a small subset of data within a large data set is not a suitable scenario for 
Hadoop [78] . Inefficient resource utilization increases the MapReduce response time. 
The major reason is the lack of adaptive and cooperative data access by independent 
jobs. 

It is known that adaptive algorithms have superior performance stability as they 
are robust to tuning errors and changing runtime conditions such as other jobs running 
on the same cluster. For Hadoop, the adaptive behavior was introduced with Adaptive 
MapReduce [141]. 

The authors in [ 141] decoupled the number of splits (partitions) from the number of 
mappers to obtain the best of both worlds. That is, load balancing, reduced scheduling 
and starting overhead, and combiner benefit. The solution made Hadoop more flexible 
and released the user from hard performance tuning [ 12]. 

To achieve it, authors made possible that more than one split can be assigned to a 
single mapper. After all data from the chosen split is processed, the mapper tries to pick 
a new split. If it succeeds, mapper processing continues unaffected. The split switch 
is transparent to the map function unless it explicitly asks for the split location. When 
mappers finish processing local splits, they start processing any unprocessed remote 
splits. If no more splits are available, mappers end their execution. Once an adaptive 
mapper stops, the reducers can start copying its output [ 141] . 

All the management of the assigned and unassigned splits is done with Zookeeper 
[ 153]. It allows all sorts of synchronization such as locks or queues when the task 
are running in parallel. However, every synchronization is a bottleneck and restricts 
the workflows from scaling [ 18] . The dependency on a central coordination point, the 
meta-data store, even if it is a decentralized structure and fault-tolerant, reduces the 
flexibility from the decentralized line of thinking of MapReduce. Despite that, the idea 
would have a bigger impact if the adeptness was also for inter-task and not only for 
intra-task operations. 

2.3.4 Complex computations 

The data processing model for new MapReduce solutions have proved to be more adap
tive and dynamic. Despite the improvements, their architecture is still considered a 
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space based architecture. With a space-based architecture, applications are built out of 
a set of self-sufficient units, known as processing-units (PU). These units are indepen
dent of each other, so that the application can scale by adding more units [ 147]. 

The evolution of MapReduce-inspired solutions is predominant composed of scale 
out architectures. The resources in that architectures are getting bigger and bigger to 
manage more data without increasing the complexity of managing it [130]. To max
imize the use of these bigger resources, a scale-up approach needs to be combined 
as well. It brings MapReduce frameworks close to the efficiency levels of parallel 
DBMSs. 

An initial comparison of MapReduce and parallel DBMSs [133] pointed out a sub
stantial performance difference between the two platforms. Recent studies for MapRe
duce have demonstrated that indexing [47, 85], columnar storage [51], and other orga
nization techniques [87] can be supported by MapReduce to reduce this performance 
gap. Other approaches [19, 6, 149] have discussed join processing on MapReduce. 
In [76] the authors have examined how to tune the various parameters in a MapReduce 
platform like Hadoop to provide the best performance for a given job [89]. 

The authors in [89] showed that these efforts address general workloads and can 
not particularly be focused on structured data such as the star schema. Hence, they 
built a prototype, called Clydesdale, to assemble all these techniques to Hadoop to 
improve resource utilization and performance for start schema databases. Clydesdale 
draws from columnar storage [51] for 1/0 performance, join techniques [ l] suitable for 
multi-core servers and Hadoop, and block-iteration [ 154] for CPU performance. 

It uses carefully designed map tasks so that data structures used for query process
ing are shared across multiple threads and even multiple tasks consecutively executed 
on any node. Such design allows Clydesdale to inherit the fault-tolerance, elasticity, 
and scalability properties of MapReduce. Using the star schema benchmark [118], the 
authors have shown they are five times to eighty three times faster than Hive [ 139]. 

It is a promising research prototype, but not a fully functional system like Hive 
or DaCyDB. It does not currently have a SQL parser, queries are written in Java as 
MapReduce programs. Using Java, Clydesdale is exposed to the Java Virtual Mem
ory garbage collector issues when it wants to exploit servers with large memories and 
multiple cores for large data sets analyses. 

An asynchronous garbage collection happens when big heaps are allocated. It hap
pens at unpredictable intervals and stops the Java program from executing until it is 
completed. This garbage collection pauses are often considered the Achilles Heel of 
Java because of the poor guaranteed response or query times that may result. It also 
makes the application inflexible to handle changing workloads. Hence, scalability for 
in-memory computing, the right approach for real-time big data analysis and large start 
schema data sets, is not possible with this type of garbage collection [ 129]. 
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Furthermore, using Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) for structured data pro
cessing, its response time is compromised by the major HDFS bottleneck, bandwidth. 
The authors [89] have spotted that the bandwidth at which map tasks could read from 
HDFS was only a fraction of the raw disk bandwidth. For instance, they measured that 
each disk was able to supply between 70 MB/sand 100 MB/s. Conservatively assuming 
70 MB/s per disk would result in 560 MB/sec for eight disks and 280 MB/sec in case 
of four disks, benchmark results shown 126 MB/sec for eight disks and 105 MB/sec for 
four disks 

2.3.5 Using a DBMS 

The disadvantages of using distributed file system can be cut off through the integration 
of a DBMS instance in each node. This radical change to the MapReduce platform was 
successfully done on HadoopDB [2]. HadoopDB tries to combine the flexibility and 
scalability of MapReduce with the performance of a relational DBMS. 

HadoopDB [2] discards the distributed file system in favor of individual database 
nodes to construct a parallel DBMS. It combines a single node relational database with 
Hadoop to get better performance. Reliable storage or replication is used to have data 
fault tolerance. 

The initial approach [2] has integrated a row-store, PostGres. The later version they 
have scale up their solution to use a column-store DBMS, VectorWise (VW) which has 
vectorized operations on in-cache data and efficient I/O [3]. 

The performance gains compared to Hive and a commercial parallel database are 
impressive. They have shown that the efficient processing capacities of a DBMS and 
the drop of the distributed file system has brought another degree of performance never 
achieved before by all Hadoop extensions. 

Nevertheless, they are still dependent of the underline network layer of Map Reduce 
which is inefficient and compromises the HadoopDB project success. Randolph stated 
in [ 112] that early DeepCloud [39] prototypes 2 have shown the drawbacks of using 
MapReduce primitives as the main distribution mechanism 3 . They observed that a 
DBMS node that was 70 times faster than using HDFS, just made the data movement 
system look really slow. 

MapReduce has latency problems that are both inherent in its batch nature and its 
use of TCP. TCP typically increases the communications latency by at least a factor 
of 10. TCP round trip messaging times are as high as 400 ms. Contrary, OpenFab
rics/InfiniBand round trips do this in less than 4ms. Such propagation delays become 

2 http://deepcloud.co/web I /deepcloud-6-pack-is-now-avai !able-for-down load/ 
3 http://deepcloud.co/web I /its-official-mapreduce-is-slow/ 
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much more important as the cluster becomes larger. Hence, they discarded the option 
of using MapReduce primitives as they also dropped TCP in favor of RDMA when 
they started using VectorWise nodes. 

The adoption of RDMA by DeepCloud confirms that the strategy taken by Data Cy
clotron in exploring the new trends on network hardware is the right one. The Hadoop 
community has realized that and the first step has been taken by Mellanox UDA [ l 09] . 
A novel data moving protocol which uses RDMA in combination with an efficient 
merge-sort algorithm. It enables Hadoop clusters based on Mellanox InfiniBand and 
lOGb RoCE (RDMA over Converged Ethernet) adapter cards to efficiently move data 
between servers. However, contrary to the Data Cyclotron, the underlying network 
model used by MapReduce 4 is not suitable to exploit all the capacities of RDMA [55] 
(detailed discussion in Section 2.6.4). 

2.4 Data center trends 

The number of data centers constructed by enterprises has sky rocked over the last 
decade. In the same line are the data-sets size, servers, and storage devices request
ing network expansion. Moreover, enterprises are encountering increasing pressure in 
terms of the rational use of space and power consumption. 

With the network as the key service bearer of the data center, network infrastructure 
is facing continuous challenges. The network technologies improvement to cope with 
them is guiding data centers evolution. 

2.4.1 Driving force 

The driving force of data centers evolution is demanded by high concentration of high
density application systems. They request the state of art in physical servers and storage 
units. The growth of processing capacity complies with Moore's Law and strengthens 
the data centers processing capacity. However, they demand high bandwidths for data 
access. 

Furthermore, virtualization is also a trend in most of the data-centers where a sin
gle and high-capacity physical server is virtualized into several logical computing units, 
raising the computing capacity and access to storage units to a higher level. The net
work connects all of them. It is the backplane for the virtual servers. 

With several application systems of multiple logical servers piled onto a network 
interface, the data center infrastructure faces performance requirements that are several 

4The data shuffle uses 20 mesh approach, i.e. , M mappers send data to R reducers (M x R connections). 
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times larger than a traditional system. In addition, a highly reliable infrastructure is 
indispensable in such heavy application environment. 

The high dense application environment is increasing the service traffic and intro
ducing traffic bursts 5. The switching system tries to buffer and queue traffic bursts, 
however, the high ratios between each network level creates severe congestion increas
ing packet loss . A packet loss is not noticed at application level , but it indirectly affects 
the application performance due to the increase of data access latency [68] . 

2.4.2 Data centers evolution 

The evolution is guiding the data centers to an unified switching network that can effec
tively support front end service access, high-speed server interconnections, and access 
to storage units . 

A data center is now deployed with multiple independent networks to address dif
ferent application connection requirements. Storage access networks (SANs) for the 
access of upper-layer application system on servers to back end storage units. Switch
ing networks, Ethernet or InfiniBand, for reliable, secure, and remote connectivity to 
end user's . High-speed server interconnection networks for high-speed server clus
ters 6 . 

Structural organization. 

A server is not anymore a single box with all compute resources in it. They have 
been placed in pools together with storage and memory processors. All components 
have been spread around the data center and they are all interconnected through a net
work. 

Cloud computing platforms such as Windows Azure, Yahoo storage, or Google 
storage, have their storage services separated from compute nodes. To bring the stor
age network and compute server groups together, the tendency is to use storage area 
networks (SANs). They use a fiber channel over Ethernet (FCoE) or InfiniBand to in
terconnect high-performance servers and storage nodes at the core of the data centers. 

FCoE maps Fiber Channel (FC) directly over Ethernet while being independent 
of the Ethernet forwarding scheme. By retaining the native FC constructs, FCoE was 
meant to integrate with existing FC networks and management software. Using FC 
rather then TCP/IP, i.e., it encapsulates FC packets over the native Ethernet transport, 
FCoE ensures loss-less transmission of data. 

5 According to observations, within a 1 ms, a peek traffic value 2 or 3 times the average value [68 J. 
6 In most cases, Ethernet networks are used for services and lnfiniBand (IB) networks are used for cluster 

interconnections. 
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It is truth that a major part of the serves still use direct-attached storage (DAS) for 
temporary storage, such as caching or logging for fault-tolerance, but the use of disk
less nodes is on the horizon. 

Network technologies. 

Ethernet technology development has been multiplying its speeds by a factor 
10 over the last decade [68] 7 . With the costs continuously decreasing, the IOGb/sec 
structure (or higher) begins to move from the core to the network edge, servers, and 
storage units. For example, the next generation of Ethernet standards has a single stan
dard covering 40 Gb/sec and 100 Gb/sec 8. 

InfiniBand (I B) is more mature and more widely used in high-performance com
puting environments because it is more economical and already has higher bandwidth 
capabilities than Ethernet. Furthermore, lnfiniBand has Remote Direct Memory Access 
(RDMA) and is open source. With RDMA, InfiniBand is more green since RDMA con
sumes less energy. A more detail discussion on InfiniBand and RDMA technology is 
presented in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6. 

All these upgrades are small increments and they have primarily been speed up
grades not architecture upgrades. A re-think of network architectures is now promoting 
the adoption of new topologies. 

Network topologies. 

Tree topology has been used for several years in data centers. Those data centers 
were built without high communication complexity computations in mind. They were 
mainly optimized for scalable access by external clients. Over time, the tree topology 
evolved from a binary or ternary tree to a flat tree or a star topology to coupe with the 
increase of communication complexity. 

The major disadvantage of the initial topology was the congestion at the upper 
nodes if several processors further down wish to communicate. One way to alleviate 
this communication problem was to add additional connections between levels, i.e., by 
increasing the bisection bandwidth. This type of tree is called fat tree. 

The edges of a fat tree are most of the times organized as a star. A star topology 
is a tree of depth two and usually has a high fan out 9 . It has growth complexity one 
since only the central node has to be modified to cope with the extra node. The central 

7 100Mb/secin 1995, IGb/secin 1998, IOGb/secin2002, and 100Gb/secin2010. 
8 IEEE802.3ba., the 40 Gb/sec rate is oriented mainly for servers and the I 00 Gb/sec for convergence and 

backbone layers. 
9The fan-out represents the number of nodes to each a single node is directly connected. 
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120 Racks; 4800 Nodes 

Figure 2.2: Fat tree topology used in current data centers. 

node is thus a potential communication bottleneck . Consequently star network tends 

to be heterogeneous with the central processor being designed with a much higher 

communication bandwidth than the others such as a top rack switch. An example of 

this type of organization is picture in Figure 2.2. 
New decentralized topologies are emerging for more efficient communication be

tween nodes such as full or partial mesh topology. A fully connected network. or full 

mesh topology, is a network topology in which there is a direct link between all pairs 

of nodes. In a fully connected network with N nodes, there are N( N - 1) / 2 direct 

links. This type of topology, despite its high degree of reliability, are not used in big 

data centers since they are too expensive to set up. 

In a partial mesh topology there are at least two nodes with two or more paths 

between them to provide redundant paths. This decentralization is often used to co1n

pensate for the single-point-failure disadvantage that is present when using a single 

device as a central node, e.g., star topology and tree topology. 

A special kind of partial mesh. limiting the number of hops between two nodes, 

is a hypercube. Hypercube assures high bandwidth, low latency, and it can embed 

logical topologies such as mesh , tree, etc. However, it is costly and hard to build due 

to the higher number links required to connect all the nodes. The degree of complexity 

increases every time it needs to scale. The number of l/O ports increases and the cube-
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(a) Hierarchical ring. (b) Torus 20. 

Figure 2.3: Multi-dimensional ring topologies. 

connected cycles as well. As alternative a grid network where a linear, or ring, topology 
is used to connect systems in multiple directions, for instance, a multi-dimensional ring 
as represented in Figure 2.3. They are known for their decentralized nature. 

Recent developments in the research world are enforcing new radical changes on 
the design of network topologies. On the horizon, the network in a data center will be 
like a cloud where nodes are randomly connected, or not, to several other nodes. The 
network will become more symmetric allowing the computational image of a node to 
migrate around the data center or be share between different group of nodes [8]. 

2.5 InfiniBand technology 

The Data Cyclotron is designed for both Ethernet and InfiniBand. However, InfiniBand 
is preferred for its better technology in latency and bandwidth management. Moreover, 
it does not put limitations on the logical topologies to be implemented and it makes 
efficient use of the underlying physical topology. 

InfiniBand is a multi-lane protocol. Generally speaking, the four-lane (4x) products 
are used to link servers to switches, the eight-lane (8x) products are used for switch 
uplinks, and the twelve-lane ( l2x) products are used for switch-to-switch links. The 
single-lane (Ix) products are intended to run the InfiniBand protocol over wide area 
networks. 

In 2000, the original InfiniBand ran each lane at 2.5 Gb/sec (single data rate) . How
ever, in 2005, the DDR (double data rate) pushed it up to 5 Gb/sec and since 2008, the 
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QDR (quad data rate) products ran each lane at IOGb/sec. Of 201 1, InfiniBand has 
two new lane speeds using 64/66 encoding. The first is FOR (fourteen data rate) with 
14 Gb/sec speed. The second is called EDR, short for Eight Data Rate, which actually 
runs the InfiniBand lanes at 25 Gb/sec. A bandwidth of 300 Gb/sec bandwidth between 
any two nodes using 12x EDR comes within reach 10 . 

With InfiniBand road map, the bottleneck in data exchange is shifting to the PCI Ex
press bus. The PCI Express 2.0 technology, highly used on current data centers, is still 
based on old encoding techniques (8b/10b encoding) 11 . PCI Express 3.0 has recently 
been released 12 with new encoding ( 128b/130b) and higher bandwidth (64Gb/sec in

stead of the 32 Gb/sec for PCI 2.0), but it si ll can not catch up with the InfiniBand 
bandwidth evolution . InfiniBand has however a technology to reduce the memory BUS 
overhead for data transfers. This technology is called Remote Direct Memory Access 
(ROMA) and it is presented in detail in Section 2.6. 

2.6 Remote Direct Memory Access 

Network communication is known to be compute- and memory VO-intensive [53]. 
High-volume data transfers thus depend on dedicated hardware assistance, which mod
ern network cards provide in terms of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). Net
work interface cards (NICs) that provide ROMA functionality are also called RDMA
enabled N!Cs or RN/Cs. 

To make efficient use of ROMA, however, applications have to respect some of the 
characteristics of the hardware-accelerated transport mechanism. This section summa
rizes the most relevant characteristics extracted from a RDMA evaluation [57]. They 
are the key features which motivate the design of the Data Cyclotron . 

2.6.1 Traditional TCP communication 

In traditional TCP network communication, typically implemented using the Berkeley 
socket API, the operating system kernel is in charge of processing the network stack 
which includes executing the respective protocols and moving the payload data. 

The intensive involvement of the kernel on both sides causes a substantial amount 
of CPU load. A rule of thumb in network processing states that about I GHz in CPU 
performance is necessary for every I Gb/sec network throughput [53]. Experiments 

10 http://www. in fin i band ta. org/content/pages. php ?p g=techno I ogy _overview 
11 Scheme that results in a 20 percent ((10-8)/10) overhead on the raw bit rate. 
12Fall of20 1 l. 
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Figure 2.4: Only RDMA is able to significantly reduce the local [/0 overhead induced 
at high speed data transfers[55] . 

on our cluster confirmed this rule: even under full CPU load, our 2.33 GHz quad-core 
system was barely able to saturate the I 0 Gb/sec link. 

As can be seen in Figure 2.4, data movement causes roughly 50 % of the total CPU 
cost. In addition, the enforcement of process isolation mechanisms by the operating 
system kernel usually even requires three or more crossings of the memory bus. It can 
cause significant bus contention (assuming three bus crossings, JO Gb/sec full-duplex 
communication leads to ~ 7.5 GB/sec of bus traffic.) [55]. 

2.6.2 RDMA benefits 

The most apparent benefit of using RDMA is the CPU load reduction thanks to the 
aforementioned direct data placement (avoid intermediate data copies) and OS bypass
ing techniques (reduced context switch rate) [ 13] . 

Figure 2.4 depicts the CPU load breakdown for legacy network interfaces under 
heavy load and contrasts them with the latest RDMA technology. As can be seen, the 
major CPU cost factor in traditional TCP handling is not network stack processing. The 
dominating cost is the intermediate data copying-required by most legacy transport 
protocols-to transfer data between the network and the local main memory. There
fore, offloading only the network stack processing to the NIC is not sufficient (middle 
chart), but data copying must be avoided as well. Only RDMA is currently able to 
deliver such a high throughput at negligible CPU load. 
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Figure 2.5: Network utili zation [55]. 

A second effect is less obvious: ROMA also significantly reduces the memory bus 

load as the data is directly DMAed to/from its location in main-memory. Therefore, 

the data crosses the memory bus only once per transfer. The kernel TCP/IP stack on 

the other hand requires several such crossings. As indicated in Figure 2.5a, the data 

to be transfetTed crosses the system 's memory bus at least two times on its way from 

the host memory to the network card (the same happens symmetrically on the rece iver 

side) . This may lead to noticeable contention on the memory bus under high network 

1/0. Thus. adding additional CPU cores to the system is not a replacement for ROMA. 

2.6.3 Applying RDMA 

Remote Direct Memory Access (ROMA) moves data from the memory of one host 

to the memory of another host by a specialized network intetface card called RDMA

enab/ed NIC (RNIC). 
Before starting network transfers, application memory regions must be exp licitly 

registered with the network adapter. This serves two purposes: first, the memory is 

pinned and prevented from being swapped out lo disk: secondly. the network adapter 

stores the physica l address corresponding to the application virtual address. Now it is 

able to directly access local memory using its OMA engine and to do remote data ex

changes. Inbound/outbound data can directly be placed/fetched by the adapter to/from 
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the address in main memory supplied by the application. 
Figure 2.5b illustrates a typical RDMA data path: thanks to the placement informa

tion, the RNIC of the sending host can fetch the data directly out of local main-memory 
using DMA. It then transmits the data across the network to the remote host where a 
receiving RNIC places the data straight in its destination memory location. On both 
hosts, the CPUs only need to perform control functionality, if at all. Data transfer is 
done entirely by the RNICs. They can handle high-speed network I/O (2'. 40 Gb/sec) 
between two hosts with minimal involvement of either CPU. 

2.6.4 Perfect match 

By design, the RDMA interface is quite different from a classical Socket interface. 
A key difference is the asynchronous execution of the data transfer operations which 
allows overlapping of communication and computation, thereby hiding the network 
delay. 

Taking full advantage of RDMA is not trivial as it has hidden costs [57] with regard 
to its explicit buffer management. The ideal scenario is when the buffer elements are 
large, preferably a few dozen up to hundreds of megabytes . Furthermore, to alleviate 
expensive memory registration, the node interconnections topology should be point to 
point [55]. 

Due to these costs and functional requirements, not every application can fully ben
efit from RDMA. However, an architecture like the Data Cyclotron clearly can. It aims 
to transfer big data fragments using a ring topology, i.e., each node has a point to point 
connection with its neighbors. It is a peer-2-peer style and not master server protocol 
on a 2D mesh 13 which is for example used by MapReduce frameworks. Hence, the 
Data Cyclotron is able to explore ideas from the peer-2-peer world, and thus be more 
suitable to cloud-style communication environments [56] . 

2.6.5 A burst for distributed processing 

Through the years the data access latency for DBMS has been improved. Different 
algorithms or structures were created to exploit the hardware improvements for an effi
cient data access. RDMA, an advancement in network hardware, is a recent candidate 
to explore new methods for efficient data access. 

The RDMA made possible to access to remote memory as if it was a local storage. 
Due to the DMA facility, data processing overlaps with data access. Furthermore, data 

13 M mappers send data to R reducers (M x R connections) 
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can be fetched to the local memory at higher speeds due to the high bandwidth provided 

by lnfiniBand. 
The Data Cyclotron [63] and cyclo-join [55, 54] are on the front line to capitalize 

those features . In the Data Cyclotron the data structures are placed into the remote 

memory without effort and the process is all transparent for the application. Multiple 

nodes handle large numbers of concurrent computations. Thanks to InfiniBand and 

ROMA, the Data Cyclotron realizes high speed and low latency data availability at all 
nodes. 

In [55] for (R 1><1 S), one relation, say S (partitioned into sub-relations Si) is kept 

stationary during processing while the fragments of the other relation, say R, are rotat

ing. Hence, all ring members join each fragment of R flowing by against their local 

piece of S (S; ) locally using a commodity in-memory join algorithm. 

In the same line as RAMcloud [ 120], they exploit the fact that remote memory ac

cess is becoming more efficient than disk access, i.e., it has lower latency and higher 

bandwidth. Typical contemporary storage system architectures, like SATA300 and 

SAS, provide a theoretical maximum 10 performance of 3000 Mb/sec (375 MB/sec). 

The effective bandwidth is further degraded by additional hardware overhead, e.g., the 
seek time, operating system software time, and especially the random access time. 

Remote memory does not suffer from seek and rotational delays . Furthermore, 

with the sizable lnfiniBand bandwidth (cf., Section 2.5) and the ROMA benefits (cf., 

Section 2.6.2), the latency for random data access to remote memories is lower than 
to the local disk [ 120]. They use the RDMA buffers, i.e. , the registered memory re

gions, as a drop-box to shuffle data between nodes removing the dependency from slow 

di sks. They explore the effortless and efficient data movement to develop new ideas 

for distributed data access and design of distributed relational operators. 

2.7 Summary 

The Chapter introduced related architectures, or concepts, developed in last decades for 

distributed data analysis. The most recent advances for scalability were brought to dis

cussion for further analyze in Chapter 5. DataPath [ 1 1] and Cooperative Scans [ 155] 

were the two related concepts that exploit a continuous data stream to boost query 

performance. They stipulated a fact, to achieve high throughput it is required coopera

tive work among the nodes. On the other hand, Broadcast Disks [4] and DataCycle [75] 

claim the ring topology as the preferred one for a cooperative behavior in the distributed 

setting. 
A well known MapReduce framework was dissected to understand the advantages 

and disadvantages of its architecture for certain workload scenarios. From data distri-
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bution to resource utilization, from data processing to integration with a DBMS, the 
major features were presented as well as the latest solutions to improve them. The 
analyze brought out the most important architectural design features of MapReduce
inspired solutions which do not make them suitable for complex data analyzes. 

To complete the background reading, the trends in data centers at hardware and 
architecture level were summarized to make the dissertation self-contained. It was em
phasized that network is becoming a relevant component to be taken in consideration 
when designing new distributed architectures. In the same line, the new application 
trends are motivating the exploration of new topologies and new techniques for data 
distribution. At long term, data centers will be equipped with diskless nodes and the 
switches in up layers will gradually be removed in favor of nodes with routing ca
pacity. At the same time, fault tolerance will be supported by the hardware than the 
software. Combined with multipath technology, the data center will soon be seen as 
a cloud where peer-2-peer style environments can emerge as alternative solutions for 
distributed computation. 
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Chapter 3 

The Data Cyclotron 
Architecture 

This Chapter introduces the Data Cyclotron (DaCy) architecture which is built around 
a ring of homogeneous nodes. The Data Cyclotron has adopted ring topology for a de
centralized architecture where nodes share data or parallelize data computations with
out a central coordinator. Its simplicity is the key to explore new and un-orthodox 
algorithms for distributed parallel processing. Its communication pattern leverages the 
data routing latency and gets optimal bandwidth utilization at networks switches using 
simplified routing. 

For a flexible integration with different applications, each the Data Cyclotron node 
is defined by three layers, the network layer, DaCy layer, and application layer. Their 
interaction is achieved by a few support structures and routines having in mind an 
efficient platform for data load, data forward, and data access by all nodes. Together 
with the DaCy storage they provide the grounds to have a decentralized inter-node 
interaction to provide load balancing and scalability. 

The Data Cyclotron aims both, to be a scalable architecture and it follows an adap
tive vision to populate the nodes with data. With an independent service at the data 
source nodes to extract data fields from diverse data sets, a user can opt to load all data 
before defining the computations or load data as it is requested by the computations. 
The latter model reduces by several orders of magnitude the cumulative cost from the 
first data chunk load until its first utilization. 
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3.1 Outline 

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows . Section 3.2 starts with the 

motivation to use ring topology as the logical topology and how such topology exploits 

the physical topology on state-of-the-art data centers. The Chapter continues with the 

description of the nodes internal organization in Section 3.3, followed by a description 
on how nodes interact in Section 3.4. For the two types of interaction, the DaCy storage 

is used as the communication hub. Its structural organization and its management is 

presented in Section 3.5. Finally, the Chapter concludes with the presentation of two 

models for data distribution , a priory loading and iterative loading in Section 3.6 and 

a summary in Section 3.7. 

3.2 Logical topology 

The relevance of communication protocols and logical topology in the computation 

process design has increased over the last few years. It has gained influence on how 

parallel computers are built for optimal balance on resource utilization, i.e., the amount 

of computation a node does relative to the amount data it can communicate with other 

nodes, also known as grain size 1
• 

From the communication perspective, in the ideal scenario, parallel computers 

should have a network diameter of two, i.e., every node would be connected to ev

ery other node. However, it would make large parallel computers impractical due to 

the exponential growth in the number of links. 
To overcome the problem, developers started to explore programs which use com

munication patterns with the immediate neighbors, such as ring topology, to achieve 

an effective diameter of two. With the adoption of this communication pattern, parallel 

computers can approach their theoretical performance limit. Furthermore, they can ex

ploit a symbiotic relationship between the communication process and the underlying 

hardware. 
For these reasons, and to explore state-of-the-art network hardware, we have 

adopted the ring topology as the logical topology for the Data Cyclotron. The next 

section exposes the advantages of the topology and where its simplicity has been used 

to explore new research directions. 

1 A large grain size indicates the node does a lot of computat ion while communicat ing infrequently. A 

small grain size indicates that only a smal l amount of computation is done between communications. 
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3.2.1 Ring topology 

The Data Cyclotron has adopted a ring topology for a decentralized architecture where 
nodes share data or parallelize data computations without a central coordinator. Its 
simplicity is the key to explore new and un-orthodox algorithms for distributed par
allel processing. This simplicity is often left behind in favor of a more complex and 
highly dynamic topology such as 2D mesh. For highly dynamic topologies the dis
tance between two nodes is 0(1), i.e., low latency, however, the bus bandwidth quickly 
becomes a performance bottleneck. Topologies like 2D mesh are the preferred ones 
for programs exchanging thousands of small messages since the latency is the major 
cost. For the Data Cyclotron the nodes are intended to exchange big chunks of data. 
Thus, topologies that provide higher bandwidth between nodes, i.e., wider channels, 
and non-blocking traffic, are the preferable ones. 

Symbiotic relationship between application and the network hardware. 

For applications with communication patterns from one node to another node, the 
tree topology is the best strategy. It typically results in a route length of O(logN ) links 
with N being the number of nodes in the network. The ring topology is so suitable due 
to to its route length, i.e., O(n) links. 

The ring topology is more suitable for group (many-to-many) multicast communi
cations. The overall number of links traversed by each packet is the same as in the tree 
topology, i.e., O(N), where N is the size of the group. Furthermore, the bandwidth 
allocation on the ring for the multicast scenarios is O(N), while on a general tree it 
is O(N) for the static multicast scenario, but O(N2 ) for the dynamic and adaptive 
multicast scenarios [ 14). 

The ring topology has another advantage, its communication pattern leverages the 
data routing latency and by using simplified routing it gets optimal bandwidth uti
lization at networks switches, i.e., the switches can operate in non-blocking mode. 
A network switch is non-blocking if the switching fabric can handle the theoretical 
maximum load on all ports such that any routing request to any free output port can 
be established successfully without interfering with other traffics. With non-blocking 
switches no extra latency is added by data routing at the switch. 

Not all software arch itectures can use and exploit the assets of this type of switches, 
but the Data Cyclotron can. In the Data Cyclotron the data flows clockwise, i.e., it is a 
continuous stream and with a single routing pattern. Furthermore, with the ring topol
ogy packets that arrive at different input ports are destined to different output ports, 
i.e., a contention free scheduling. Therefore, they can be routed instantaneously, i.e, 
the switches can be non-blocking. Aside from absence of latency, there is ideal switch 
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bandwidth utilization because the routing algorithm is equivalent to synchronized shuf
fling [38]. 

Simplified routing becomes more important for actual data centers due to its struc
tural organization (cf., Section 2.4.2). 

" A server is not anymore a single box with all compute resources in it. They have 
been placed in pools together with storage and memory processors. All components 
have been spread around the data center and they are all interconnected through a 
network. " 

With the data center network trends (cf., Section 2.4) we believe the logical topol
ogy adopted by the Data Cyclotron is the best one to explore a new research path and 
guide us to a new optimal for distributed data analysis. 

" Cloud computing platforms such as Windows Azure, Yahoo storage, or Google 
storage, have their storage services separated from compute nodes. To bring the stor
age network and compute server groups together the tendency is to use storage area 
networks (SANs). They use afiber channel over Ethernet (FCoE) or" 

Other architectures exploiting ring topology features. 

The Data Cyclotron does not stand alone in the adoption of the ring topology to 
develop new and efficient distributed parallel processing algorithms. Recent multi
core processors are using a single ring to share data among their cores [ 140] such 
as Celli [122] and Nehalem-EX [41] processors. Intel is using four rings to inter
connect its Sandy Bridge [42] processors. It uses four rings to split data movement 
from requests, acknowledgments, and snoops [ 140]. 

Its adoption for multi-core processors due to its simplicity and opportunity to ex
plore novel designs raised some concerns about a possible higher latency compared to 
a more dynamic topology such as 2D mesh. A recent study [94] has shown that for 
on-chip networks the latency for a ring topology is in some cases lower than the latency 
achieved on a 2D mesh [94]. 

At first, latency in a ring seems to be a problem due to the high network diameter 
as the average hop count is proportional to N (number of nodes) while on the 2D 
mesh is proportional to ifJ\i. However, due to the wider channel, i.e., high aggregated 
bandwidth, lower serialization, and lower per-hop latency, the overall latency can be 
lower without affecting the throughput. The results are summarized in Figure 3. l . 

The design requirements, and bandwidth, facing on-chip networks are few orders 
of magnitude different from the ones in a data center network. Nevertheless, some ob-
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Figure 3.1 : Latency vs. load curve comparing ring and mesh for a 16-node ring topol
ogy on uniform random traffic [94]. 

servations can be used in the Data Cyclotron context. The Data Cyclotron nodes, as the 
on-chip cores, load and transfer big data blocks at high speed to achieve high through
put and low latency. Moreover, the network technology used by the Data Cyclotron, 
i.e., RDMA, capitalizes the results through full link utilization and no serialization cost 
(more details in Section 2 .6) . 

3.3 The Data Cyclotron node organization 

To have a symbiotic relationship with network hardware and flexible integration with 
different applications, each Data Cyclotron node is defined by three layers: the network 
layer, DaCy layer, and application layer as represented in Figure 3.2. The network layer 
is responsible for all in and out node's traffic. It provides an API for the DaCy layer 
to control all network actions and status. The application layer uses three calls to com
municate what data is needed, which data is in use, and which one was released. The 
DaCy layer is between these two layers and its runtime system, composed of several 
independent threads, controls the flow of messages. 
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Figure 3.2: The Data Cyclotron architecture. 

3.3.1 Network layer 

The network layer is responsible for connections with the node's immediate neighbors. 
It encapsulates the envisioned ROMA infrastructure and traditional UDPrfCP func
tionality as a fall-back solution. The ring set up and the communication model derives 
from the network layer used for [55, 56] 2 . 

Ring set up. 

During the ring initialization, with the exception for the first node, each new node 
connects to the last and first node added to the ring, as shown in Figure 3.3. Node N3 
connects first to node N2 and then to node Nl. Once Nl accepts N3 connection, it 
drops the connection with N2 (cf., steps C), D), and E) in Figure 3.3). The counter 
clockwise connection is initialized once the clockwise connection is set. 

Each node before entering the ring allocates a set of memory regions to be used 
as DaCy buffers, and if the ROMA protocol is the chosen one, register them with the 

2 Result of a productive cooperation between CWI - Amsterdam and ETH - Zurich, in the initial stages of 
the Data Cyclotron project (http://www.systems.ethz.ch/research/researchareas/DPMH/DataCycl ) 
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Figure 3.3: Ring extension. 

network adapter 3 (cf., Section 2.6.3). 

Communication model. 

The communication model has been designed as an asynchronous scheme which 
involves two entities at each node: the receive thread (RX) and the transmit thread 
(TX) as picture in Figure 3.4. Both threads are independent from each other. RX 
receives a message, places it into a buffer, and notifies the routine caller. There is 
one routine caller for the counter-clockwise traffic and another one for the clockwise 
traffic. A routine caller inspects the message header and determines each routine from 
the DaCy layer should process it. Through flags the routines from DaCy layer know 
which DaCy buffers they need to process. 

On the other hand, T X is responsible to forward messages to the next node. It 
inspects all buffers looking for the ones marked ready for forwarding. It interacts with 
the buffer manager for garbage collection or data caching. 

Management of the network traffic. 

The in/out traffic is composed of data chunk messages and data chunk request mes
sages 4 . New type of messages can be added to the network traffic upon request. Their 

3 All nodes in a ring need to use same communication protocol 
4 For the remind a data chunk request will be referred as request. 
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Figure 3.4: Asynchronous data propagation scheme. 

How is always counter clockwise to not increase the data propagation latency. For each 
new type, a routine is added to the DaCy runtime system and the mllfine caller made 
aware of the existence of a new type of message. 

All messages are managed by the network layer on a first-come-first-serve basis. 
The exchange of messages is all transparent for the DaCy layer. The underlying net
work is configured as asynchronous channels with guaranteed order of arrival. The 
data transfer and the queues management are optimized depending on the protocol be
ing used. 

3.3.2 DaCy layer 

The DaCy layer is an implicit interface for the application. It infers network sends/re
ceives without the application knowledge. It is the control center and it serves three 
message streams. those composed of a) the requests from the local application instance, 
b) the predecessor's data chunks, and c) the successor's requests from the network 
layer. 
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To manage these streams it uses two catalogs 5 C I and C2. Cl contains information 
about all data chunks owned by the local node. C2 administers the outstanding requests 
for all active computations. They are organized by data chunk identifier. 

The runtime system through the routines, updates each catalog based on the mes
sage's arrival. Furthermore, it is also responsible for the inter-node interaction and 
the storage ring management, both of them are discussed in detail in Section 3.4 and 
Section 3.5. 

3.3.3 Application layer 

For an application to interact with the Data Cyclotron it needs to be integrated with 
the application layer for a transparent interaction with all other layers. The application 
layer interacts with the DaCy layer through three calls request(), pin(), and unpin() . 

A request() call is used to inform which data will be required. It is used by the 
DaCy layer to warm up local cache through a local or a remote data load. The pin() 
call is used to check the local cache for data availability. If it is not available, the 
application call blocks. 

The application call remains blocked until the data chunk is made available at the 
DaCy buffers. Once available, the application call resumes and uses the data chunk for 
processing. The data chunk is only cached or dropped after the unpin() call. Until there 
the DaCy layer assumes the data chunk is being used for processing by the application. 
The interaction between the application layer and the DaCy layer ends with the last 
unpin() call. 

3.4 Inter-node interaction 

The inter-node interaction is done through two data Hows, one counter clockwise for 
data requests, queries/jobs and metadata, and another one clockwise only for data 
chunks. Within these Hows only two type of messages define the interaction, requests 
and data chunks. All other messages are application specific and they do not directly 
interfere in the inter-node interaction. 

The interaction can be resumed by a single request for a data chunk. A request of a 
local data chunk, leads to an automatic load from disk into the local buffers, otherwise, 
the request leads to an update of the requests catalog. In the latter case, a data chunk 
request message is sent off to the ring, traveling counter-clockwise towards data chunk 
owner. Thereafter, the data chunk is loaded into the ring and travels clockwise towards 
the requesting node. 

50ne catalog per each type of message 
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Between the request load and the data chunk reception, all nodes interact through 

a request propagation algorithm and a data chunk propagation algorithm for efficient 

requests and data forwarding. 

3.4.1 Request forwarding 

The requests are used as informative pings by the application to keep the DaCy layer 
informed about which data chunks still need to be processed. These requests are stored 

in a catalog and used to identify which of the data chunks passing by needs to be 

retained in the local memory for processing. 
After the request registration , the runtime system keeps track of the requests pass

ing by. The routine request propagation (cf., Figure 3.5), analyzes the counter-clockwise 

traffic to see if similar requests are flowing. In case it sees an already loaded request 

and the data chunk has not yet arrived, it absorbs the remote request to reduce traffic 

in the counter-clockwise ring. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to notify the other 

nodes that a certain data chunk is required for data processing. 
Hence, the requests flowing in the ring are aggregated to reduce the latency in 

requesting data. At the data chunk 's owner, the request is removed from circulation 

and the runtime system attempts to load the data chunk. In case the data chunk was 

already loaded the request is just ignored, if not, and if the storage ring has space to 

transport it, the data chunk is sent to the loading list, otherwise, it is sent to the pending 
li st. 

To avoid data starvation, the runtime uses a time-out to reload a request. After T R 
timeouts the data chunk is declared as non-existent, the request un-registered from the 

catalog and an exception is raised: The data chunk does not exist anymore in any of 

the connected nodes. 

3.4.2 Data forwarding 

Once a data chunk is loaded, it travels from node to node until it is not needed any
more, thereby removed by its owner. The data chunk propagation from the predecessor 

node to the successor node is carried out by the data chunk propagation algorithm as 

depicted in Figure 3.6. 
For each data chunk received, the algorithm searches for an outstanding request. 

Once found, it checks the catalog in search for computations blocked in a pin() call. 

For those computations, it unblocks them by handing over the pointer for the buffer 

where the data chunk is stored. 
A data chunk carries an administrative header used by its owner for hot-set man

agement. The header contains some properties, e.g., data_chunk_id, data_chunk...size, 
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Request Propagatwn 
input: the request node 1s ong111 owner and the request 1d reqid 
output: forwards the request or schedules the load of the requested BAT 

0 I: / * check if the request returned to its origin * / 
02: if ( o wner ~~ node_id ) 
03: unregister_request( &S2 , reqid ) ; 
04: unregister_request-queries ( &S3 , reqid ) ; 
05: exit ; 
06: 
07: / * check if the node is the BAT owner * / 
08: if ( node-is-owner_( &Sl , reqid ) ) 
09: if ( data_chunLis_loaded ( &Sl , reqid) 
10: exit ; 
II : 
12: 
13: 
14: 

if ( data_chunLcan..be_loaded ( reqid ) 
if ( data_chunk_is_already_pending (reqid) 

data_chunLload ( reqid , chLsize ) ; 
untag_data_chunLpending ( reqid ) ; 

15: exit ; 
16: e l se 
17: if ( !data_c hunLi s _already_pending (reqid) 
18: tag_data_chunLpending (reqid ) ; 
19: exit ; 
20: 
21: / * check if there is the same request locally * / 
22: if ( request-is_mine ( reqid) ) 
23: if ( ! request-is -sent (reqid) ) 
24: / * send if it has not been sent * / 
25: load_request (node_id, reqid) ; 
26: exit ; 
27: 
28: forward_re quest(owner , reqid) ; 

Figure 3.5: Request Propagation Algorithm 

copies, hops, and cycles. The data chunk propagation algorithm (Fig. 3.6) updates the 
resource variables hops and copies. The variable copies designates how many nodes 
actually used the data chunk for their local computations. The variable cycles is update 
everytime it passes at its owner, i.e., a metric for the data chunk's age in the storage 
ring. 

The DaCy runtime is aware of the memory consumption in the local node only. If 
there is not enough buffer space, the data chunk will continue its journey and compu
tations waiting for it remain blocked for one more cycle. 
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Data Chunk Propaf?alton 
input: the BAI loade?s id owner. data_chunk _id. loi. copies. hops ,cycles 
output: forwards the BAT 

0 I: / * check if there is a local request for the BAT * / 
02: hops++ ; 
03: if ( data_chunLhas _request (data_chunLi d) 
04: request-set-sent (data-chunLid) ; 
05: 
06: 
07: 
08: 
09: 
10: 
II : 

if ( requesLhas _pin_calls ( data_chunLid ) ) 
copies++ ; 
/ *Check if it was pinned for all the assoc iated queries * / 
if ( requesLis _pinned_all ( data_chunLid ) 

requesLunregister ( data -chunLid) ; 

12: forward_data_chunk(owner , data-chunk _id , loi , copies , hops , cycles) ; 

Figure 3.6: Data Chunk Propagation Algorithm 

3.4.3 Data loading 

The runtime system has two more functions for resources management. A resend() 

function is triggered by a timeout on the rotational delay for data chunks requested into 

the storage ring. It indicates a package loss. The loadAll() executes postponed data 

chunks loads, i.e. , data chunks marked as pending in the third outcome of the request 

propagation algorithm. It starts the load for the oldest ones. If a data chunk does not fit 

in the data chunk queue, it tries the next one and so on until it fills up the queue. The 
leftovers stay for the next call. This type of load optimizes the buffer utilization. 

The priority for entering the storage ring is derived from both size and waiting time. 
This generic priority policy is defined for robustness, however, it might not be optimal 

for the data access latency. The data relevance for the workload should also be used 

as an additional weight in the priority setting. The boundaries of such optimization is 

presented together with the hot-set management in Chapter 4 to maintain the Chapter 
self-contained. 

To reduce latency, it is assured that the load of a data chunk is not postponed in

definitely. In such situation, the loadAll() blocks until enough buffer space is released. 

These functions make the Data Cyclotron robust against request losses and starvation 
due to scheduling anomalies . 

3.4.4 Ring's heartbeat 

The definition of time-outs in a decentralized structure is always complex. Without 

global knowledge on the number of participants, and how their load is affecting the 
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network traffic, using predefined time-outs can lead to data starvation or buffers and 
queues overflows. 

The unit to define time-outs should be adjusted over the time. For that reason, a 
time unit called DaCy-cycle was introduced. A DaCy-cycle is the average time for a 
package to be sent and return back to the origin. Since requests do not necessarily 
complete a full cycle and data chunks can be unloaded, a special message is used for 
this case. With a time unit defined with a single message the time-outs among all node 
are aligned. 

Hence, a special data chunk, called DaCyPing is loaded into the ring at the ring's 
initialization. Loaded by the first node that defines the ring. It travels with high priority 
and it is never removed from circulation. In the context of distributed systems, it can 
be seen as an heartbeat for the ring. 

It contains an entry per node referring to network statistics at each of them. The 
number of entries is then used by the nodes as an estimation of how many nodes com
pose the ring as well as their load and bandwidth. Such information is relevant for 
adjustments on the ring structure (addition or removal of nodes) or in the flow of mes
sages (number of messages or slowdown the forwarding) . Its utility is emphasized in 
the coming Chapters. 

3.5 Storage ring management 

The storage ring is composed of all node's buffer space, i.e., all node's DaCy storage. 
The management of this space is done through the buffer management and the hot
set management. The buffer management assures an efficient utilization of the local 
buffers at each node. The hot-set management assures that only relevant data for the 
workload is flowing around the ring and its discussion has an entire dedicated Chap
ter 4. 

3.5.1 Buffers organization 

The DaCy storage is composed of several buffers and each of them has a list of prop
erties. These properties are used to determine the used/free space and if they contain 
data in transit or data in use by the application. They are used by the DaCy buffer man
agement to determine the right number of buffers for hot-set propagation and to feed 
properly the local starving computations. The global and local throughput depends on 
the success of this management decision. 

The DaCy storage is divided into the DaCy space and application space. A low 
number of free buffers for transit data slows down the data propagation, therefore, it 
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decreases the global throughput. On the other hand, few buffers to store data for the 

application degrades the performance of local computations. 
The DaCy sets a minimal number of buffer space for each type of data. The re

maining space, neutral zane, is used for both data types depending on the workload 

requirements. For a workload with a small hot-set the neutral zane is used to cache 

data chunks for the application. Used data chunks are kept to be re-used by future 

computations. If they are under node 's ownership, they are ready to be forwarded up 
to request reducing data access latency. The cache management is explained in more 

detail in the coming Chapter 4. 
On the other hand, if the hot-set grows the neutral zane starts to be used as a queue 

for data chunks in transit. Therefore, application 's data is removed or forbidden to 

use the neutral zane. The first data chunks to be evicted are the cached data chunks 

followed by the ones in use by the application. 
With the entire neutral zane occupied with transit data chunks, the storage ring is 

overloaded, therefore, new data chunks cannot be loaded. The Data Cyclotron reduces 

the number of data chunks in the ring by increasing a threshold, called LOITn, to 

unload the less popular data chunks from circulation. A detailed study of the dynamic 

adjustments of the threshold is presented in the coming Chapter 4. 

3.5.2 Buffer fragmentation 

The data chunks size is not equal and it is not known a priory. Furthermore, the buffer 

registration cost on the network adapter requires a buffer to be registered at the node 's 

initialization. To cope with this issue and to reduce fragmentation, a node allocates 

the buffers with the same size and stores as many data chunks as possible in the same 
buffer. 

Each buffer contains a offset list to delimit the occupied areas and the ones that 

remain empty. Every time a buffer is loaded the offset for the free space is updated. The 

management of these offsets is similar to the buddy memory allocation algorithm [ 144] 

and it is relatively easy to implement and supports limited but efficient splitting and 
coalescing of memory blocks [97] . 

The buddy memory allocation splits the buffers into halves, i.e., it creates binary 

buddies. Each buffer is divided into two smaller blocks, and each smaller block be

comes a unique buddy to the other. A split block can only be merged with its unique 

buddy block to reform the larger buffer they were split from . A binary tree is used to 

locate used or unused memory blocks. 
After the buffers allocation, and registration, a binary tree is created to represent all 

buddies blocks for each buffer. The depth of the tree (Dep), passed as configuration 
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parameter, defines how many times a buffer is split in half. For efficiency the buffer 
size is power of two. Power-of-two block sizes make address computation simple. 

In comparison to other simpler techniques, such as dynamic allocation, it has little 
external fragmentation. Furthermore, the merge of buddy blocks has little overhead 
since the maximal number of merges per buffer is log(Dep). 

This organization and management of the empty regions is not optimal, but it has 
been robust for actual scenarios. However, for workloads where the data chunks do not 
have power off two sizes, the internal fragmentation cannot be avoided, specially when 
the data chunk is a little larger than a small block, but a lot smaller than a large block. 
More robust solutions to manage the empty/occupied buffers, such as the malloc algo
rithm, should be used to reduce, or even to evict, internal and external fragmentation. 
However, its implementation and study is not part of the content of this dissertation. 

3.6 Data loading and distribution 

The Data Cyclotron provides two data distribution models: iterative loading and a 
priory loading. The data distribution model to be used depends on the workload type. It 
is up to the user to decide if it is worth to load all data before defining the computations 
or use an iterative load, this is, load data as it is requested by the computations. 

For workloads which request data from a data source which is always online and 
has a stable connection with one or more nodes in the ring, the iterative mode should 
be the preferred one. For both, a schema is first shared among all nodes. A request 
is defined based on this schema and might have as target different data sources. It is 
composed of the source file identification, parse expression, and split function. For 
example, a request to extract a relational column from a CSV file , or to extract records 
from a data block stored in a cloud storage file. 

Independently of the data source, the Data Cyclotron provides a service to be in
stalled at the data source called data loader. A data loader establishes multiple con
nections with a Data Cyclotron's ring and waits for data load requests. Using different 
readers, the data loader extracts the relevant data, such as properties or fields of CSV 
file, slices the extracted data into partitions, and send them as data chunks to the ring. 
Each data chunk is tagged with a node! D to make sure the distribution is uniform and 
each node has a disjoint set. During the first cycle, the node designated by node! D 
stores a copy in its disk and updates its catalog. From that point on, it is responsible to 
load/unload the data chunk into the hot-set. All other nodes only update their catalog. 
With a single scan of the data source, the data is distributed for future requests . 

For a priory loading, a single data load request is issued by the user, or by a node 
at the reception of the first computation. Such request triggers the load of all data for 
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the entire schema. For iterative loading, several data load requests can be issued by 

the nodes. Each request only requires the load of input data which was not yet loaded 

into the ring. For example, if two columns of a relational table are used for the first 

time, a request is sent to the data loader to only extract the two columns from the 

data source. The data access latency for the first data chunk request is higher than the 

consequent ones. However, the cumulative cost from the first data chunk load until its 
utilization is several orders magnitude smaller than the cumulative cost when using a 

priory loading. To keep the Chapter self contained, a more detailed discussion, in the 

context of relational databases, is presented in Chapter 6. 

3.7 Summary 

The Chapter introduced the Data Cyclotron architecture by posing arguments for the 

adoption of a ring as the preferred logical topology. With the nodes arranged in a ring 

structure each node's layer was described in detail. Their interaction is achieved by a 

few support structures and routines. Their importance and contribution for the layers 

interaction was presented having in mind an efficient platform for data loading, data 
forwarding, and easy access by all the nodes. Major attention was given to the DaCy 

buffers which compose the storage ring. Their management and structural organization 

is the key for a near optimal resource utilization and efficient data forwarding . 

The population of nodes with data follows the adaptive vision of the architecture. 

The applications can request data from various sources and access it on an iterative or a 

priory loading mode. The iterative load is however dependent of the type of application 

and data sources. Further evolution of this topic is described in corning Chapters as 

well as the validation of all protocols through simulation and a full functional system 

for state-of-the-art data centers. 
Despite recent developments in the research world to enforce new radical changes 

on the design of network topologies, the Data Cyclotron stands as one of few architec

tures without central coordination that has an elegant way to distribute and access data. 

The same time, it has the grounds of Aexibility to explore new and novel data analyze 

techniques using state-of-the-art hardware. 
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Chapter 4 

The Data Cyclotron Hot-set 
Management 

In the Data Cyclotron to achieve high throughput and low latency the most relevant data 
for the current workload is identified and set with the highest priority to consume the 
available network bandwidth and storage ring space. Designated as hot-set, its decen
tralized management is responsible to assure fast access to the most relevant data and 
avoid data starvation for computations interested on data chunks with low relevance. 

A ranking system is used to determine where a data chunk should be, i.e., in disk, 
memory, or storage ring (also in memory, but in circulation). Its self-organization in a 
distributed manner, keeping an optimal resource utilization, replaces gradually the data 
in the ring to accommodate the current workload. 

The ranking system is composed of a ranking metric called the level of interest 
(LOI) and a threshold called the level of interest threshold (LOIT). LOI describes 
how popular was and is a data chunk for the current workload. Lower is its value more 
likely is the data chunk to be evicted. LOIT is the borderline between the hot-set and 
cold-set. Each node keeps adjusting LOIT to have as many data chunks as possible in 
circulation and low data access latency. 

Using a well known network simulator (NS-2), we explore different approaches 
and methods to reach the most efficient and robust solution to rank the data chunks 
popularity and to define the optimal hot-set. From the integration of an innovative 
cache management to ownership request we assure a homogeneous hot-set composed 
of data chunks with the highest probability of utilization. The study is supported by 
simulation results for different workload scenarios. 
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4.1 Outline 

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the hot-set 
management algorithm, and LOI and LOIT concepts in detail. Section 4.3 contains 
the study of hot-set management for different scenarios using a discrete event simu
lation. Furthermore, based on observations collected during simulation, we improved 
LOI definition. Subsequently, we present an intermediate state between hot- and cold
set called warm-set in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents an efficient cache management 
to avoid the relevant data forwarding be slowed down by the load and forwarding of 
unpopular data. Finally, the Chapter concludes with the presentation of a dynamic data 
ownership model to create an homogeneous hot-set in Section 4.6 and a summary in 
Section 4.7. 

4.2 Level of interest 

The data chunk is loaded once there is space in the storage ring and it flows as long its 
LOI is above its owner's LOIT. It becomes a candidate to be part of the hot-set as 
soon as a request for its load is received at its owner 1• 

Its LOI is updated at each cycle completion, this is, every time it returns to its 
owner. The hot-set management determines the new LOI based on the previous LOI 
and global information collected during the data chunk's journey such as the number 
of copies, the number of hops, and the number of cycles. The variables copies and 
hops are updated at each node. The variable cycles is only updated by the data chunk's 
owner when it completes a cycle. Hence, as described in [63] the LOI is calculated 
was follows: 

CAVG copies 
hops 

n ewLOI LOI+ CAVG x cycles= LOI + CAVG 
cycles cycles 

(4. 1) 

The previous LOI for a data chunk represents the ring's interest on the data chunk 
during the previous cycles. However, the latest cycle has more weight than the older 
ones. This weight is imposed by multiplication of the number of copies average CA VG 
in the last cycle by the actual cycles value: 

copies 
-- x cycles 
hops 

1The data chunk 's owner is the node responsible to load/unload it to/from the storage ring. 
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!Jew level of interest 
input: the data_chunLid, loi, copies, hops, cycles 
output: forwards the data chunk or unloads the data chunk. 

01: / •Check if the node is the data chunk loader •/ 
02: if ( node_is_the _loader (data_chunk-id) ) 
03: cycles++ ; 
04: new_loi = 

(loi + ((copies I hops) •cycles )) 
cycles ; 

05: copies ~ O; 
06: hops ~ 0 ; 
07: if ( new_loi < loit (n) ) 
08: unload_data_chunk ( data_chunLid ) ; 
09: else 
10: forward_data_chunk (data_chunk_id , new_loi, copies , hops , cycles) ; 

Figure 4. L: Hot-set Management 

The division by the number of cycles was used to apply an age weight to the for
mula. The age weight decreases over the time to avoid monopolization of resources, 
this is, an old popular data chunk should give place to new popular data chunks. Hence, 
old data chunks carry a low level of interest unless renewed in each pass through the 
ring. 

Data chunk removal. 

Once the new LOI is determined, it is compared with LOIT. If lower, the data 
chunk is removed from circulation. If not, the LOI variable is set with the new LOI 
value and the data chunk is sent back to the ring. This hot-set management (represented 
by algorithm in Figure 4.1) is executed at the Data Cyclotron layer for all data chunks 
received from the predecessor node. 

At each node, the runtime system derives the LOIT value using as reference the 
local DaCy storage load. Its adjustment is dynamic and inversely proportional to the 
DaCy storage load. If it is too loaded, LOIT increases. It is step wise increased until 
the pending local data chunks can start moving. If the data is being forwarded and 
loaded without delays it is decreased so the data is kept in rotation as long as possible. 

A node keeps adjusting LOIT to have as many data chunks as possible in circula
tion, but at the same time not more than the available DaCy buffers for transit data to 
keep the data access latency low. The precision of LOI to rank each data chunk and 
the dynamic LOIT adjustment is analyzed and improved in the coming sections. 
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4.3 Simulation 

The design of the Data Cyclotron layers interaction is based on a discrete event simu
lation. The core of this activity is a detailed hot-set study using NS-2 2 , a popular sim
ulator in the scientific community. The simulator runs on a Linux computer equipped 
with an Intel Core2 Quad CPU at 2.40 GHz, 8 GB RAM and I TB disk . The simulator 
was used out of the box, i.e., without any changes to its kernel. 

The simulation scenario has a narrow scope. It is primarily intended to demonstrate 
and stress-test the behavior of the Data Cyclotron internal policies. Moreover, higher 
scale experiments are not recommended for this type of simulators due to some internal 
overflows in the packet transmission and synchronization 3 . Further study for a bigger 
scope, using the conclusions from this Chapter, is conducted with a fu ll functional Data 
Cyclotron on a real-size cluster (cf., Chapter 5). 

The base topology in our simulation study is a ring composed of ten nodes. Each 
node is interconnected with its neighbor through a duplex-link with I 0 Gb/sec band
width , 6 µ delay, and drop policy based on drop packets from the tail of the queue. 
Each node contains 200 MB for the DaCy storage, i.e., network buffers, which results 
in a total ring capacity of 2 GB. These network characteristics comply with a cluster 
from our national super-computer center 4 , the target for the full functional system. 

The analysis is based on a raw data-set of 8 GB composed of I OOO data chunks 
with sizes varyi ng from I MB to I 0 MB . They are uniformly distributed over all nodes, 
giving ownership responsibility over about 0.8 GB of data per node. The workload is 
restricted to computations that access remote data only since we are primarily interested 
in the adaptive behavior of the storage ring. 

The first step in the experimentation is to validate correctness of the Data Cyclotron 
protocols using micro-benchmarks. We discuss three workload scenarios in detail. In 
the first scenario, we study the impact of the LOIT on the computation latency and 
throughput in a ring with limited capacity. In the second scenario, we test the robust
ness of the Data Cyclotron against skewed workloads with hot-sets varying over time. 
In the third scenario, we demonstrate the Data Cyclotron behavior for non-uniform 
access patterns. 

2NS-2 was deve loped by UC Berkeley and is maintained by USC; cf. , http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/ 
3From our experience a high number of packets per data chunk and the continuous flow between dozen 

of nodes for several cycles exposed overflows for the sequence number and ACKs 
4 http://www.sara.ni/ 
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4.3.1 Limited ring capacity 

The Data Cyclotron keeps the hot-data in rotation by adjusting the minimum level of 
interest for data chunks on the move. The level of interest threshold (LOIT) defines if 
a data chunk is considered hot or cold. A high LOIT level means a short life time for 
them in the ring, and vice-versa. The right LOIT level and its dynamic adaptation are 
the issues to be explored with this experiment. 

The experiment consists of firing 80 computations per second on each of the JO 
nodes over a period of 60 seconds, and let the system run until all 48000 computations 
have fini shed. We use a synthetic workload that consists of computations requesting 
between one and five randomly chosen remote data chunks. The net computation ex
ecution times, i.e., assuming all required data is available in the local memory, are 
arbitrarily determined by scoring each accessed data chunk with a randomly chosen 
processing time between 100 milliseconds and 200 milliseconds. 

To analyze the impact of LOIT on the Data Cyclotron performance behavior, we 
repeat the experiment 11 times, increasing LOIT on all nodes from 0.1 to I. I 5 in steps 
of 0. 1. Between two runs, the ring buffers are cleaned, i.e., all data is unloaded to the 
local disk. 

Figure 4.2 shows the Data Cyclotron throughput for each LOIT iteration, i.e., the 
cumulative number of computations finished over time. The line registered computa
tions represents the cumulative number of computations fired to the ring over time. 

The experiment shows that a low LOIT leads to a higher number of pending com
putations in the system. For LO IT = 0.1 at instant 40 seconds, only 8000 out of the 
30000 registered computations are finished. However, for LOIT = 1.1 at the same 
instant, almost 25000 computations were finished. We observe that the computation 
throughput is monotonously increasing with the increase of LOIT. 

Data access latency is also affected by low LOIT values. The graph in Figure 4.3 
shows the computation life time distribution (histogram) for three LOIT levels. The 
computation life time is its gross execution time, i.e., the time spent from its arrival in 
the system until it has finished. 

The results show that a high LOIT leads to lower life time of a computation. For 
example, the LOIT = 0.1 has a peak in the number of computations resolved in less 
than 5 seconds, but then it has the remaining computations pending for at least I 00 
seconds. 

The reason for these differences stems from the amount of data removed from the 
ring over the time and the data chunks size. The workload hot-set is bigger than the 
ring capacity which increases the competition for free space in the ring. Using a low 
LOIT, the removal of the hot data chunks is delayed, i.e., the pending loads list at each 

5This is the upper limit of the function. 
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Figure 4.2: Query throughput for multiple LOIT levels. 
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Figure 4.3 : Query life time for multiple LOIT levels . 
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Figure 4.4: Ring Load in Bytes. 

node grows. Consequently, execution of computations that wait for the pending loads 
is delayed. 

With the optimized loading process for pending data chunks and a low drop rate, 
the tendency is to leave the big ones for last (cf., Section 3.4.3). 

"The loadAll() executes postponed data chunks loads, i.e. , data chunks marked as 
pending in the third outcome of the request propagation algorithm. Every TC millisec
onds, it starts the load for the oldest ones. If a data chunk does not fit in the data chunk 
queue, it tries the next one and so on until it fills up the queue. The leftovers stay for 
the next call. This type of load optimizes the buffer utilization. " 

Whenever the least interesting data chunk is dropped from the ring, the available 
slot can only be filled with a pending data chunk of at most the size of the dropped one. 
Consequently, the ring gets loaded with more and more small data chunks, decreasing 
the chance of loading big data chunks even further. Only once there are no more 
pending requests for small data chunks the ring slowly empties making room for the 
big data chunks waiting to be loaded. 

The graphs in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 identify the data chunk size trend over 
time. The correlation between the ring load in bytes (Figure 4.4) and the ring load in 
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Figure 4.5 : Ring load in chunks. 

data chunks (Figure. 4.5) shows the data chunk length in the hot-set over time. With 
a continuously overloaded ring and a reduction of the number of data chunks loaded, 
the graphs depict that the load of big data chunks is being postponed. Therefore, the 
computations waiting for these data chunks stay pending almost until the end. The 
delay gets more evident for low LOIT levels. It shows that a priority police defined 
only on size is not robust enough to reduce the data access latency. Instead, the priority 
policy should be based on their size and age. 

The use of such a priority policy reduces the latency, but it does not improve the 
throughput in all situations. The reason is the absence of knowledge on how relevant 
the data chunk is for the throughput. Hence, the relevance of the data chunk for the 
hot-set should also be considered in the priority definition. 

The experiment confirmed our intuition that the LOIT should not be static. It 
should dynamically adapt using the local DaCy storage load as a reference. In the 
next experiment we show the LOIT dynamic behavior when the hot-set is constantly 
changing and how well it exploits the ring resources. 
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workload SWl SW2 SW3 SW4 
skewed 3 5 7 9 

start( sec) 0 15 37.5 67.5 
end(sec) 30 45 67.5 97.5 

computations/sec 200 300 400 500 

Table 4. l : Workload details. 

4.3.2 Skewed workloads 

The hot-set management is also tested for a volatile scenario. In this experiment several 
skewed workloads SW were used. A skewed workload SWi uses a subset of the entire 
database. The hot-set Hi used by SWi has disjoint data DHi not used by any other 
skewed workload. In addition, brute changes in the hot-set Hand resource competition 
by disjoint hot-sets DH are also used. 

Each workload SWi can enter the Data Cyclotron at a different time. In some cases 
they meet in the system, in other cases they initialize after the completion of the pre
vious ones. This unpredictable initialization requires a dynamic and fast reaction by 
the Data Cyclotron. If SW} enters the ring while SWi is still in execution, the Data Cy
clotron needs to arbitrate shared resources between the DHi and DHj. It must remove 
DHi data chunks with low LOI to make room for the new DHj data in order to main
tain a high throughput. However, the data chunks from DHi to finish SWi computations 
must remain in the ring to ensure low query response time. 

This dynamic and quick adaptation should provide answers to three major ques
tions: How fast does the Data Cyclotron reacts to data requests for the new workload? 
Are the computations from the previous workload delayed? How does the Data Cy
clotron exploits the available resources? 

The scenario created has four workloads (SWJ, SW2, SW3, and SW4). Each SWi 
uniformly accesses a subset of the database (Di). Each Di has a disjoint subset DHi, 
i.e., DHi is not in DJ, Dk, DI, with the exception for DH4 which is contained in DH J. 
Each Di is composed of data chunks for which the modulo of their id and a skewed 
value is equal to zero. The time overlap percentage between the SW I and SW2 is 50%, 
25% for SW2 and SW3, and no overlap for SW3 and SW4. Table 4. l describes each 
workload. 

From the previous experiment, we learned that the LOIT should be inversely pro
portional to the buffer load. The dynamic adaption of the LOIT is done using the local 
buffer load at each node. Every time the buffer load is above 80% of its capacity, the 
LOIT is increased one level. On the other hand, if it drops below 40% of its capacity, 
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the LOIT is decreased one level. For this experiment, we used three levels, 0.1, 0.6, 
I . I and each node independently adjusts its LOIT. The reason to only use three levels 
is to have the node's LOIT aligned, this is, nodes will have similar adjustments to 
LOIT, and thus have better isolation to analyze the behavior of the ring as a whole. 

Graph 4.6 shows the space used in the ring by each DHi. While, Graph 4.7 shows 
the amount of computations finished for each DHi. 

The results illustrate the reactive behavior, i.e. how quickly the Data Cyclotron 
reacts to changes in the workload characteristics. The graph in Figure 4.7 shows a 
peak of 2000 finished DH2 computations between the 15th and 16th seconds. The 
graph 4.6 shows a peak in the load of DH2 data chunks in the same period. With the 
initialization of SW2 at the I 5th second, the peak confirms the quick reaction time. The 
same phenomenon is visible for all other workloads. 

The ring was loaded with data from DH2, however, the data from DH I was not 
completely removed. It is a consequence of the 50% time overlapping between SW/ 

and SW2. In Graph 4.7 SW I computations remain visible until the 43rd second. The 
data chunks to resolve these computations are kept around as it is shown in Graph 4.6. 
The Data Cyclotron does not remove all data from the previous workload in the pres
ence of a new workload until all computations are finished. It shares the resources 
between both workloads as predicted. Observe that the sharing of ring resources gets 
lower as the time overlapping between SW decreases. 

The SW3 workload shows an interesting reaction of the Data Cyclotron when it 
encounters a nearly empty ring. The DH3 started to be loaded and the ring is near 
to its limit. In all nodes the LOIT is at its maximum level to free space as much as 
possible. No more SW/ and SW2 computations exist in the system. Therefore, the last 
data chunks for DH I and DH2 start to be removed from the ring. Their removal brings 
the ring load down to 37,5% of its capacity, below the 40% barrier defined for this 
experiment. With this load each node starts to set its LOIT to its minimum level, i.e, 
the data chunks are now staying longer in the ring. 

With a big percentage of DH3 computations finished, the Data Cyclotron does not 
remove the DH3 data chunks anymore. It keeps loading the missing DH3 data. The 
ring gets loaded and it remains with the same load for almost 10 seconds. The Data 
Cyclotron exploits the available resources by maintaining the DH3 data chunks longer, 
expecting they will be used in the near future. 

The abundance of resources is over when the SW4 workload enters the scene. The 
ring becomes overloaded again, raising the LOIT to higher levels. Therefore, the DH3 
data starts being evicted. 
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Figure 4.7: Computation throughput for skewed workload. 
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Figure 4.8: Gaussian workload: copies/requests di stribut ion. 

4.3.3 Non-uniform workloads 

So far we have studied the hot- set management using uni form di stri butions for the data 
chunk size and data access patterns. Leav ing the uni form scenarios behind, we move 

towards workloads with different data access distributions. 
In the previous experiments, the study of the data chunk LOI foc used on their age. 

The average number of copies per cycle, i.e. , the ring interest wi thin a cyc le , was not 
included due to the uni form data chunk access pattern. Therefore, we initiated an ex
periment to stress it using a Gaussian data access di stri bution. The uniform di stribution 
for data chunk size is retained. The workload scenario of Section 4.3 . 1 is used with the 

new data access distribution. The Gaussian distribution is centered around data chunk 
id 500 with a standard deviation of 50. All nodes use the same access di stribution. 

In thi s kind of workload, the Data Cyclotron keeps popular data chu nks longer 
in the ring and exploits the remaining ring space for less popular data chunks. The 
workload di stribution is represented by the gray curve in graph 4 .8. The in vogue group 
is constituted by the data chunks with id between 350 and 600 wh ich were copied more 
than 250 times. The data chunks on the edge of thi s group, the standard data chunks, 
have a lower rate of copies. The remaining ones, with less than 20 copies, are the 

unpopular data chunks. 
The in vogue data chunks are heav il y used by the computations, i.e. , their LOI is 
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Figure 4.9: Gaussian workload: loads distribution. 

always at high levels. Therefore, they are kept longer in the ring. Their low load rate, 
pictured as black in graph 4.9, is explained by the Data Cyclotron cold down process. 
With an overloaded ring and the LOIT at its highest level, the Data Cyclotron removes 
data chunks to make room for new data. The first ones to be removed are the ones with 
low LOI, i.e., first the unpopular then the standard data chunks. For this reason the in 
vogue are the ones staying for longer periods as hot data chunks. 

The standard data chunks are then requested by computations triggering their load. 
It is this resource management to maintain the latency in low values that makes the 
standard data chunks to enter and leave the ring more frequently. 

The low rate of requests, represented as black, for the in vogue data chunks contra
dicts the common believe that in vogue data chunks should be the ones with the highest 
rate of requests, thereby a high rate of loads. The reason stems from the request man
agement in the Data Cyclotron runtime layer. A request is only removed if all of its 
computations have pinned it. Having a high number of computations entering the sys
tem, the probability for an in vogue request to be pinned for all interested computations 
is too low. As a consequence, the request stays longer in the node 's catalog and its load 
postponed because the data chunk is most of the time seen within a DaCy-cycle. 

The experiment results show a good hot-set management for a Gaussian distribu
tion. The high throughput is assured by keeping the in vogue data chunks in the ring 
as long as possible. For a low latency and large number of standard data chunks, the 
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LOIT is used at its high level to reduce the access time to them. The in vogue data 
remains in the hot-set despite the high level of LOIT. 

4.3.4 New level of interest 

For a long number of DaCy-cycles, it was observed that an in vogue data chunk is 
exposed to the risk of being unloaded due to a drastic deviation on the ring interest 
on its latest cycle. In the presence of an outlier cycle, this is, sporadically the ring 
interest in the chunk drops or increases drastically, the hot-set management uses the 
data chunk 's history to absorb a drastic deviation. However, the weight of the data 
chunk 's history decreases over the time due to its division by the number of cycles (cf., 
Section 4.2). 

new LOI = LOI + CAVG 
cycles (4.3) 

To improve the absorption of drastic deviations LOI was modified to use the rela
tive change between the number of copies between the actual cycle and the previous cy
cle. Furthermore, the history weight is not anymore directly dependent of data chunk's 
age in the hot-set. Its weight is now controlled by a constant K. The modification does 
not change the general behavior of the hot-set management observed in previous ex
periments. It only makes LOI calculation more robust against drastic deviations after 
a high number of DaCy-cycles. 

The new formula uses data chunk properties; number of copies from the actual 
cycle (Cx) and previous cycle (Cx- d, number of hops (H), and the previous LOI. 
The number of cycles is not used anymore. The newLOI is then calculated as follows: 

RELCHG 

CAYO 

newLOI(x) 

c 
cx:l 

Cx-1 - (1 - RELCHG) 
H 

ytl + CAVG 

(4.4) 

We first determine the relative change, RELCHG, between the actual number 
of copies Cx and the previous number of copies Cx- l · It normalizes Cx with Cx-1 
to avoid the cases where the absolute difference is too big. If the number of copies 
increased relative to the previous cycle, Cx- l is increased by RELCHG, otherwise, 
decreased: 

Cx- 1 - (1 - RELCHG) (4.5) 
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Figure 4.10: LOI variation. 

The previous LOI for a data chunk carries its ring's interest history during previous 
cycles. The variable K can be adjusted or modified at configuration time. It can be 
used to tune hot-set management to be more aggressive in using history to attenuate 
deviations. In the simulation we have used K = 2, this is, newLOI contains half of 
the previous LOI to propagate the ring interest history over the time. 

A simple simulation of two data chunks flowing in a ring can show how the formula 
introduces a smooth fluctuation on their LO I s for drastic deviations on the ring interest 
from cycle to cycle, i.e., the number of copies per cycle. Figure 4.10 pictures the 
correlation between their LO I and the number of copies per cycle. 

For the first ten cycles, the LOI of data chunk one (C H Kl) increased almost 
linearly despite the variations on the number of copies between cycle six and cycle ten. 
A clear absorption of drastic changes in the data chunk popularity is seen between the 
cycle fourteen and cycle twenty. The LOI, for both data chunks had a light deviation 
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despite the data chunks popularity inversion. Furthermore, it also shows how the data 
chunk's history has a weight in the new LOI determination. Between cycle fourteen 
and nineteen, despite the drastic changes in the data chunk's popularity, data chunk two 
(CH K2) only for a cycle had a bit higher LOI than CH Kl. 

Controlled by a constant, the data chunk history works as an optimistic adviser for 
the workload requests in the coming cycles. Data chunks that were popular in the last 
cycles might also be popular in the coming cycles and vice-versa. Hence, for situation 
like the one observed at cycle fifteen, a data chunk is not removed due to a momentarily 
tumble on its popularity. 

J('s value is a configuration parameter. Higher is its value more sensitive becomes 
the hot-set to drastic deviations on the workload. During the experiment, it was visible 
that for K = 2 LOI had fast reaction to workload peaks and good absorption of outlier 
cycles. The fast reaction is important for workload scenarios similar to the ones studied 
in Section 4.3.2. 

4.3.5 Conclusion 

The three scenarios have shown how the LOIT needs to be adjusted and how it in
fluences the throughput for skewed and non-uniform workloads. LOI was improved 
for a better control on the history propagation. Its new definition expanded capabili
ties of the hot-set management to be flexible for a bigger scope of workload scenarios. 
The model presented to manage the hot-set might not be optimal, but it is robust and 
behaves as desired . It is an open research challenge to find the optimal hot-set manage
ment. In the coming sections we propose further improvements and discuss how they 
are integrated to improve throughput and reduce response time. 

4.4 Warm data 

The Data Cyclotron at load time assumes that all data chunks to be loaded have the 
same probability to become standard or even in vogue data chunks. However, not 
all data chunks will then be classified as such. In case the loaded data chunk is an 
unpopular one low data access latency is assured for few computations, but overall it 
downgrades throughput. To overcome this issue we propose a pre-warming up phase 
before the data chunk load into the hot-set. In this phase, the data is in the warm 
state, an intermediate state between cold and hot, i.e., the data is in memory, but not in 
circulation. 

A request, during its journey, collects an estimation of the interest on the data 
chunk. Once it reaches the data chunk owner, it triggers the load of the data chunk 
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from the cold-set to the warm-set. The estimation is then used to pre-calculate a pos
sible LOI as if the chunk had been loaded. For each DaCy-cycle its LOI is updated. 
Once it reaches a value higher than the ones flowing in the ring, the data chunk is 
loaded to the hot-set, replacing a data chunk with lower LOI. In case of equality, it is 
given priority to the new data chunk. 

The LOI calculation is thus a continuous process since the reception of the first 
request. When the data chunk is unloaded, the data chunk is not moved to the cold
set, but to the warm-set. Hence, the calculation continues with the reception of more 
requests. If hot again, the data chunk is sent back to circulation. The process ends 
once the probability to be used reaches zero, i.e., the data chunk becomes part of the 
cold-set. 

In case of a low number of data requests to trigger the data chunk load, a time-out, 
defined as number of DaCy-cycles, forces the load to avoid data starvation. As it will 
be described in the coming Section 4.6, the load of this type of data chunks combined 
with dynamic ownership model has a low impact on the flow of data chunks with higher 
popularity. 

4.5 Cache 

A computation can be composed of a single instruction or a set of instructions which are 
executed in any order such as map phase in MapReduce. In this type of computations 
an instruction execution is only dependent on input data from the storage ring. 

Nevertheless, it can also be composed of a set of instructions for which the exe
cution is also dependent on other instructions output such as a query execution plan 
for the relational model. Two different computations requesting the same data chunk 
might issue the pin() calls in a different order due to inter-operator dependencies. In 
most of the cases, the last computation to issue the pin() call for a data chunk CH K 
might have just missed the opportunity to retrieve it from the DaCy buffers without 
requesting it. Therefore, the computation remains blocked until the data chunk passes 
by again or, in worst case scenario, be reloaded. In case of an unpopular data chunk, 
the reload will take storage ring resources from the popular ones. 

As a result, the response time increases due to a tiny time difference between the 
data chunk's forwarding time and the pin() execution time. Runtime caching emerges 
as a solution for this type of applications to reduce data access latency. However, 
caching the latest used ones is sufficient due to the high competition for resources. 
Hence, two caching policies, efficient for the Data Cyclotron context, are here pre
sented. Beforehand cache for generic workloads and a cache policy for non-uniform 
workloads. 
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Beforehand cache policy. 

The data chunks passing by are cached in case they have been requested but not yet 

pinned. However, not all of them can be cached due to space limitations. Hence, the 

ones with a pin() call being issued in the near future have high priority to be cached. 

The runtime system through the registration time of the request() calls, and on pre

vious pin() calls, estimates when the data chunk will be used 6 . Based on the estimated 

time, the runtime system predicts if a data chunk will be used before it completes an

other DaCy-cycle. If not, and in the presence of enough resources, the data chunk is 

cached. The data access time is then resumed to a read from the local memory. 

Policy for non-uniform workloads. 

For large hot-sets and non-uniform workload scenarios as the one used in Sec

tion 4.3.3 caching the ones which will be used in the near future is not enough to 

improve response time. During experiments on Section 4.3.3, it was observed that the 

life time of unpopular data was too short compared to standard data chunks and even 

more compared to in vogue data chunks. With the introduction of the warm-set in Sec

tion 4.4, the time to re-load them is longer than the time to re-load standard data chunk. 

Hence, the beforehand cache policy by itself is not enough to reduce response time. 

The authors in Broadcast Disks [4] had a similar observation. They observed the 

data access latency is reduced if the less popular pages are cached instead of the popular 

ones. For their pure pushed-based system, instead of using a standard page replacement 

policy which tries to replace the cache-resident page with the lowest probability of ac

cess, they propose a replacement strategy that replaces the cache-resident page having 

the lowest ratio between its probability of access (P) and its frequency of broadcast 

(X). This ratio is referred as PIX. 
The PIX policy was demonstrated to be optimal under certain assumptions. How

ever, it was not a practical policy to implement. It requires a perfect knowledge of 

the access probabilities and it has an expensive comparison to determine which pages 

should be evicted. Therefore, they designed and implemented LI X, an approximation 

of PIX. 
In the Data Cyclotron, a pull-based system, there are two factors that make the im

plementation of PIX policy feasible. The first factor is LOI which shows the access 

probability. The second factor is the comparison granularity. In the Data Cyclotron we 

use data chunks of multiple Megabytes rather than Kilobytes pages. Hence, the deter-

6The estimation is more accurate if provided by the computation which is possible at registration lime. 
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ruination of which data chunks should be evicted is trivial. By caching the less popular 
data chunks, the Data Cyclotron reduces the data access latency and the number of 
requests in circulation. At the same time, the in vogue data is not slowed down by the 
load and forwarding of unpopular data. 

Cache management. 

The cached data chunks are kept in the neutral zone of the DaCy storage (cf. , Sec
tion 3.5.1). 

" The DaCy sets a minimal number of buffer space for each type of data. The re
maining space, neutral zone, is used for both data types depending on the workload 
requirements. For a workload with a small hot-set the neutral zone is used to cache 
data chunks for the application. Used data chunks are kept to be re-used by future 
computations. If they are under node's ownership, they are ready to be forwarded up 
to request reducing data access latency. " 

The lack of space in this zone requires the drop of data chunks to free more space. 
The first data chunks to be evicted are the ones with the lowest PIX followed by the 
ones with highest time to be executed. 

The runtime cache is the first cache layer of the Data Cyclotron. The Data Cy
clotron has another two layers, the hot-set and the warm-set. The organization of the 
cache layers in this three levels reduces the data access latency for pull-based systems 
which exploit a continuous stream of data. The trade offs of these policies and their 
evaluation are part of on going research, part of the study is presented with a full func
tional system in the coming Chapter 5. 

4.6 Homogeneous hot-set 

In all scenarios until now, each node contributed with more or less the same amount 
of data. Hence, the LO IT had the tendency to be similar among all nodes. Some 
workloads might have a narrow scope of interest and mostly request data from a sub
group of nodes, to be called groovy nodes. 

With very dissimilar DaCy storage loads the definition of LOIT becomes impre
cise. All nodes have the same amount of data passing by, but a different load rate. The 
ones with high load rate tend to take LOIT to higher levels than the others. The step 
wise adjustment triggered by the pending loads is not sufficient to have only the most 
relevant data in the storage ring (cf., Section 4.2). 
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"At each node, the runtime system derives the LOIT value using as reference the 
local DaCy storage load. Its adjustment is dynamic and inversely proportional to the 
DaCy storage load. If it is too loaded, LOIT increases. It is step wise increased until 
the pending local data chunks can start moving. If the data is being forwarded and 
loaded without delays it is decreased so the data is kept in rotation as long as possible. 

The LOIT value should take as reference the minimum LOI observed in the hot

set. In case of a big discrepancy, such as three levels, it should be adjusted so the hot-set 
becomes more homogeneous. An homogeneous hot-set is composed only by the most 
relevant data. Like this, non-groovy nodes adjust their LOIT and remove unpopular 
data chunks independently if their local buffers are overloaded or not. 

For the improved version of LOITn a node, per each DaCy-cycle, collects the 
LOI value of each data chunk passing by to determine the most frequently LOI value 
in the hot-set, i.e., the mode. The mode is used instead of the median, or mean, because 
the LOI distribution tends to be highly skewed. Its value and its standard deviation 
are used to adjust the LOITn. Since the mode value is not necessarily unique, and 
to maintain the node's autonomous behavior, the LOITn is kept within an interval 
instead of being set with mode 's value. 

Figure 4.11 has a LO I's distribution example. Region A) denotes unpopular data 
chunks while region B) denotes popular ones. The in vogue ones are denoted by region 
C). Region B) is bounded by the standard deviation of mode. Hence, any node with 
the LOITn outside region B) is adjusted to be in the center of B) . 

For a non-groovy node the LOITn once set in the middle of region B) remains 
there due to the lack of tension on the buffers to load data. On the other hand, for a 
groovy node the LO ITn has the tendency to be near the border between region B) and 
C) due to the tension on its buffers . 

Request data ownership to load in vogue data chunks. 

For overloaded rings and huge data sets the groovy nodes are under stress to load 
more data. When loading in vogue data, they have to wait for unpopular data chunks 
to complete their cycle and be unloaded by their owners. Hence, this waiting time is 
added to access latency of in vogue data. The situation becomes worst for large rings. 
To overcome the waiting time, they could sacrifice some of their standard data chunks, 
however, such decision would decrease throughput. Hence, the solution is to request 
the unpopular data ownership from remote nodes. Hence, a groovy node can unload a 
data chunk with a LOI significant lower than the ones it has to load. The data chunk 
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is thus moved to its warm set and the groovy node becomes responsible for its re-load 
into the hot-set. Mean whi le, the data chunk header continues its journey to inform its 
previous owner about the change of ownership. 

A direct appliance of this ownership request is for data chunks loaded to avoid star
vation (cf., Section 4.4). 

" In case of low number of data requests to trigger the data chunk load, a time-out, 
defined as number of DaCy-cycles, forces the data chunk load to avoid data starvation. 

Their ownership is requested by remote nodes before completing a cycle to release 
space for the flow of relevant data. However, they cannot be unloaded before they have 
reached the nodes who have requested their load, or in an extreme case, the first one. 

The model brings a new level of flexibility and robustness against rough workloads. 
Once the data is distributed at the ring initialization, the data can then bounce from one 
side of the ring to the other side and be owned by any node. The data chunk's ownership 
established at the data distribution time is not anymore lifelong. 

At the same time, it is used to introduce the concept of speed lines, i.e., depending 
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on the data chunk relevance, its cycle time can be longer than a DaCy-cycle. An in 

vogue data chunk will complete a cycle within a DaCy-cycle while a data chunk with 

lower relevance might need two DaCy-cycles. The difference of speed in each line is 

equal to the probability of a data chunk be moved down from the hot-set to a warm-set 

during its journey. 

4.7 Summary 

The Chapter presents the hot-set management using LOIT as indicator how overloaded 

is the ring. The less popular chunks are identified through LOI and removed from 

circulation. In autonomous and dynamically way each node contributes with the best 

of its knowledge for an efficient definition of the hot-set. 

A decentralized hot-set management can lead to an unfair management of less pop

ular data when the storage ring is overloaded. To circumvent the problem a new state 

for the data was created as well as the integration of an innovative cache management. 

The cache management equips the Data Cyclotron with tools to reduce latency for ap

plications where instructions have dependencies and cannot be eligible for execution 

based only on input data from the storage ring. 
With the intention to create a system capable of scaling in the number of nodes 

and support workloads using huge data-sets, ownership request was introduced to have 

an homogeneous hot-set. Its integration contributes for a more precise definition of 

hot-set which is now refined to: a set composed of data chunks with the highest proba

bility of utilization and optimal size for efficient network bandwidth usage, the highest 

throughput, and the lowest data access latency. 
With this Chapter the Data Cyclotron foundation has been presented. The architec

ture (cf., Chapter 3) together with the hot-set management were conceptualized into a 

full functional system. The optimizations proposed in this Chapter and its integration 

with a DBMS are evaluated in the coming Chapter 5 using different hardware configu

rations and different workload scenarios. 
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Chapter 5 

DBMS integration with the Data 
Cyclotron: DaCyDB 

The Data Cyclotron is designed from the outset to extend the functionality of an ap
plication for intensive data analysis. The application accesses a Petabyte scale storage 
requesting data to be shared among a number of nodes to apply some fi ltering, aggre
gations, data-mining or execute machine learning algorithms. The the Data Cyclotron 
provides efficient access to the storage nodes by loading only the required data into the 
storage ri ng to feed starving computations. 

The entire data set can be scanned for data processing, but the main advantage 
of using Data Cyclotron is the ability to specify one or more sub-sets of data from a 
single or multiple data sources and access them without a priory knowledge on how the 
data is distributed and its location at the computation nodes. There are several types 
of applications which can benefit from the Data Cyclotron data access model. For 
example: 

• From a GPS database, a geographical zone is brought onto the storage ring to 
collect statistics, define new roads, or be correlated with other source of data, 
such as weather forecast, to search for patterns between weather state and traffic 
jams [102]. 

• Astronomers scanning a catalog from the space, such as Sky Server [ 137, 67, 82], 
in the search of new stars. The entire catalog is scanned but only one part of the 
space, at the time, is analyzed by specific algorithms. 
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• From a stream source, such as a stock market stream, different aggregations on 
previous windows are kept at the nodes and the new data is sent around to update 
the aggregation counters. 

• Data mining on databases with a star schema. The fact tables are scanned once 
and distributed and cached among the nodes while the dimension data is sent 
around the ring to exploit data locality for some operators such as relational 
join [55 , 54]. 

All examples have one thing in common, they benefit from the integration of a 
DBMS at each node. The application interacts with the Data Cyclotron and request data 
for local processing or simply express their computations through a frontend language, 
such as SQL, JDBC connector, or even directly through algebra operators. Those op
erators are then converted to optimized primitives part of a DBMS kernel. 

In this Chapter we discuss the steps taken to integrate a column-store on a full 
functional Data Cyclotron, called DaCyDB. The evaluation of such an integration is 
done on two different computer clusters to study throughput and data access latency 
for different hardware configurations such as network bandwidth and main memory. 

From the bottom to the top layer of the Data Cyclotron architecture, the Chapter 
identifies the challenges and issues to cope with different bandwidths, traffic jams, un
balanced data distribution, and a flexible query parallelism to exploit a continuous data 
stream. It explains the steps to be taken by the DBMS scheduler to have an effortless 
intra and inter query parallelism. Those steps are important for DaCyDB to scale up in 
the absence of knowledge about the number of nodes and data location. Such flexibility 
combined with iterative data loading and distributed consistency check is the key to 
reduce the cumulative cost to answer the first queries. 

5.1 Outline 

The Chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the building blocks of Mon
etDB and its integration with the Data Cyclotron. Section 5.3 introduces the evaluation 
and the alignment of the implementation with observations done during simulation on 
Chapter 4. The evaluation is then split into two sections with each focusing on a dif
ferent layer, network layer and application layer. Section 5.4 focus on how to have a 
symbiotic relationship between the network layer and the cluster for low data access 
latency and high throughput. Section 5.5, through a well known benchmark for data 
analysis (TPC-H), studies and explains the DBMS interaction with the bottom layers to 
explore efficient query parallelism. Finally, the Chapter is concluded with a summary 
in Section 5.6. 
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5.2 Towards a real system 

A fully functional prototype is constructed to complement and exercise the protocols 
designed and analyzed through simulation. The DaCyDB prototype was realized by 
integration of the software components with MonetDB 1 since its inner workings are 
well known and its developers provided guidance on the internals of the system. 

Its basic building blocks, its architecture, and its execution model are briefly re
viewed using a SQL:2003 example 2. The same example is then used to exemplify 
how MonetDB interacts with Data Cyclotron to fetch the data from the storage ring. 

5.2.1 The MonetDB architecture 

MonetDB is a modem fully functional column-store database system [ 105, 21, 22]. 
It stores data column-wise in binary structures, called Binary Association Tables, or 
BATs, which represent a mapping from an OID to a base type value. The storage 
structure is equivalent to large, memory-mapped, dense arrays. It is complemented 
with hash-structures for fast look up on OID and attribute values. Additional BAT 
properties are used to steer selection of more efficient algorithms, e.g., sorted columns 
lead to sort-merge join operations. 

The software stack of MonetDB consists of three layers. The bottom layer, the 
kernel, is formed by a library that implements a binary-column storage engine. This 
engine is programmed using the MonetDB Assembly Language (MAL). The next layer, 
between the kernel and front-end, is formed by a series of targeted query optimizer. 
They perform plan transformations, i.e., take a MAL program and transform it into 
an improved one. The top layer consists of front-end compilers (SQL 3, XQuery 4 , 

SciQL [91], Jason [23] , etc.), that translate high-level queries into MAL plans 5 . 

The SQL front-end is used to exemplify how a MAL plan is created. An SQL 
query (cf., Figure 5.1) is translated into a parametrized representation, called a query 
template, by a factoring out its literal constants. This means that a query execution 
plan in MonetDB is not optimal in terms of a cost-model, because range selectivity do 
not have a strong influence on the plan structure. They do, however, exploit both well
known heuristic rewrite rules, e.g., selection push-down, and foreign-key properties, 
i.e., join indices. The query templates are kept in a query cache. 

1 For the integration, we added a new optimizer to the optimizers stack, called opulatacyclotron available 
in MonetDB release Oct2010 

2The system including our extensions can be downloaded from http://www.monetdb.org 
3http://www.sql.org/ 
4 http://www.xquery.com/ 
5http://www.monetdb.org/Documentation/Manuals/MonetDB/MALreference 
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SELECT c.t_id FROM t , c WHERE c.t_id t. id; 

Figure 5.1: SQL statement. 

From top to bottom, the query plan in Figure 5.2a localizes the persistent BATs 
in the SQL catalog for ID and LID attributes using the bind operation. The major 
part is the binary relational algebra plan itself. It contains several instruction threads, 
starting at binding a persistent column (instruction 1) and 2) in Figure 5.2a ), reducing 

it using a filter expression or joining it with another column 6 ( instructions 3) to 6) in 
Figure 5.2a), until the results tuples are constructed. The last part constructs the query 
result table (instructions 7) to 9) in Figure 5.2a). 

The query template is processed by an SQL-specific chain of optimizers before 
taking it into execution. The MAL program is interpreted in a dataftow driven fashion. 
The overhead of the interpreter is kept low, well below one µsec per instruction. 

5.2.2 Plan generation 

An SQL query is compiled into a MAL plan. This plan is then analyzed by the 
opt_datacyclotron optimizer, which injects three calls request(), pin() and unpin(). The 
request() identifies the required BATs. The pin() and the unpin() mark the time when 
a BAT is needed and subsequently released. They exchange resource management 
information between the application layer and the DaCy runtime. 

The optimizer replaces each BAT bind call by a request() call and keeps a li st of all 
outstanding BAT requests . For each relational operator argument, it checks if it comes 
from the Data Cyclotron layer. Its first utilization leads to injection of a pin() call into 
the plan. Likewise, the last reference of a variable is localized and an unpin() call is 
injected. 

The code in Figure 5.2b is the MAL program from Figure 5.2a after being mas
saged by the opLdatacyclotron optimizer. It contains a request() call for the column id 
and another for the column Ud. Subsequently, the pin() call for the column Ud was 
inserted before the bat.reverse() operator, while for column id, it was before the first 
join() operator. Their unpin() calls are injected just after their last utili zation . Note that 
such plan transformations are straightforward to integrate in a wide range of query op
timizers and execution engines. Including the buffer manager of a traditional relational 
database engine. 

6The reverse is an internal operator to invert the BAT for a join on the OIDs. 
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begin query(); 
1) X1 := bind("t'',"id"); 
2) X6 := bind("c","Ud"); 

3) X9 := reverse(X6); 

4) X10 := join(X1, X9); 
5) X14 := reverse(X10); 
6) X15 := leftjoin(X14, X1); 

begin query(); 
X2 := request("t","id"); 
X3 := request("c","Ud"); 
X6 := pin(X3); 
X9 := reverse(X6); 
unpin(X3); 
X1 := pin(X2); 
X10 := join(X1, X9); 
X14 := reverse(X10); 
X15 := leftjoin(X14, X1); 
unpin(X2); 

7) X16 := resultSet(X15); X16 := resultSet(X15); 
8) X22 := io.stdout(); X22 := io.stdout(); 
9) exportResult(X22,X16); exportResult(X22,X16); 
end query; end query; 
~~~~~~~~~~~-

(a) MAL structure (b) After the DaCy Optimizer 

Figure 5.2: Selection over two tables. 

5.2.3 Intra-query parallelism. 

For large columns, and to exploit intra-query parallelism, MonetDB uses partitioned 
parallelism instead of pipeline parallelism. Partitioned parallelism is more suitable 
for the operator at the time paradigm used by MonetDB and to convert local execution 
plans to distribute execution plans. At the same time, relational pipelines are rarely 
very long. Furthermore, some relational operators do not emit their first output until 
they have consumed all their inputs such as sort and aggregate operators. Skewness is 
another issue since the execution of one operator is much greater than the others which 
limits the speedup of a pipeline [46]. 

Partitioned execution offers much better opportunities for speedup and scaleup. 
By taking the large relational operators and partitioning their inputs and outputs, it 
is possible to use divide-and-conquer to turn one big job into many independent little 
ones. This is an ideal situation for speedup and scaleup [ 46] and also to distribute query 
execution among a group of nodes. 

With vertical partitioning imposed by the use of a column-store, horizontal par
titioning is used to split large columns into N partitions 7 . The query plan is then 

7These partitions are treated as normal BATs by the MonetDB kernel. 
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unrolled by repeating N times the code to process the original BAT. Such approach 
contrary to an iterative call within a loop allows MonetDB to explore cooperative work 
and the re-use of intermediates among queries. It helps the scheduler to be more flex
ible for any data arrival order. Furthermore, the repeated code can be wrapped into a 
function to then be called for each partition arrival. It gives the flexibility to have a 
mixture of push and pull operators within the same query plan . The approach has been 
explored with success by Pig [ 123] to define efficient data flow graphs for distribute 
query parallelism. 

In the context of DaCyDB, depending on the DaCy buffer size, i.e., partitions size 
is at most equal to the DaCy buffer size, a column is partitioned into N partitions. 
Hence, instead of a bind be replaced by a single request, it is replaced by N requests. 
The injection of the calls is straight-forward. For example, Figure 5.3a depicts the plan 
of Figure 5.2b, but each column is now decomposed into three partitions. 

The opt_datacyclotron optimizer injects N requests, N pins and N unpins into the 
query plan for each column. After the Nth pin() call the optimizer can insert a pack() 
call. This instruction does the union of all partitions rebuilding the original BAT. Al
ternatively, the pieces are kept independent to improve a parallel dataflow driven com
putation. Then a pack() instruction gathers the intermediates and glues them together 
to form the final result of an operator. 

Figure 5.3a exhibits both cases: the instruction reverse(X6) from Figure 5.2b is 
parallelized while the instructionjain(X /,X9) is not. This is possible due to a distinctive 
feature of MonetDB, intermediates materialization. It materializes the complete result 
of each operator. 

Hence, parallel processing is improved by postponing re-packing as much as pos
sible, i.e., the subsequent instructions are parallelized using the partitioned results . In 
Figure 5.3a, instruction B could also be parallelized by only doing the pack before 
instruction C . The unroll of the plan is taken care by the optimizer opumroll and its 
output is represented in Figure 5.3b. 

For a blocking operation, such as sort and resultSet construction, the pack is manda
tory for assembling the partial results again. For all other operators the plan can be 
unrolled as many times as possible to increase the degree of parallelism, however, we 
need to be careful to not have an exponential growth of the plan size. For example, the 
conversion of joins into Cartesian products or the unroll of multi-way joins. There is 
a plethora of alternative query plan optimizations, whose description and trade offs are 
discussed during the evaluation Section 5.5 . 
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begin query(); 
1) X2 := request("t","id", 1 ); 
2) X3 := request("t" ,"id",2); 
3) X4 := request("t","id",3); 
4) X5 := request("c","Lid", 1 ); 
5) X11 := request("c","Lid",2); 
6) X12 := request("c","Lid",3); 
7) X17 := pin(X5); 
8) X18 := reverse(X17); 
9) unpin(X5); 
10) X19 :=pin(X11); 
11) X20 := reverse(X19); 
12) unpin(X11); 
13) X21 := pin(X12); 
14) X22 := reverse(X21); 
15) unpin(X12); 
16) X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22) ; 

17) X24 := pin(X2); 
18) X25 := pin(X3); 
19) X26 := pin(X4); 

20) X1 := pack(X24,X25,X26); 

21) unpin(X2) ; 
22) unpin(X3); 
23) unpin(X4); 

24) X10 := join(X1, X9) ; 
25) X14 := reverse(X10); 
26) X15 := leftjoin(X14, X1); 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 

begin query() ; 
X2 := request("t'',"id", 1); 
X3 := request("t","id",2); 
X4 := request("t","id",3); 
X5 := request("c","Lid", 1 ); 
X11 := request("c","Lid",2); 
X12 := request("c","Lid",3); 
X17 := pin(X5); 
X18 := reverse(X17); 
unpin(X5); 
X19 := pin(X11); 
X20 := reverse(X19); 
unpin(X11 ); 
X21 := pin(X12); 
X22 := reverse(X21); 
unpin(X12); 
X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22); 
X24 := pin(X2); 
X27 := join(X24, X9); 
unpin(X2); 
X30 := reverse(X27); 
X33 := leftjoin(X30, X24); 
X25 := pin(X3); 
X28 := join(X25, X9); 
unpin(X3); 
X31 := reverse(X28); 
X34 := leftjoin(X31, X25) ; 
X26 := pin(X4); 
X29 := join(X26, X9); 
unpin(X4); 
X32 := reverse(X29); 
X35 := leftjoin(X32, X26); 
X15 := pack(X33,X34,X35) ; 

27) X16 := resultSet(1, 1,X15); X16 := resultSet(1, 1,X15); 
28) X23 := io.stdout(); X23 := io.stdout(); 
29) exportResult(X23,X16); exportResult(X23,X16); 
end query; end query; 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-

(a) After the opLdatacyclotron optimizer (b) After the opLunroll optimizer 

Figure 5.3: MAL plan after 07§-datacyclotron and opLunroll. 



LeftJoln(X14,X1) 

resultSet(1,1,X15) 

Figure 5.4: Execution graph. 

5.2.4 Plan execution 

The MAL plan is executed using concurrent interpreter threads, the workers, following 
dataflow dependencies. The dataflow dependencies are organized as an acyclic graph. 
Figure 5.4 contains the dataflow graph for the MAL plan in Figure 5.2b. At the top of 
the graph are the instructions which are only dependent on the load of data while at the 
bottom are the instructions dependent on the output of another instructions. 

From the top left corner of the graph, all eligible instructions, this is, their input is 
available, are inserted into a queue Q as ready for execution. In FIFO order, a worker 
picks an instruction I for execution. Once I is executed the worker attempts to execute 
the next instruction which was waiting for I's output to become eligible. If more than 
one, the others are added to Q. 

The worker continues until it hits a blocking instruction, this is, an instruction that 
depends on more than one instruction output. This group of executed instructions is 
denominated as a Datafiow block. They can be executed independently from other 
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instructions blocks. The first Datafiow blocks are defined around the binds, in DaCy 
context, around request() and pin() calls. To not block the worker thread, a pin() call 
is only set to eligible once the DaCy layer notifies the BAT arrival. This way a worker 
does not block while waiting for data (cf., Section 3.3.3). 

" A request() call is used to inform which data will be required. It is used by the 
DaCy layer to warm up local cache through a local or a remote data load. The pin() 
call is used to check the local cache for data availability. If it is not available, the 
application call blocks . ... The application call remains blocked until the data chunk is 
made available at the DaCy buffers. Once available, the application call resumes and 
uses the data chunk for processing " 

Based on the BATs arrival, a worker selects a Datafiow block for which a BAT 
is the input. It attempts to execute the entire block. A worker picks an instruction 
from the queue for which the output of the executed instruction is the input. For each 
instruction it does an admission check to see if there is enough resources to execute 
the instruction, this is, enough memory to store the result, and apart from pin() calls, 
have the input in memory. In case admission check fails for an instruction (A), the 
worker attempts the execution of instructions from other Datafiow blocks. In case its 
search does not succeed, it executes A with the risk of triggering another instruction 
results, or inputs, of being swapped out. The admission check intends to reduce virtual 
memory utilization and have balanced resource utilization, this is, a fair competition 
for them. 

Combined with the inter-query parallelism, the scheduler uses the arrival of a single 
BAT to resume execution of a group of Datafiow blocks. Furthermore, there is not an 
explicit order to process the column partitions within each individual plan. Instead, the 
execution method is driven by partition availability, much like the approach proposed 
for cooperative scans [ 155], where a query can join the column scan at any partition. 

With plans extended for partitioned parallelism we maximized the opportunities to 
exploit cooperative actions on the shared data chunks as they become available. Hence, 
the ratio between the buffer space and the data size for the workload is less than one, 
i.e., there is often more buffer space available to start newly arrived queries. The direct 
data access to the RDMA buffers, and the internal query parallelism with cooperative 
access to the partitions, increases the throughput and keeps the query response time 
low. 

Such cooperative work is only possible due to the strategy taken by MonetDB to 
unroll the loops through code repetition (cf., Section 5.2.3) which combined with code 
re-utilization, such as recycling (84, 83], turns the overhead of defining and executing 
long plans negligible. 
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5.2.5 Query distribution 

A balanced system, i.e., system without hot spots, contains an equal load over all nodes . 

Therefore, on query assignment, the node with ample resources or the smallest query

queue can be chosen to execute the query. However, for decentralized architectures 

determination of the right node is complex because the load of each node is not globally 

known. 
In most architectures the query assignment is based on a global cost model. The 

cost model assigns the queries based on the data location. The success of load balanc

ing is thus, dependent on the efficiency and prec ision of the cost model. However, a 

shift on the data key space used by the workload requires re-allocation of the data and 

a re-organization of the distributed infrastructure. The cost model precision is affected 

by those changes, or in worst case, it becomes invalid. Its adaptation is complex and 

temporary which makes distributed systems inflexible to fluctuations on the workload 

interest. 
Exploiting the fact that each individual query can be processed at any node and 

inspired by an earlier attempt for a decentralized query assignment which achieves 

load balancing, Mariposa [ 134), the DaCyDB leaves the decision to execute a query to 

the individual nodes. There is no global cost model for query assignment which makes 

the system flexible to scale and to exploit all avai lable resources. 
In Mariposa [ 134) an economic model was proposed for query assignment. In this 

model , the deci sion to execute the query is left to the individual nodes. In [ 134] a node 

advertises its services, buys objects from another sites and bids on queries. Each query 

contains an offer for different execution times. A node, based on the local resources, 

bids on queries with the goal to maximize its profit. 
The DaCyDB, a decentralized di stributed system, embarks on the same spirit, i.e., 

a query it is not implicit assigned to a node. Each node collects queries from a common 

queue modeled as the storage ring . Unlike Mariposa, there is no bidding process, the 

nodes simply select the queries with the highest priority, in a first-come-first-served 

approach, FIFO. 
The priority of a query is increased with each transverse of the ring and not be 

picked for execution. A priority based on the number of cycles works as a timeout for 

their stay in the ring and for their execution in the nodes. Each node selects the queries 

with priority within a certain range, i.e., the hottest queries in the ring. In case of lack 

of resources, the node postpones the selection until further release of resources. 

The queries are flowing in the ring counter clockwise. Having the queries flowing 

around the ring, a di stributed FIFO queue is defined. It assures an equal distribution of 

queries among the nodes, thi s is, all nodes are used to process the queries even if the 

user has selected a single node to submit the queries . 
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5.3 Evaluation 

The primary goal of this evaluation is to identify advantageous scenarios and possible 
bottlenecks of the integration of MonetDB with the Data Cyclotron . The experiments 
are not intended to benchmark our novel architecture against contemporary approaches 
of single/parallel solutions. The engineering optimization space for the Data Cyclotron 
is largely unexplored and experience gained to date with the architecture would not do 
justice to such a comparison. 

The experiments are intended to align the full-functional system with the one used 
for simulation. They are intended to study each layer in detail by disclosing issues not 
identified during simulation and for such issues propose solutions. 

Starting with the bottom layer, the network layer, micro-benchmark experiments 
are used to show the influence of the hardware on the data access latency such as 
network and memory bus type. We study how the ring structural organization and 
number of queries per node affects latency and throughput. Furthermore, the cache 
policies induce the hot-set size reduction by avoiding the circulation of unpopular data 
and data re-loads. 

Consequently, we focus on the application layer to study query parallelism. The 
experiments intend to understand why the actual query execution model used by Mon
etDB is not yet optimal to exploit the advantages of the Data Cyclotron. The operator 
selection and intermediate results management are the points stressed. The experiments 
resume to an analysis of the system throughput using a full-scale TPC-H implementa
tion with workloads of thousands of queries and different amount of resources. 

5.3.1 Clusters 

The evaluation uses two computer clusters. They represent the Present and Future 
for data centers. Their difference helps us to test the Data Cyclotron robustness and 
efficiency for current data centers, and the feasibility of the architecture for future state
of-the-art data centers. 

Cluster 1, from our national super-computer center 8 , represents a common HPC 
cluster used for eScience. It is equipped with 256 machines, all of them intercon
nected using a Qlogic 4x DDR InfiniBand card, i.e., the bandwidth is 1600 MB/sec 
and the latency below 6 µsec . Each machine is equipped with 2 Intel quad-core Xeon 
L5520 (2.26GHz clock), 24 GB main memory, 8 MB cache size, 65 GB scratch space 
(200 MB/sec read access), PCI bus 2.0, and 5.86 GT/s (GigaTransfers per second) 

8http://www.sara.nl/ 
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quick path interconnect. Each rack has two switches where each of them has 16 nodes 
directly interconnected. Virtual memory is defined as a partition in the scratch space. 

Cluster 2 is a dedicated 300 database machine cluster from the Scilens [ 128] project. 
It is a state-of-the-art cluster exploiting new trends in networking, 40 Gb InfiniBand at 
the edges and I 00 Gb InfiniBand between switches. The cluster is composed of two 
tiers of machines. The two tiers organization approximates the cluster to the organi
zational structure of major data centers such as Google, Microsoft Azure, Yahoo, etc., 
this is, storage nodes separated from the computational nodes, (cf., Section 2.4). 

"A server is not anymore a single box with all compute resources in it. They have 
been placed in pools together with storage and memory processors. All components 
have been spread around the data center and they are all interconnected through a 
network. ... Cloud computing platforms such as Windows Azure, Yahoo storage, or 
Google storage, have their storage services separated from compute nodes " 

The bottom layer of machines, the pebbles (aka storage nodes), consists of 144 
shoeboxes with an AMD Bobcat, 8 GB RAM, I 0 Gb Ethernet, and 5 2 TB HDD con
figured as 4 in RAIDO and one system disk. The next layer, the rocks (aka compu
tational nodes), consist of 144 shuttle boxes with 2 Intel quad-core K2600 (3.40GHz 
clock), 8 MB cache size, I 6GB main memory, PCI bus 2.0, 40 Gb InfiniBand, and a 
2 TB HDD ( 145 MB/sec read access). Each rack has two switches where each of them 
has 18 nodes directly interconnected. Like Cluster I, virtual memory is defined as a 
partition in the scratch space. 

5.4 Network layer 

The base topology used in this experiment is a ring composed of thirty-two nodes from 
Cluster I. The nodes are spread among three switches installed into two racks, rack A 
and rack B. The nodes are interconnected in the same order as the one represented in 
Figure 5.5. 

All nodes dedicate one third of their memory for RDMA buffers, 8 GB for DaCy 
storage, leaving enough memory space for intermediate query results, this is, 16 GB. 
Hence, the query performance is not affected by memory BUS contention, nor being 
bounded by the local disk bandwidth in case of swapping. 

The micro-benchmark data-set consists of three 64-column wide tables, TA, TB, 
and TC. They differ in the number of partitions (data chunks) per column: TA uses 
2 partitions, TB 3 partitions, and TC 6 partitions. Each partition has 128 MB size to 
optimize network transport, leading to a total database size of around 270 GB. 
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Figure 5.5: Ring structure. 
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The micro benchmark workload is divided into 6 scenarios, 51, .. , 56. Each con
tains 1024 simple select queries over 11 randomly chosen columns, 4 joins and a pro
jection on 3 columns all from the same table. The first two scenarios, 51 and 52 use 
TA, TB is used by 53 and 54, and TC is used by 55 and 56. To have different hot-set 
sizes, 51, 53, and 55 only touch on half of the columns, while the remaining scenarios, 
52, 54, and 56, touch on all columns. 

Furthermore, to stress the Data Cyclotron buffer pool for data access and forward
ing, each query keeps 70% to 90% of the requested data in the buffers, i.e., DBMS 
space load, and the LOIT is kept as low as possible to maximize the amount of hot
set data in the ring, i.e., the DaCy space load. Hence, from scenario 1 up to 6, the 
DBMS space is increased shrinking the DaCy space, i.e., the available space to store 
the hot-set. All workloads are executed with a low LOIT with the exception of 56 
where LO IT reached the top levels due to the lack of space in the storage ring to 
accommodate the hot-set, which aligns with the observations in Section 4.3.1. 

The data is distributed among the 16 nodes, 7 from rack B (within the same switch) 
and the remaining ones from rack A (within the same switch), see Figure 5.5. The 
un-balanced distribution is used to study tension on the node's buffers for data loading, 
forwarding, and processing. On the other hand , the queries are flowing counter clock
wise in the ring and nodes automatically pick and execute one query at a time, this is, 
a balanced distribution of their execution among the nodes. 
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Figure 5.6: Query average time per node. 

5.4.1 Bandwidth 
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The first experiment aims to study the relation between the hot-set size, bandwidth, and 

query average response time. For the six scenarios the query executi on time average 

is pictured in Figure 5.6. For di fferent hot-set sizes, the Data Cyclotron was able to 

provide the required data for the queries at high speed. The average time increase is 

close to linear for the ones with the low LOIT , i.e., the complete hot-set is kept in the 

ring. 
Despite bu ffer contention for data access and forwarding, the data stream achieved 

1.3 GB/sec in the best cases and 0.9 GB/sec in the worst cases. In the same order of 

mag ni tude the nodes were receiving data, th is is, bi-di rectional traffic was 2.6 GB/sec 

for best cases and 2.1 GB/sec for worst cases 9 . The measurements are the average time 

9The 1.8 GB/sec would be worst case if a node, at same time, sends and receives data from a different 

rack which is not the case. 
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Protocol bw_mode min _bw max_bw 

tcp uni-directional 0.50 GB/sec 0.90 GB/sec 
re uni-directional 1.40 GB/sec 1.60 GB/sec 
re bi-directional 2.98 GB/sec 3.15 GB/sec 

Table 5.1: Cluster I - Bandwidth measurements. 

to receive and forward 100 partitions of size 128 MB. 
Compared to isolated measurements done through a benchmark to measure ROMA 

and IP performance, qperf [61], the achieved bandwidth is not far from optimal. On 
Table 5.1 10 , are the measurements using qperf for hundred messages (-n 100), of size 
128 MB {-m l 28M), using a MTV of size 2k (-mt 2048) and with polling mode 11 off 
(-cp 0). 

The benchmark results are near to the theoretical optimal of the network hardware 
confirming an excellent network configuration. However, for a non-isolated scenario 
like the Data Cyclotron, i.e., the memory bus and the CPU are also busy with data pro
cessing, achieving the optimal bandwidth is not always possible. Furthermore, without 
a monitoring tool for the asynchronous communication of ROMA at Cluster I , the 
reported times are not isolated measurements. They contain some noise such as the 
latency of the signals to acknowledge the received data and selection of the next buffer. 

The results demonstrate how well the buffer space is managed between the Data 
Cyclotron and the DBMS. Unfortunately, the 1.3 GB/s bandwidth is only achieved 
within the same hardware rack and network switch. The ratio between the hot-set size 
and the query execution time average shows that for each extra GB of hot-set data, the 
execution time of a query increases between 750 milliseconds and 950 milli seconds, 
i.e., it is bounded by the network bandwidth. 

The inherent data flow, i.e., the intra-query parallelism, makes possible to access all 
data needed within a single DaCy-cycle. Hence, for UO bounded workloads the query 
execution is bounded by the hot-set size, network bandwidth and buffer space. Hence, 
the data access latency is the major cost in the response time. The Data Cyclotron 
is, however, intended for heavy and complex analytic queries composed of instructions 
with execution time reaching a few hundreds of seconds. This creates an interval where 
data access overlaps with data processing and, due to ROMA, without taking CPU 
cycles. 

10TCP is the acronym for TCP socket while RC for Reliable Connection protocol for ROMA. 
11 Relevant to the ROMA tests and determines whether they poll or wait on the completion queues. If 

OnOff is 0, they wait; otherwise they poll. 
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5.4.2 Traffic jams 

The experiment in Section 5.4.1 attempts to study the consequences of traffic jams in 
the query average time. Traffic jams, also known as traffic congestion, is a condition 
on networks that occurs as use increases or at some point the link capacity shrinks. 
It is characterized by slower speeds and longer queues. With a ring configured as in 
Figured 5.5 and bandwidth variation when crossing a switch, or a rack, traffic jams will 
certainly happen. 

Traffic jams are only visible for a large ring. For large rings only a sub-set of nodes 
has the data forwarding slowed down while on others it flows at normal speed without 
any congestion. In small rings, after a certain period of time, due to the traffic jam 
backwards propagation, all nodes become overloaded, therefore, they all forward data 
at the same speed. The traffic jam propagation depends on congestion at the nodes 
buffers. Higher the number of nodes with congestion far away goes the traffic jam 
propagation. As a result, the data access latency increases. 

In Figure 5.6 for scenario S6, a traffic jam propagation s visible among the sub
set of nodes located between A12 and B25. With the nodes located in two different 
racks, A and B, and all of them loading data, the traffic jam from the edge nodes 12 is 
spread among their neighbors. The traffic jam propagation is due to the tension on the 
their buffers. It quickly synchronizes the data forwarding speed of the entire sub-set of 
nodes . 

The nodes on the other half of the ring do not have traffic jam propagation. Traffic 
only slows down at the edge nodes. A clear example is A18. It has higher query 
average time compared to its neighbors. 

Nodes receiving data from edge nodes are the ones with highest number of empty 
buffers . They send data faster than they receive. Hence, no cache clean is triggered 
and data chunks have always space to be kept for execution. For this reason, the query 
response time at these nodes tends to be lower than the other nodes. A good example 
is node A16. 

On all other nodes, the synchronization of data forwarding imposes a similar query 
average time among the nodes, with few exceptions. For node B25, it was expected an 
increase of the response time due to the amount of data loaded by the preceding nodes 
and for being an edge node. However, Figure 5.6 shows the opposite. The reason 
for this exception comes from the average time to fulfill requests. B25 has the best 
average time among all nodes. 

For workloads like S6, and a small storage ring, not all data chunks can co-exist at 
the same time in hot-set. Hence, their re-load is constantly requested. With requests 

12 A edge node is a node which communicates with a node from another switch. 
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Protocol bw_mode min_bw max_bw 

tcp uni-directional 0.90 GB/sec 1.20 GB/sec 

re uni-directional 3.00 GB/sec 3. 10 GB/sec 
re bi-directional 4.00 GB/sec 4.03 GB/sec 

Table 5.2: Cluster 2 - Bandwidth measurements. 

flowing counter clockwise, data clockwise, and data loaded in half of the ring preced

ing B25, B25 has the best location for the lowest average time for data access latency. 

On the other hand, A12 has the worst location. 

Does a wider link reduce the buffers tension and eliminate traffic jams? 

Cluster 2 is equipped with QDR InfiniBand (40 Gb/sec signal rate) instead of DDR 

InfiniBand (20 Gb/sec signal rate). A wider network link since it has 4 GB/sec data 

rate in theory. However, in practice the real date rate speed is always below the theo

retical value. To determine the real uni- and bi- directional bandwidth, we have used 

once again qperf benchmark to determine the real link bandwidth. The results are 

summarized in Table 5.2 13• 

Contrary to Cluster 1, the bi-directional bandwidth is not twice the uni-directional 
bandwidth. After some investigation and isolated benchmarking, the memory bus 

slots and its version, i.e., PCI bus 2.0, were identified as the reason for such low bi

directional bandwidth. The nodes composing Cluster 2 are commodity desktops which 

have PCI bus l6x slots to plug graphic cards. Such slots have asymmetric bandwidth 

contrary to the 8x slots used for servers. The same benchmark on two independent 

servers showed a bi-directional bandwidth of 6.52 GB/sec while the uni-directional 

bandwidth was 3.39 GB/sec. 
The bi- and uni- directional bandwidth for the two independent servers is an indi

cation that, even with proper slots, the PCI bus 2.0 is the bottleneck for remote data 

access instead of the QDR network link. The expected results are 3.8 GB/sec uni

directional bandwidth and 7.6 GB/sec bi-directional bandwidth. Such values are only 
possible with PCI bus 3.0. 

The authors in (98], for a smaller scale problem and with nodes wired back to back, 

this is, without a switch, have studied the bandwidth differences between the two PCI 

bus versions. The work shows why the CPU, chipset and the memory bus are three 

important factors to achieve the optimal bi-directional bandwidth. Their evaluation 

13TCP is the acronym for TCP socket while RC for Reliable Connection protocol for RDMA. 
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Scenario Time (sec) 
S2 14.40 
S4 18.73 
S6 28.49 

Table 5.3: Cluster 2 - Average response time per query. 

suggested that PCI bus 3.0 is the one to be used to achieve the maximum bi-directional 
bandwidth. Not only for its wider links, but also for the encoding used. The encod
ing used by PCI 2.0 is the 8B/IOB (every 10 bits sent carry 8bits of data) instead of 
64B/66B (every 66 bits sent carry 64 bits of data) used by QDR. For the later the 
overhead is 3.125% while for 8B/I OB encoding has 25% overhead. 

With 2.0 GB/sec as the maximum bandwidth achieved in each direction, Cluster 2 
only offers I GB/sec extra bi-directional bandwidth compared to Cluster I . To deter
mine how far is the bandwidth achieved by Data Cyclotron from this isolated measure
ments, the micro-benchmark was re-run for 16 nodes within the same switch and 32 
nodes spread among two switches. 

The bi-directional bandwidth achieved in both rings was near to 4.0 GB/sec among 
all nodes and no traffic jams were detected. With PCI bus 2.0 and asymmetric band
width, the links are never saturated, therefore, there is not traffic jams at the edge nodes. 
Without traffic jams and higher bandwidth, the tension on the nodes buffers is also re
duced contributing for lower query response time. The result in Table 5.3 confirms 
that. Using only the three scenarios of 64 columns, this is, S2, S4, S6, we see an 
improvement of factor 1.3, 1.5, and 1.3 14

• 

5.4.3 Dynamic readjustments 

To reduce tension on nodes buffers and data access latency, ownership delegation was 
introduced for clusters like Cluster I . With ownership delegation, a node is now al
lowed to delegate some data chunks ownership when an high LOIT does not reduce 
the tension on its buffers. 

In the context of the scenario from previous Section 5.4. 1, the groovy nodes 15 

would tag a sub-set of the most frequently loaded chunks to be unloaded by non-groovy 
nodes. Hence, nodes on the right side of the ring, Figure 5.5, would load data chunks 

14 Factor 1.2 if compared with the right side response times and factor 1.4 if compared with left side 
response times. 

15Sub-set of nodes from which most of the data is requested. 
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Figure 5.7: New ring structure. 

with the tag D elegated, so nodes on the left side of the ring would take over their own
ership. The ownership delegation is used to reduce traffic jams created by congestion 
on DaCy storage for data loading and forwarding. The readjustment is independent of 
the application layer and it is all conducted by the DaCy layer. 

Ownership delegation is, however, not enough to avoid traffic jams at the edge 
nodes. For this situation, the bandwidth in all nodes needs to be re-adjusted to the 
lowest level 16• Hence, in Cluster 1 the inner switch forwarding speed should be equal 
to the forwarding speed at the edge nodes, i.e., homogeneous bandwidth among all 
nodes. 

The adjustment can be done at hardware level or at the software level. At hardware 
level, nodes from the left side of the ring, from rack B , would be mixed with the 
nodes from rack A. Such re-organization would impose to the data flow a lower data 
forwarding speed due to the frequent hops between both racks, see Figure 5.7. 

At software level , the adjustment would be based on variations of the DaCy-cycle 
duration and collection of statistics. However, the precision of decisions based only on 
these two factors would be lower than the ring re-organization. Another reason for a 
physical re-organization of the ring is to have the same average of hops to request and 
access a data chunk on all nodes. In the coming Chapter 6 the dynamic adjustment 

16The general concept is highly used on traffic control on high-ways, this is, it is better to move at a lower 
speed than be blocked in a traffic jam. 
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of resources is introduced to envision a more flexible architecture to cope with load 
balancing challenges. 

5.4.4 Adaptive nodes 

A the Data Cyclotron ring is composed of nodes with autonomous and dynamic be
havior towards the workload on the system. Each node tries to accommodate as many 
queries as possible exploiting its resources and thus improve throughput. Hence, each 
node dynamically adjusts the number of internal clients to pick queries for execution, 
i.e., pickers, and the number of DaCy buffers to store application data. 

A picker is a thread that picks a query, sends it for execution and returns the re
sult. The query in compiled into a set of Data.flow blocks, i.e., group of instructions, 
which compose the query execution plan. The instructions composing these blocks are 
inserted into a queue Q for execution. 

On the other side of the queue are the workers, threads that execute Data.flow 
blocks. Based on the arrival of a BAT, a worker selects a block for which the BAT 
is the input data. It attempts to execute the full block and once done, it moves to the 
next block which has input data available (cf., Section 5.2.4). 

The initial number of pickers is one while the number of workers is determined 
by the number of cores of a node. A node with N cores allocates one core for DaCy 
routines and the remain ones, N - 1, for workers 17 . 

The number of workers is constant, however, the number of pickers increases or 
decreases over the time based on the workload characteristics. For I/O bounded work
loads, the number of pickers is increased to explore cooperative work between them, 
i.e., different blocks of instructions can use the same input data. On the other hand, for 
CPU bounded workloads the number of pickers is kept as low as possible to have less 
instructions competing for the available CPU cycles. 

For the micro benchmark scenarios, the workloads are I/O bounded. Using Cluster 
2 and scenarios 52, 54, and 56, the number of pickers is increased step wise by one 
picker until the queries get blocked. Queries get blocked when the application space 
together with the neutral zone is not enough to store all required data chunks to proceed 
with the execution of Data.flow blocks (cf. , Section 3.5.1). 

" The DaCy storage is divided into the DaCy space and application space. A low 
number of free buffers for transit data slows down the data propagation, therefore, it 
decreases the global throughput. On the other hand, few bi(/fers to store data for the 
application degrades the performance of local computations . ... The DaCy sets a min-

17The thread assignment to the cores is left to the Operating System. 
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imal number of buffer space for each type of data. The remaining space, neutral zone, 

is used for both data types depending on the workload requirements " 

On the first attempt, for 52 and 54 the queries got blocked once the number of 
pickers was increased to three. For 56, queries got blocked for two pickers. With all 

requests getting eligible at query initialization time, the pin() calls from all queries had 

to compete against the scarce number of buffers available. For example, each 56's 
column has six partitions, with queries with low number of dependencies, almost all 

pins become eligible. Hence, several Dataflow blocks are initialized. Each of them has 

input data which is only released once its output is used by the preceding operator, often 

a blocking operator. During its processing, views are used for efficient utilization of 

memory for intermediates. Therefore, if the blocking operator is waiting for the output 

of another Datajlow block which does not have free DaCy buffers to pin its input data, 

the query execution gets blocked. 
To solve the issue, the opt_.datacyclotron optimizer was improved to reduce the 

number of requests eligible for execution. Instead of making all requests eligible, the 
optimizer makes X requests eligible while the remain ones become eligible as pin calls 

are executed. With the new optimizer version, the MAL plan from Figure 5.3b is now 
replaced by the MAL plan from Figure 5.8. 

To control the eligibility of a request() a new input argument was introduced. For 
the first requests the input value comes from the instruction init() 18 • It is the first one 
to be executed and sets the first X requests eligible for execution. In this example, X 

has value two. The remain requests use the output of remaining pin() calls to become 
eligible. For example, the request represented by instruction B) is only eligible for 

execution once the pin represented by instruction A) is executed. 
Using the new version of opt_datacyclotron, we re-run the queries using different 

number of pickers. Different values of X were used to see how this configuration 

parameter affects query average response time. The values of X were chosen based on 

the maximum number of data chunks requested in each scenario. For 56 each columns 

has six partitions which means each query requests 66 different data chunks. For 52 a 
column has two partitions, therefore, only 22 data chunks are requested per query. The 

most relevant results are picture in Table 5.4. 
Reducing the number of eligible requests, the query response time increases. The 

more partitions a column has, the higher is the impact in the query response time. 

Nevertheless, the reduction of eligible requests reduced the number of buffers in the 

application space. To exploit this extra space to store input data we increased the 

number pickers step wise from one to four pickers for each scenario and for each value 

18The BAT is used as input only for eligibi lity control and not for processing. 
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begin query(); 
X1 := init(); 
XS := request(X 1 ,"c'',"Lid'', 1); 
X11 := request(X1 ,"c","Lid",2); 
X17 := pin(XS); (A) 
X12 := request(X17,"c",''Lid",3); (B) 
X18 := reverse(X17); 
unpin(XS); 
X19 := pin(X11 ); 
X2 ·= request(X 19 "t" "id" 1) · . , ' ' ' 
X20 := reverse(X19); 
unpin(X11 ); 
X21 := pin(X12); 
X3 := request(X21,"t",''id",2); 
X22 := reverse(X21 ); 
unpin(X 12); 
X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22); 
X24 := pin(X2); 
X4 ·= request(X24 "t" "id" 3) · . ' ' ' ' 
X27 := join(X24, X9); 
unpin(X2); 
X30 := reverse(X27) ; 
X33 := leftjoin(X30, X24); 
X25 := pin(X3); 
X28 := join(X25, X9); 
unpin(X3); 
X31 := reverse(X28); 
X34 := leftjoin(X31, X25); 
X26 := pin(X4); 
X29 := join(X26, X9); 
unpin(X4); 
X32 := reverse(X29); 
X35 := leftjoin(X32, X26); 
X15 := pack(X33,X34,X35); 
X16 := resultSet(1, 1,X15); 
X23 := io.stdout(); 
exportResult(X23,X16); 

end query; 

Figure 5.8: MAL plan after being unfolded by new opt_datacyclotron. 
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Figure 5.9: Throughput gain compared to one picker. 

X= 
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32 

• 64 

For scenarios wi th high number of parti tions, such as 56, the reduction of eligible 
requests has to be aggressive if we want to have more than one picker, and thus increase 
throughput. In Figure 5.9 is the relative gain in throughput per node compared to the 
one picker resul ts from Table 5.4. 

x S2 S4 S6 
64 14.6 (sec) 18.7 (sec) 28.5 (sec) 
32 14.7 (sec) 32.2 (sec) 50.2 (sec) 
20 19.5 (sec) 35.3 (sec) 63.2 (sec) 
16 25.6 (sec) 4 1.5 (sec) 72. l (sec) 

Table 5.4: Average response time per query fo r controlled eligibil ity. 
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The increase of throughput is evident. The main reason for its increase is the direct 
access to data from the DaCy buffers. Those data chunks are in-use, or were just 
used, by the other local queries. The higher the number of pickers, the higher is the 
probability to have the requested data in local DaCy buffers. 

The difference for the throughput gain between each scenario comes from the in
crease of competition for the empty buffers to store input data. The competition is 
directly proportional to the number of data chunks per query. Such competition is iden
tified by the query response time standard deviation. For X equal to 32, S4 had some 
query execution times above 80 seconds for three pickers and queries getting blocked 
four pickers. In scenario S6, few queries crossed the line of the 100 seconds for two 
pickers and get blocked after three or more pickers. Despite the increase of query 
response time, the throughput increased even more. The highest gain goes for S2, a 
factor five improvement while query response time decreased to 1.8 of optimal. For 
optimal results, the scheduler should give priority to the requests which are requesting 
data chunks already in the hot-set or in cache. 

This experiment shows how local resources can be exploited to improve through
put. Through a configuration variable the user can now trade query response time for 
higher throughput and vice-versa. The number of pickers is then dynamically adjusted 
to avoid data starvation. For complex queries, the variable is used to control the vir
tual memory usage. The study of its benefits, in the context of complex queries, is 
postponed to Section 5.4.4. 

5.4.5 Ring extension 

Any system configuration faces the point that it lacks resources to accommodate a 
timely execution of all queries. In the Data Cyclotron this can be partly alleviated 
using a ring extension . With the same setup, the ring on Cluster I is extended twice 
through insertion of 16 nodes: Rl, R2, and R3. 

Global throughput. 

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.10. For each scenario the 
average time for each query remains almost the same as for the first extension. In the 
second extension the average time over all scenarios increased between 10 and 16%. 
With up to 48 nodes, the throughput per node increased slightly. However, for rings 
beyond 64 nodes we reached a saturation point and the throughput per node decreased 
by 13%. The length of the ring lead to an higher data latency, but since the hot-set size 
did not change, and with an high bandwidth being available, the system throughput 
increased by 70% when 16 nodes were added. Addition of another 16 nodes only 
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Figure 5.10: System throughput. 

brought 14% improvement (except for S5). It indicates that the saturation point is 
reached by another extension of 16 nodes. 

The same experiment on Cluster 2 showed the saturation point is only achieved 
with a slightly larger ring. With a faster network link, the traffic jams due to tension 
on the node's buffers became almost un-noticed for large rings. It promotes the idea 
that the Data Cyclotron becomes more efficient for data centers with higher bandwidths 
than the ones used for these experiments. Hence, with the road-map for network hard
ware the Data Cyclotron can use rings over multiple racks with low deterioration of the 
global throughput. 

Throughput per node. 

The number of data chunks per scenario is summarized on Table 5.5. Knowing 
that queries are network I/O bound, the throughput per node is inversely related to 
the hot-set size, Figure 5.11. For example, S2's hot-set size is two times bigger than 
S l 's hot-set, the throughput per node for S2 is two times smaller than Sl. The same 
correlation between the hot-set size difference and the throughput per node, with some 
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Scenario #columns #partitions #data chunks 
SI 32 2 64 
S2 64 2 128 
S3 32 3 96 
S4 64 3 192 
S5 32 6 192 
S6 64 6 384 

Table 5.5 : Number of data chunks for each scenario. 

noise, holds for S3, S6, and S4. The noise is related to the number of partitions per 
column. The more partitions a column has the easier it is for MonetDB to exploit 
intra-query parallelism. 

The different number of partitions raises also another interesting observation. Com
paring S5 and S4, S5 hot-set has the same number of data chunks as S4, however, S5's 
throughput per node is similar to S2 instead of S4. Queries in S5 despite requesting 
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Figure 5.11 : Throughput per node. 
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Figure 5.12: Query execution average per ring. 

more data than S4, they request the same number of columns as S4. Since partitions 
for a column tend to be loaded within the same DaCy-cycle and travel together, or at 
least, are seen within the same DaCy-cycle, S5 queries have higher probability to fulfill 
a sequence of requests within a DaCy-cycle. 

The difference is emphasized in this context due to the query simplicity which 
allows perfect intra-query parallelism without access to the virtual memory to store in
termediates. For more complex queries, the dependencies between instructions might 
reduce this gain in throughput. The same might happen on nodes with lack of re
sources to store intermediate results. Those scenarios and issue are studied in detail in 
Section 5.5 using a well known benchmark for data analysis, TPC-H, and nodes with 
different memory size. 

Query response time. 

For all scenarios, with the exception of S6, the query execution average had the 
lowest value for the 48 nodes ring, Figure 5.12. The storage ring provided by 48 nodes 
is capable to keep most of the hot-set in rotation. Hence, the latency added by 16 extra 
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nodes is fully absorbed by the average data access time. With the required data chunks 
flowing around, smaller is the average time to request them. 

For S6, the same effect is only visible with an extension lower than 16 nodes. The 
tension at the groovy nodes buffers, keeps the average time data access still high which 
avoids the extra latency imposed by the new nodes to be absorbed. 

For all scenarios the optimal number of nodes, for the highest throughput while 
keeping the same query average time is thus, only identifiable with a step wise ring 
extension. The nodes should be added one at the time, or in small sets. The new nodes 
should enter the ring next to the groovy nodes to absorb part of the tension on their 
buffers. In other situations, the ring might have to shrink and the number of queries 
picked by each node for execution dynamically adjusted. The trade offs of this dynamic 
adaption are presented in detail in the coming Chapter 6. 

5.5 Application layer evaluation 

The the Data Cyclotron is designed for applications with complex analytic queries, I/O 
intensive and high throughput demands. The following study demonstrates how a Mon
etDB should exploit its features to achieve high throughput with low query response 
time. It also identifies some boundaries of the architecture imposed by the hardware 
configuration and how they could be solved when a system is assembled from scratch. 

For the experiments TPC-H is used as a frame of reference. TPC-H is an impor
tant decision support workload supplied by the Transaction Processing Council 19

. It 
contains 22 queries which analyze relational tables for decision support for commer
cial enterprises. Disk 1/0 is typically the limiting factor in the query performance of 
TPC-H. The I/O incurred is due to reads rather than write operations. A particularly 
characteristic for decision-support workloads. 

The queries complexity and the different data access patterns create a challeng
ing environment to identify design issues on the early stages development of a novel 
architecture such as DaCyDB. 

5.5.1 Access to remote memory 

In workloads like TPC-H, disk operations are so dominating that the CPU utilization 
is below the 50% utilization. Waiting for disk operations to complete, not only results 
in poor CPU utilization, but it also significantly increases the system call overhead. 
Hence, the Data Cyclotron exploits access to remote memory to reduce as much as 

19http://www.tpc.org/ 
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Query 1 node 32 nodes 48 nodes 64 nodes 
1 208.4 11.5 14. I 14.6 
2 13.6 3.6 4.9 4.8 
3 14.7 8.3 8.6 10.9 
4 30.4 4.8 5.4 5.8 
5 16.9 7 8.6 JO.I 
6 3.4 5.8 5.3 6.3 
7 7.6 10.6 13.7 17.6 
8 20.6 10 9.9 I I.I 
II 11.3 3.9 5.9 4.6 
12 15.2 5.6 7.4 7.7 
14 4.9 5.1 5.6 6.3 
15 13.9 12 12.8 12.6 
17 36.4 37.9 73.4 74.9 
18 125.2 78.9 108.1 112.8 
19 79.3 22.6 28.3 28.8 
20 II 7.6 7.7 8.2 
21 31.8 10.2 15.8 16.5 
22 14.9 8. l l 9.6 10.2 

Table 5.6: Query execution times. 

possible the access to the local disk. It claims, with current network hardware, that 
access to remote memory is faster than access to a local disk. 

In the same line as the micro-bench mark experiments, i.e., ring size and hot-set 
size, we show how access to remote memory outperforms a single node disk access. 
For this experiment we have used Cluster I and the data is distributed uniformly among 
all nodes. Using TPC-H scale factor 40 and executing all queries in sequence at one of 
the nodes, the response time boost is evident. The query execution time improvement 
stems from the distributed data load using all nodes. Complex queries that require a 
scan of the complete lineitem table, like Ql, Q5 and Q21, profit most from the parallel 
data load as represented on Table 5.6. 

For ring Rl, there are 32 nodes reading data concurrently. It behaves like a net
worked storage system with 32 disks with access bandwidth near to 1.3 GB/sec on 
Cluster I, not far from the 2 GB/s bandwidth achievable by an expensive state of the 
art RAID system with 4 SSD disks. However, if such a system is not integrated with 
DMA channels, CPU cycles will be shared between data transfer and data processing. 
With the Data Cyclotron, and as a result of the RDMA benefits (cf. , Section 2.6.2), the 
CPU was fully devoted to data processing. Therefore, remote data access is overlap
ping with data processing, which explains the constant gain for R2 and R3. 

The results in Table 5.6 can be divided into two groups, network I/O bounded 
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#Nodes Queries/sec 
I 3 

32 5 
48 7 
64 9 

Table 5.7: Throughput. 

queries and disk I/O bounded queries. By network I/O queries we classify queries for 
which the access to remote memory increased their response time compared to access 
to the local disk. In the first group are Q6, Q7, and Q14. With the queries executed 
one after the other, and 24 GB of available main memory, the three queries benefit from 
data loaded into memory by previous queries. 

Q5 loads most of the data needed by Q6 and Q7. Hence, Q6 only needs to load 
into memory a few columns from lineitem table. Furthermore, due to its low footprint, 
it does not unload data to virtual memory. With lineitem columns as the biggest ones, 
Q7 is the one that most profits with the access to those columns in memory. Hence, 
any remote access will be slower than local memory access. The same happens for 
Q14. Two of the requested lineitem columns were in memory from Q12 execution. 
The other three, in worst case scenario, had to be requested which explains why the 
single node execution time is near to the execution time in a 32 nodes ring. 

5.5.2 Distributed cooperative work 

With the data flowing trough the distributed ring buffer composed out of remote memo
ries, the queries can be distributed among the nodes to exploit a distributed cooperative 
work without increasing too much the the query response time. It definitely increases 
system throughput. 

However, it is still a challenge to obtain optimal throughput and the same query 
response time when more than one node in the ring is executing queries. To study 
the cooperative work among the nodes we used a workload composed of I 024 queries 
derived from the TPC-H queries using an uniform distribution. As for the experiments 
in Section 5.4 each node picks and executes one query at the time. 

The results in Table 5.7 follow our intuition, there is throughput improvement. 
With the hot-set of size similar to S6 from Section 5.4.2, the 64 nodes ring shows 
better response time average for most of the queries. Although, the query response 
time was not as optimal as expected, see Figure 5.13. A close look at the query trace 
pointed towards a less than optimal exploit of the continuous data stream. The current 
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Figure 5.13: Query average time with all nodes. 

instruction scheduling algorithm limited each node to work in a distributed cooperative 
manner. 

The current execution model was designed for pure pull-based processing where 
the plan is static and the data is retrieved as the instructions are executed. The intra
query parallelism through partitioned execution (cf., Section 5.2.3) gave a new degree 
of flexibility, but by itself is not enough to optimally exploit the continuous stream of 
data for query plans with high number of dependencies among the instructions and 
large intermediate results. 

Queries such as Q2, Q4, Qll, and Q19 are the ones that suffer most from the 
current query execution model. Q19 and Qll stand as the worst cases, their response 
time increased by a factor five. A close look into the query execution traces, raised a 
concern already discussed during simulation, but never seen during experimentation. 
It was observed that most of the data chunks required for processing had just passed 
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by or have recently been evicted from the cache. It exposes the need to integrate a 
beforehand cache policy. The beforehand cache policy caches data chunks up front for 
computations where the pin() call was not yet registered due to a dependency, but it 
will in short-time period (cf., Section 4 .5). 

" The runtime system through the registration time of the request() calls, and on 
previous pin() calls, estimates when the data chunk will be used 20. Based on the es
timated time, runtime system predicts if a data chunk will be used before it completes 
another DaCy-cycle. If not, and in the presence of enough resources, the data chunk is 
cached. The data access time is then resumed to a read from the local memory. " 

With this cache policy, the Data Cyclotron reduces the data access latency for data 
chunks used in less than a DaCy-cycle. With those cached, more instructions become 
eligible for execution, and thus different execution paths on the query plan can be 
followed. By caching the data chunks passing by, it exploits the actual data stream 
instead of requesting new data which triggers the un-load and re-load of hot-set data 
chunks. An important characteristic to have cooperative work between nodes. 

This cache policy reduced the data access latency, but it also stressed the virtual 
memory management. With several instructions from different Datafiow blocks be
coming eligible for execution, the memory becomes overloaded with the intermediates 
of unfinished Datafiows. The more Datafiow blocks are initialized, the higher is the 
number of intermediates to store. Hence, virtual memory storage is required and due 
to its low bandwidth, the queries response time increases. 

The issue became even more evident on Cluster 2 which has only 8 GB of main 
memory for intermediates. After re-running the 1024 TPC-H queries, despite a lit
tle throughput improvement due to higher network bandwidth, most queries had a re
sponse time increased by a factor two or three. 

In both cases, the reason for the high virtual memory utilization is the admission 
policy used in the scheduler and the static number of workers assigned for query pro
cessing. With all workers requesting instructions for execution and a scarce amount of 
memory to store all intermediates, workers tend to leave the execution of a Datafiow 
block and jump to another one in search of instructions with lower memory footprint. 
At short term, the decision improves performance. At long runs, it creates a large list 
of intermediates and the initialization of several Datafiow blocks. 

As a consequence the scheduler also needs to consider virtual memory load when 
choosing the right path on the execution graph. The deeper it goes in the execution 
graph, the instructions input is mainly composed of intermediates. With most of them 

20The estimation is more accurate if provided by the computation which is possible at registration time. 
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stored in virtual memory, choosing the path which leads to the lowest virtual memory 

I/O is a complex task. 

Reduce the amount of intermediates. 

In the context of TPC-H large intermediates are created. Hence, the number of 

eligible requests needs to be reduced, to not only to increase the number of available 

DaCy buffers for input data, but also to reduce the amount of intermediates. Through 

the configuration variable presented in Section 5.4.4, X , the number of eligible requests 

is reduced. 

" To solve the issue, the opLdatacyclotron optimizer was improved to reduce the 

number of requests eligible for execution. Instead of making all requests eligible, the 
optimizer makes X requests eligible while the remain ones become eligible as pin calls 

are executed. " 

A lower number of eligible requests restricts the number of instruction eligible 

for execution. Hence, the workers have less Datafiow blocks to pick for execution. It 

forces them to finalize a Datafiow block before moving to the next one, i.e., the workers 
tend to go as deep as possible in the execution graph before moving to the right (cf., 

Figure 5.4). 
Using the new version of opt_datacyclotron, we re-run the TPC-H queries with half 

of the space for intermediate results, i.e. , 8 GB. Using the four different values of X 
and with the number of workers fixed to seven. The best query response time achieved 

was with X = 20. Unfortunately, for most of the queries, the reduction of the number 

of eligible requests was not enough to avoid virtual memory utilization. The reason is 

the excessive number of workers. 
With large intermediates and lack of space to store them, seven workers require the 

used of virtual memory to store intermediates. Hence, we have re-run the non-blocked 

queries with less workers. The number of workers was decreased step wise from seven 

down to three. Figure 5.14 contains the relative gain compared to the runs with seven 
workers. The improvement on response time is evident. 

For four workers the query response time has decreased, in average, by a factor 

two. For a lower number of workers, the gain starts to decrease. With fewer workers 

the resources are used inefficiently, such as CPU cycles, and the data access latency 

increases. With few workers a lower number of requests is registered which contributes 
to a slimmer hot-set. Hence, each request requires a (re-) load of a data chunk which 

taxes data access latency. 
The queries not represented on the graph are the ones which got blocked in some 
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Figure 5. 14: Query response time gain compared to seven workers. 

of the runs due to high number of dependencies. To solve the issue it required an 
extension to the opumroll optimizer to leverage the packing of intermedi ates, i.e .. 
be more conservati ve and do not unroll to much the plan. With this generalization 
o f the unroll optimizer it was poss ible to execute all queries, but with performance 
degradation on the other queries. The optimal design o f this optimizer is part of future 
research. 

The experiment enhances two important features for the design of a new scheduler 
for DaCyDB. The first feature. the number of e lig ible requests should be controlled 
to force the workers to produce small amount of intermediates . Second feature, a dy
namic adjustment of the number o f workers. For optimal results, the scheduler, based 
on the intermediates size, should consume the highest amount of intermediates before 
they are flu shed to the virtual memory, i.e., hot-potatoes. 

Management of hot-potatoes. 
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For Q3, most of the virtual memory traffic is created by the pack() operators. A 

trace of their execution shows that the selection of instructions for execution does not 

consume the hot-potatoes early enough to avoid their storage in the virtual memory. 

Figure 5.15 is an extraction of the execution plan for Q3. Due to resource compe

tition by the workers, the pack() input arguments were swapped before the instruction 

was called for execution. Hence, during its execution, all the BATs have to be read 

from disk to create BAT X _11. An acceptable cost since there is high competition for 

resources to execute all Datafiow blocks. However, there is an extra cost due to the 

fact X _11 is not used straight away. Without a direct utilization, and with high com

petition for resources, the data is once again swapped out. At the time it is needed for 

execution, the operator has to wait for its read from disk. 
The admission policy by itself cannot avoid this extra write/read from/to disk. The 

performance impact by this extra disk UO can be determine through an isolated exe

cution of Q3 with the pack's result being used right away after its creation. Hence, 

the second write/read to/from disk is avoided. Monitoring the Disk UO, through the 

command iotop, it was clear that the amount of data fetched in and out of disk has 

decreased. As a result, the response time for Q3 improved by a factor three. 

For other queries the packs are used by several instructions or, instructions are 

dependent of several other packs. For those queries, pulling the pack next to the first 

operator that uses its result is not enough to reduce the swap problem. Workers thread 

simply run the hottest and eligible operators first. Furthermore, the scheduler tries 

to keep all threads busy which leads to an high competition over the available main 

memory and thus, forcing the use of virtual memory to assure their execution. In 

addition to the dynamic adjustment of workers, a temporary pause of a worker should 

also be considered. 
The new scheduling model has to be more robust by following the dependency list 

and for each operator, estimate the intermediate result size, and determine how much 

swap traffic will be created. Then, define the order which creates the lowest virtual 

memory utilization. In case of lack of memory, and with the risk to over utilize the 

virtual memory, a number of workers should be paused. Such dynamic adjustment is 

complex and imprecision on the decision can limit MonetDB's capacity to scale up. 

The realization and quantification of such an approach is part of on going research for 

a different dissertation. 

Remote memory as virtual memory? 

Without doubts an improved version of instruction scheduling would equip Mon

etDB with the tools to reduce swapping, but not to evict it for bigger scale factors. For 
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begin query() ; 

... 60 instructions ... 

18391 X12 :=pack( X1218 , X1220, X1222 , X1224, X1225, X1227 ); 

... 13 instructions ... 

33953 X1230 := leftjoin( X1147, X389 ); 
36511 X1155 := leftjoin( X1147, X427 ); 
3 X1160 :=reverse( X1155 ); 

... 9 instructions ... 

11 
30552 
3 

X117 :=request( lineitem, lorderkey, 3 ); 
X1159 := leftjoin( X1150, X436 ); 
X1163 :=reverse( X1159 ); 

... 2 instructions ... 

4 
52767 
3 

X200 :=request( lineitem, lshipdate, 3 ); 
X1158 := leftjoin( X1149, X433) ; 
X1162 := reverse( X1158 ); 

... 19 instructions ... 

48843 
47561 
47949 
2 

X1151 := leftjoin( X1147, X401 ); 
X1152 := leftjoin( X1148, X402 ); 
X1157 := leftjoin( X1148, X430 ); 
X1161 :=reverse(X1157) ; 

... 78 instructions ... 

562394 X11 :=pack( X1160, X1161 , X1162, X1163 ); 
5599118 X13 :=join( X12, X11 ); 

... 146 instructions ... 

end query; 

(a) MAL structure 

Figure 5.15: Snipet from Q3 plan execution 
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example on SF-80, pulling packs up was not enough to stop the Q3 being bounded 

by the disk speed. Hence, scale up is not by itself the solution to provide the highest 

throughput. The integration of a scale out solution is necessary of a flexible architecture 

and balanced utilization of resources. In any case, the problem can be attenuated with 

the use of remote swap or faster disks, for example, SSDs. For DaCyDB we have in 

mind to explore remote memory as virtual memory store since SSDS are only efficient 

for data reading, not for data writing. 
Authors in [115] have taken the advantage of the ROMA and high network band

width (InfiniBand DDR) for an efficient virtual memory to sort data. In their experi

ments they compared the access to data in remote swap, local disk and local memory. 

In their setting, the local memory was only 1.45 times faster than using high perfor

mance networking block device (HPBD), while HPBD was 2.2 times faster than the 

disk (40GB ST340014A ATA/ATAPI-6). At the same time HPBD, thanks to ROMA, 

performed 1.45 times better when using GigE (Gigabit Ethernet), and 1.29 times better 

than IPoIB (IP over lnfiniBand). 
In the execution of a quick sort algorithm, application with intensive swapping 

activity, the HPBD was not 2.2 faster than the disk, but 4.5 times, since reads were 

not anymore sequential. With network speed approaching what the memory system 

can deliver, such as InfiniBand QDR, remote swapping with efficient communication 

protocols emerges as a viable solution to increase performance. The cost of a memcopy 

is equivalent to a write to a remote memory. In the context of DaCyDB, the virtual 

memory on local disk would be replaced by remote memory, accessed through ROMA. 

The virtual memory would mainly be used for intermediate results. They could have 

been thrown in the storage ring, however, such an approach would slow down the 

deliver of input data to starving queries. 
For an higher scale factor more extra nodes could be added. Instead of pushing only 

the intermediate results, the instructions that use them as input could also be pushed to 

exploit the idle CPU of those nodes. In any case, the solution has its limitations due 

to the high cost of adding extra nodes just for remote swapping and a balance resource 

utilization. The optimal solution would be the integration of horizontal scalability to 

have always the highest throughput and balanced resource utilization. In the following 

Chapter 6, Section 6.2, it is shown how the decentralized structure of the Data Cy

clotron offers the means to explore a new scale out solution. A solution that exploits 

the fact a computation can be divided into sub-computations and they can be executed 

anywhere in the Data Cyclotron ring. 
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5.6 Summary 

The Chapter introduced DaCyDB, the integration of a MonetDB instance on each Data 
Cyclotron node. MonetDB was chosen for being a column-store, i.e., column-stores 
are known for being efficient for intense data analysis, but also for using the operator
at-the-time paradigm and partitioned execution for efficient parallelism. DaCyDB is 
in Favor of partitioned parallelism since it offers much better opportunities for speedup 
and scaleup then pipeline parallelism. By taking the large relational operators and 
partitioning their inputs and outputs, it is possible to use divide-and-conquer to turn 
one big job into many independent little ones. This is an ideal situation for speedup 
and scaleup [46]. 

The extended plans created for partitioned parallelism are used by DaCyDB to 
maximize the cooperative actions on the shared data chunks. Such cooperative work 
is only possible due to the strategy taken by MonetDB to unroll the loops through 
code repetition (cf., Section 5.2.3) which combined with code re-utilization, such as 
recycling [84, 83], turns the overhead of defining and executing long plans negligible. 
This cooperative access to the partitions together with the internal query parallelism 
contributes for high throughput and low query response time. 

Using two different clusters, the Chapter identified the challenges and issues to 
cope with different bandwidths, traffic jams, un-balanced data distribution, and a flexi
ble query parallelism to exploit a continuous data stream. The conducted experiments 
presented and studied solutions to make DaCyDB more efficient for complex compu
tations such as queries from TPC-H benchmark. From a better plan optimization to 
an efficient management of intermediates to reduce virtual memory utilization, sev
eral improvements were considered and some tested with experiments. The steps to 
build a new scheduler, for an effortless and efficient intra and inter query parallelism, 
were identified. At the same time, the protocols and routines presented for the hot-set 
management (cf., Chapter 4) were also validated. 

The ideas presented and tested during thi s Chapter define the building blocks of the 
Data Cyclotron and its integration with a DBMS. The landscape of research is how
ever hardly explored. The following Chapter introduces the most important research 
direction to build an outstanding architecture for dynamic distributed data analysis. 
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Chapter 6 

Vision for DaCyDB 

Despite the changes in the database world, relational DBMSs have tended to dominate 
the market. They are the default choice for holding the data behind web-applications 
and scientific applications. A scale-up technology which requires more CPUs, memory 
and IO capacity when the problem size increases. The price and size of these systems 
makes them un-attractive for current application scenarios with Petabyte data sets and 
complex had-doc queries. In response "noSQL" class of databases and MapReduce 
frameworks have emerged. Solutions such as Hadoop [71], Cassandra [3 l], Hbase [73], 
Membase [ 11 O], MongoDB [ 113], and CouchDB [43] are known for their elastic scala
bility, simpler data models , automatic fault tolerance, and data distribution which leads 
to lower administration and tuning requirements. 

They are designed to scale-out rather than up. They are most appropriate for stor
ing the types of information produced and consumed by web applications, and are 
optimized for access patterns and consistency versus availability trade-offs that charac
terize these software systems [ 108]. In practice, they still require some administration 
for performance and availability in any mission-critical data store. Most of their fea
ture set is oriented toward the demands of web applications. Nevertheless, data in 
an application has value to the business and science that goes beyond the insert-read
update-delete cycle of a typical Web application. The increased complexity of data 
analysis is now requesting also some vertical scaling by those systems. The taken 
step has been the adoption of techniques and methods used from DBMSs by MapRe
duce frameworks, such as Clydesdale [89], or the integration with a DBMS such as 
HadoopDB [2]. 

The proposed solutions fill a hole in the solution spectrum for distribute data anal
ysis on huge data-sets. A hole created by the decision to move from pure scale up 
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architectures to pure scale out architectures . It is now clear that scale-out and scale-up 
cannot be thought as two distinct approaches that contradict one another, but rather 
must be viewed as two complementing paradigms. It does not make sense to go to ei
ther of the extreme scenarios, but rather to combine them. The question then becomes, 
at what point should the services run locally and what time should they be distributed 
to achieve the scale-out model ? 

In this Chapter we propose the vision for DaCyDB to answer this question. The 
DaCyDB detaches itself from those architectures which were only designed to scale 
out or architectures that were only designed to scale up. It combines both approaches 
by exploiting the decentralized Data Cyclotron architecture and partitioned parallelism 
used by MonetDB (cf. Section 5.2.3). Combined with the network road-map it pro
vides a high throughput and flexibility for turbulent workloads with optimal resource 
utilization. 

6.1 Outline 

The Chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the DaCyDB scale out 
approach for distributed parallelism. Section 6.3 explains the re-use of intermediates, 
created by the distributed parallelism, to boost multi-query performance. Distributed 
parallelism for complex queries is discussed in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 describes how 
nodes dynamically allocate resources for the query execution, followed by Section 6.6 
to propose a multi-ring architecture and fault-tolerance in Section 6.7. The Chapter 
ends with a summary in Section 6.10 to revive the most relevant features of DaCyDB. 

6.2 Scale out approach for DaCyDB 

The DaCyDB provides a seamless transition between a scale up solution to a scale 
out solution by having both in harmony. Based on the resources of each node the 
computation on-the-Hy has the flexibility to explore both models in different degrees. 
The scale-up model is used for balanced resource utilization and explore data locality 
using the nodes cache. The scale-out model is used to spread the execution of complex 
queries across the cluster. With heterogeneous hardware, both models complement 
each other to achieve high throughput and optimal resource utilization. 

The flexibility to move between both extremes and find the optimal niche for effi
ciency is given by the decentralized architecture of Data Cyclotron and the operator
at-the-time paradigm used by MonetDB. The flexibility comes from the ability to split 
a query plan into independent sub-query plans and each of them into multiple inde-
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SELECT c . t _id FROM t, c WHERE c . t _id t . id; 

Figure 6. 1: SQL statement. 

pendent atomic operations. One or more sub-query plans are executed in the same 
node while others are executed on other nodes. Their allocation depends on the lo
cal resources of each node such as number of cores and available main memory for 
intermediates. 

6.2.1 Plan definition 

Leaders of the database community have argued [ 136, 35] that an overwhelming ma
jority of structured data repositories are either star or snowflake schema. Star-schema 
have proved to be a good way to model large data sets in many industries. Hence, the 
plan definition to scale out follows a rule of thumb for distributed query parallelism. 
The dimension data should be replicated while fact data partitions should be spread 
among the nodes. It exploits data locality for a range of operators such as join. The 
same approach has been taken in MapReduce context to reduce the amount of data 
being continuously shuffled [89]. The authors have shown the performance gains for 
star schema workloads when the rule is applied. However, the data distribution and the 
query plan optimization were too complex and dependent on how the data is partitioned 
and assigned to the nodes. 

Contrary, DaCyDB decomposes a query plan into a set of sub-functions. The sub
functions are created around the fact columns partitions. DaCyDB identifies the fact 
columns based on their size or information collect at loading time. The information is 
used by an optimizer, opt_split, to generate each sub-function. The optimizer is called 
after the opt_datacyclotron optimizer to have the necessary calls to interact with the 
Data Cyclotron. 

The optimizer with the list of fact columns takes one fact partition P and builds a 
sub-function around the instructions that use P as input, or an input derived from P, 
and all their dependencies until the top of the plan. To exemplify the steps, we use the 
unroll MAL plan from Section 5.2.3, now pictured in Figure 6.2a. It is the MAL plan 
for the SQL query represented in Figure 6.1 . 

Assuming that table t is a fact table and taking the plan in Figure 6.2a, the first 
function is built for column i d partition one (id.1). The search starts at the request() call 
and continues until it reaches an instruction which has as input another fact column, 
or an intermediate derived from a fact column. Such instructions are designated as 
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begin query_Q() ; 
X2 := request("t","id ", 1); 
X3 := request("t" ,"id'',2) ; 
X4 := request("t","id",3); 
X5 := request("c","Ud'', 1); 
X11 := request("c ","Ud",2); 
X12 := request("c ","Ud",3); 
X17 := pin(X5); 
X18 := reverse(X17); 
unpin(X5); 
X19 := pin(X11); 
X20 := reverse(X19); 
unpin(X11 ); 
X21 := pin(X12); 
X22 := reverse(X21); 
unpin(X12); 
X9 :: pack(X18,X20,X22); 
X24 := pin(X2); 
X27 :: join(X24, X9); 
unpin(X2); 
X30 := reverse(X27); 
X33 := /eftjoin(X30, X24); 
X25 := pin(X3); 
X28 := join(X25, X9) ; 
unpin(X3); 
X31 := reverse(X28) ; 
X34 := leftjoin(X31 , X25) ; 
X26 := pin(X4) ; 
X29 := join(X26, X9) ; 
unpin(X4) ; 
X32 := reverse(X29); 
X35 := leftjoin(X32, X26) ; 
X15 := pack(X33,X34,X35); 
X16 := resultSet(1 , 1,X15); 
X23 := io.stdout() ; 
exportResult(X23,X16); 

end query; 

(A) 

(C) 

(a) query_Q before the optsplit optimizer. 

begin query_Q1 () ; 
X2 := request( "t'',"id", 1 ); 
X5 := request("c","Lid", 1 ); 
X11 := request("c","Lid'',2) ; 
X12 := request("c'',"Lid'',3); 
X17 := pin(X5) ; 
X18 := reverse(X17); 
unpin(X5); 
X19 := pin(X11 ); 
X20 := reverse(X19); 
unpin(X 11) ; 
X21 := pin(X12); 
X22 := reverse(X21) ; 
unpin(X12); 
X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22); (D) 
X24 := pin(X2); 
X27 := join(X24, X9); (E) 
unpin(X2) ; 
X30 := reverse(X27) ; 
X33 := leftjoin(X30, X24) ; 
dacyExport("query _Q1 ",X33); (B) 

end query; 

(b) Sub-computation quer y_Ql. 

begin query_Q(); 
X33 := resume("query_Q1 "); 
X34 := resume("query_Q2") ; 
X35 := resume("query_Q3") ; 
X15 := pack(X33,X34,X35); (A) 
X16 := resultSet(1 , 1,X15); 
X23 := io.stdout() ; 
exportResult(X23,X16) ; (C) 

end query; 

(c) quer y_Q after optsplit optimizer. 

Figure 6.2: MAL plans before and after opt...split optimizer. 

merge operators. They are often a join operator or a pack operator. The later packs 
sub-functions results and is represented as instruction A) in Figure 6.2a. 

All instructions, except the merge instruction, are packed into a sub-function. The 
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sub-function built for id. l (Figure 6.2b) contains the highlighted instructions from Fig
ure 6.2a and a dacy_export result at the end. The dacy_export is used to publish the 

function plan (F P) and the result into the ring as an ordinary data chunk, called mid
result 1• For query_Ql the result is column X33, see instruction B) in Figure 6.2b. 

The merge operator is then moved into another sub-function (query_Q) proceeded 

by one or more resume() calls depending on the number of dependencies on other sub

functions, see Figure 6.2c. A resume() call collects a mid-result from the storage ring. 

It uses F P to identify the mid-result. Once picked it resumes the query execution. 

The injection of resume calls interconnects the sub-functions. Any of them becomes 

eligible for execution once the respective mid-result becomes available in a local buffer. 

The process is repeated for all fact columns partitions until the optimizer reaches 

the instructions to export the final result to the user. In this example, two more sub

functions are created, one for id.2 and another for id.3 2 . With only two levels of 

sub-functions, sql.exportResult(), instruction C) in Figure 6.2b is also added to sub
function query_Q, Figure 6.2c. Hence, query_Q is the sub-function responsible to 

merge all results from sub-functions query_Ql, 
query_Q2, and query_Q3, and return the final result to the user. 

Each sub-function is posted on the ring for execution and the export of the final 
result is executed at the local node. Depending on the number of slots ate each node, 

one or more sub-functions are picked for execution by other nodes. Once picked, the 
resume instructions, together with the request instructions, are the first ones to be exe

cuted. 
At the first glance, with the query broken into sub-functions, the plan seems to 

create some data redundancy and extra load in the storage ring. However, since the 
plan di stribution is based on the fact partition, the largest partition, only one node 

requests its load which combined with caching policies, explained in Section 4.5, the 

large data chunk is quickly removed from circulation. 
Furthermore, only the dimension data, which are orders of magnitude smaller, and 

mid-results, which are often a result of a selection, a filter or a join, are flowing around. 

Similar traffic is created in MapReduce frameworks through distributed cache [70] to 
replicate the dimension data (cf., Section 3.6). 

" Using a distributed file system has also another drawback. Sometimes all or 

many of the tasks in a Map Reduce job list need to access a single file or a set of files. 

For example, when joining a large file with a small file the predominant approach is 

1 The name mid-result is used to distinguish this type of intermediate results from the ones produced 

within a sub-function execution 
2Since their plans are very similar, their MAL plans are pictured in a later Section 6.3.3 for another 

discussion. In case of interest, Figure 6.8a and Figure 6.8b 
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to open the small file as a side file . The small file is opened directly in the map task 
rather than be specified as an input to the MapReduce job. It is opened, loaded into 
memory and used for the join in the map phase {59 }. ... When thousands of map or 
reduce tasks allempt to open the same HDFS file simultaneously a large strain occurs 
on the NameNode and the DataNodes storing that file [59}. To avoid this situation 
Map Reduce provides a distributed cache {70}. The distributed cache allows users to 
specify any HDFS file they want every task to have access to. These files are copied 
into the local disk of the task nodes. The approach adds extra overhead before the job 
can be initialized and the data might need to be re-shujjied again when different jobs 
are submitted. " 

The overhead imposed by distributed cache does not exist in DaCyDB. The dimen
sion data is loaded into the hot-set as sub-functions are requesting it. Once loaded it is 
shared among all nodes, therefore, there is no need to re-shuffled the dimension data in 
case new jobs are assigned to different nodes. 

In Section 6.3.3 we proposed a solution to reduce the load of dimension data by 
packing the common instruction between each sub-function into a single sub-function 
and re-use its output to avoid the re-load of all dimension data for future computations. 

6.2.2 Dynamic plans 

The sub-functions, interconnected through the resume() instructions, form a logical 
computation graph that is automatically mapped onto physical resources at runtime. 
There may be many more vertices in the graph than execution cores in the computing 
cluster. Such difference has been used in the MapReduce world to create waves, i.e., 
more map tasks than map slots. Having more sub-functions than the number of slots 
helps to balance the workload across the cluster. 

The resources available at execution time are not generally known at the query 
definition time. With heterogeneous clusters, the node where the query is compiled 
into a set of sub-functions might have less resources, such as available main-memory, 
than the nodes where most of the sub-functions are executed. In this situation, the plan 
unroll before the sub-functions definition tends to be more conservative. It leads to 
inefficient resource utilization and constraining vertical scalability. 

On the other hand, if the sub-functions were defined in a wealthy node, their exe
cution will request nodes with high number of available cores to quickly process the 
instructions and consume the produced intermediates to not overload of the main mem
ory with intermediates and consequently their split to the virtual-memory. 

Hence, after being picked for execution, a sub-function can be unrolled or rolled up 
based on the local available resources. For unrolling, the rules are the same as the ones 
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begin query_Q1 '(); 
X2 := request("t",''id", 1 ); 
X5 := request("c","Lid", 1 ); 
X11 := request("c","Ud",2) ; 
X12 := request("c","Lid",3) ; 
X24 := pin(X2) ; 

X17 := pin(X5) ; 
X18 := reverse(X17) ; 
unpin(X5) ; 
X27 := join(X24, X18) ; 
X30 := reverse(X27) ; 
X35 := leftjoin(X30, X24) ; 

X19 := pin(X11 ); 
X20 := reverse(X19); 
unpin(X 11) ; 
X28 := join(X24, X20) ; 
X31 := reverse(X28) ; 
X36 := leftjoin(X31 , X24) ; 

X21 := pin(X12) ; 
X22 := reverse(X21 ); 
unpin(X12) ; 
X29 := join(X24, X18) ; 
X32 := reverse(X29) ; 
X37 := leftjoin(X32, X24) ; 

unpin(X2) ; 
X33 := pack(X35,X36,X37) ; 
dacyExport("query_Q1 "',X33) ; 

end query ; 

Figure 6.3: Unfold sub-computation query_Ql. 

used in Section 5.2.3. For example, query_Ql' in Figure 6.3 is the result of unrolling 

query_Ql from Figure 6.2b. Instead of packing and do a single join (instruction D 

and E in Figure 6.2b), the join is unrolled and the packing only occurs at the end of 

the sub-function. The end result is represented by independent instruction blocks in 

Figure 6.3. 
The DaCyDB tries to extract parallelism within a query by exploiting the fact that 

dependencies are all explicitly encoded in the flow graph. Depending on the data distri

bution and workload, the number of partitions for the fact data and dimension data can 

be increased using dynamic slicing. Hence, through dynamic partitioning inter- and 

intra- sub-function parallelism is increased even further. Horizontal partitioning on the 
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fact data increases the number of independent sub-functions, while on dimension data 
increases the number of independent instructions within the sub-functions. 

With dynamic plans DaCyDB has balanced resource utilization, but it also solves 
a resource allocation problem common in distributed processing, data skewness. For 
example, a sub-function B is not eligible for execution until all its input arguments 
have been produced. Hence, if one of the inputs is from a sub-function A for which 
the execution is been slowed down due to data skewness, A is decomposed into a set 
of sub-functions. 

The set of sub-functions is sent to ring to be picked up for processing. The merge of 
their outputs is then passed to B. In case the merge result is too big, the same approach 
can be applied to B. With the data chunk in memory, and with ROMA, slicing is a 
cheap procedure. To materialize it, the memory region which defines the view is sent 
to the storage ring to be picked for execution or stored as persistent data. 

The data once re-organized is used by other queries to boost performance. The 
same goal has been persecuted by MapReduce frameworks to avoid skewness and have 
in-memory mappers. Small partitions are defined before job initialization which then 
results in thousand of mappers being scheduled [72). The static definition at the job 
initialization time combined with their static data partition and data distribution does 
not always improve performance due to un-optimal resource utilization . 

6.2.3 DaCyDB user interaction 

The user expresses his/her computation through Jason , SQL, Xquery, SparQL, and 
SciQL. The computation is then compiled into a MAL plan. Using the procedural 
language from the middle layer of MonetDB, DaCyDB keeps the definition of plans 
and their dynamic adjustment for efficient parallelism transparent for the user. 

A solution that exploits the split between the logical schema and the storage schema. 
It allows the user to use high level languages to express the computation and the same 
time access heterogeneous data sources to be processed in heterogeneous hardware. A 
goal persecuted since the downs of the DBMS, (cf., Section 1.3). 

" In the earliest DBMS, beyond efficiency, the aim was to make the data indepen
dent of the logic of application programs, i.e., the split of the logical schema from the 
storage schema, so the same data could be made available to different applications. " 

With this clear split between the schemes and the possibility to crumble MAL plans 
several times into independent sub-functions (cf., Section 6.2.2), the flexibility to scale 
and explore all available resources makes DaCyDB to stand out from MapReduce so
lutions. They embed computations in a scripting language in order to execute programs 
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that require more than one reduction or sorting stage. In the past years, new query pro

cessing systems were built on top of Hadoop providing different languages. The most 

well known areJaql [64), Pig [123), and Hive [138). They are used to express complex 

computations on the different stages of data processing. 
Pig [ 123) and Jaql [64] are high-level languages for composing and executing com

plex dataflows on Hadoop. Pig and Jaql focus on supporting ETL-like workflows that 

require complex data transformations. Like Hive, they also support sort-merge and 

hash join strategies, and are also constrained to joining two tables at same time. 

Pig. 

Authors in [60) have proposed Pig. It is a dataflow system that aims at a sweet 

point between SQL and MapReduce. It offers SQL-style high-level data manipulation 

constructs which can be assembled in an explicit dataflow and interleaved with cus

tom Map- and Reduce-style functions or executables. Pig programs encode explicit 

dataflow graphs as opposed to implicit dataflow in SQL. 
Pig dataflows can interleave built-in relational-style operations like filter and join, 

with user-provided executables that perform custom processing. A schema for the 

relational-style operations can be supplied at the last minute. It is convenient when 

working with temporary data for which system-managed metadata is more of a burden 

than a benefit [60). For data used exclusively in non-relational operations the schema 

does not need to be described at all [ 123). 
Pig compiles these dataflow programs, which are written in a language called Pig 

Latin [ 117), into sets of Hadoop MapReduce jobs, and coordinates their execution. The 

steps to create the Hadoop MapReduce jobs are pictured in Figure 6.4. From the Pig 

Latin script a logical plan is created with the dependencies. Out of the logical plan a 

physical plan is created based on the data partitions and their location. Once created, 

the physical plan is broken into map- and reduce-task. The synchronization points of a 

physical plan are the delimiters of each task. For example, a Global Rearrange requires 

a reduce task. 

Hive. 

Hive [ 139) provides a relational model for Hadoop and a SQL interface called 

HiveQL. Hive's tables are analogous to tables in relational databases. Each table has 

a corresponding HDFS directory, but it also supports external tables defined on data 

stored, NFS or local directories. Users can load data from external sources and in

sert query results into Hive tables via the load and insert data manipulation (DML) 

statements respectively. Multi-table insert is also supported. 
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Pig Latin 

A= LOAD ' tilel ' AS (x, y, z); 
B = LOAD 'file2' AS (t, u, v); 
C = FILTER A by y > 0 ; 

D = JOIN C BY x, B BY u; 
E = GROUP D BY z; 
F = FOREACH E GENERATE 

group, COUNT(D); 
STORE FINTO 'output'; 

Logical Plan Physica I Plan 

~·· ~0:0 '! I LOAD l 1 
> FI~~-,' 

LOCAL REARRANGE ' ! 
•-•mmool . ___ _: 

GLOBAL REARRANGE ' I 

PACKAG E ' . 
............. 1 .............. , 

FOREACH ' I 
.... f ........ ,_ ......... , 

LOCAL REARRANGE ' i 
I 

GLOBAL REARRANGE ' 

P~cK~GE ;I 
f ;;;,;~cH ' i 

[ ST~RE ' 

Map Reduce Plan 

p '\1 
MA l flLlER ' ) 

I LOCAL REARRANGE • ' 

' REDUCE [ . ;Acf ~~ T' 
! ( FOREACH · ] 

Figure 6.4: Steps to create the Hadoop MapReduce jobs in Pig [60]. 

Through HiveQL, the user can use statements like select, project, join, aggregate, 
union all, and sub-queries in the from clause. Multiple queries can be performed on 
the same input data using a single HiveQL statement. Hive optimizes these queries by 
sharing the scan of the input data. It exploits cooperative work as Data Cyclotron. 

Hive turns HiveQL queries into a series of independent MapReduce jobs to be ex
ecuted on a Hadoop cluster. The initialization of each job and checkpoints storage 
between them has a considerable overhead which taxes the query response time. So
lutions have emerged to reduce the overhead. The study in [ 116] focused on grouping 
MapReduce jobs that perform common computations and evaluating each group as a 
single job. In MapReduce Online [40] the authors modified the Hadoop architecture 
to allow pipeline of the intermediate data between operators. For example, the reduce 
output from job A can be used as input for the mapper job B , this is, incremental input 
pulling. 

Pig and Hive are the first step towards to the complete split between the logical 
schema and storage schema in MapReduce frameworks. There are also prototypes, 
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such as FlumeJava [32], with the same intention, but not so successful as Pig and Hive. 

Nevertheless, the user is confined to a single language, Latin Pig or HiveQL, to define 

computations. For complex queries, since they do not support all relational operators, 

they still rely on user-defined functions written in Java. They are seen as black boxes 

during query plan optimization . 

6.2.4 DaCyDB data access and distribution 

Depending on the type of the source nodes, the Data Cyclotron provides two data dis

tribution models: iterative loading and a priory loading (cf., Section 3.6). 

"For workloads which request data from a data source which is always online and 

has a stable connection with one or more nodes in the ring, the iterative mode should 

be the preferred one. Otherwise, all data should be loaded before any computation 

starts. For both, a schema is first shared among all nodes. A request is defined based 

on this schema and might have as target different data sources. It is composed of the 

source file identification, parse expression, and split function. For example, a request 

to extract a relational column from a CSV file, or to extract records from a data block 

stored in a cloud storage file . " 

The latter is the used one in most of the architectures for distributed processing. 

For DaCyDB, thanks to the Data Cyclotron flexibility and the MonetDB storage model, 

both are supported. It leads to an effortless data partition/distribution scheme and effi

cient data access. 
For data partitioning and schema distribution, the Data Cyclotron does not impose 

any requirement other than that each data chunk fits into a single DaCy buffer. Hence, 

the database is freely partitioned vertically and horizontally using any database parti

tioning technique to increase locality of access. 

Iterative loading for relational schema. 

With the flexibility to partition in both dimensions, the iterative loading in the con

text of relation databases is achievable through a small extension to the COPY FROM 

SQL statement and an a priory load of the relational schema. 

Preceding the first query execution, a user needs to specify the schema and how the 

tables should be populated. For iterative loading, the loading statements are only used 

to identify the columns and how to populate them, but not to load the data. Such loading 

information can always be updated by executing a new COPY FROM statement. 
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a) CREATE TABLE Tl (a int , b int , c st ring , d dou b l e ); 

b) COPY INTO Tl( a ,b, c ) fr om ' path / tl. csv ' 
USING DE LIMI TERS 'I', 'I \ n' TOKENS (0 , 3 , 2 0); 

c) COPY INTO Tl (d ) f rom ' path/time . csv ' 
US I NG DELI MITERS ' I ', ' I \n ' TOKEN S (4 ); 

d) SELECT a , d FROM Tl WHERE d > 10 . 0 LI MIT 100 ; 

Figure 6.5: SQL statements to populate table Tl. 

Figure 6.5 has the statements to populate a four column table with data from two 
CSV files 3 . Statement a) can be executed at any node and it leads to the creation of 
table Tl on the local schema. The statement is then propagated counter clockwise for 
Tl be added to all node's schema. For each column an entry is added to the DaCy 
catalog and marked as unloaded. 

Statements b) and c) provide the information on how column a, b, c , and d should 
be populated. With b), column a , b, and c is populated with data from the first, fourth , 
and twenty first property from tl. csv. With c), column dis populated with data from 
a different file, the fourth property from tim e.csv. The execution of b) and c) does 
not load any data into the DaCyDB. It only adds the loading information to the DaCy 
catalog. The load of the data only occurs when the first query is executed such as 
statement d). 

The execution of statement d) triggers the load of column a and d . During the 
compilation of d), opt_datacyclotron inspects the DaCy catalog and if columns are 
marked as unloaded, it injects a load() call per each input source, so the file is scanned 
only once. After the load() calls, it injects a eval() call with the query as argument, see 
Figure 6.6. 

At execution time, the load() call triggers the load of requests to load data for each 
column. A request contains as arguments the path to the input file P ath, delimiters 
Ds, tokens ids T ids, number of records R, and size of the largest static column type 
length Glen 4 . All this information was provided by the schema and COPY FROM 
SQL statements. 

30ther type of fil es are a lso supported. 
4 For table T l , column d has the largest type, i.e., type double, because column c will only be composed 

of OIDs (eight bytes length) to access a string dictionary which is propagated in an independent data chunk. 
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begin query(); 
X1 := load(T1, a); 
X2 := load(T1 , d) ; 
X3 := eval(X1, X2, "SELECT a, d FROM T1WHEREd > 10.0LIMIT100;") ; 

end query; 

Figure 6.6: MAL plan for iterative loading. 

A request flows counter clockwise and to be picked by a node connected to a data 

loader service (cf., Section 3.6). 

" Independently of the data source, the Data Cyclotron provides a service to be 
installed at the data source called data loader. A data loader establishes a connection 

with the Data Cyclotron and waits for data load requests. Using different readers, the 

data loader extracts relevant properties or fields, partition them, and send them as data 
chunks to the ring. " 

At its reception, the data loader, using Glen and R estimates how many records it 

can store in a DaCy buffer 5 . Then it starts reading records from Path, it uses Ds to 
parse each record and extract the tokens identified by Tids. At the completion of the 
first partition for each column, the data loader, tags them as COLUMN.LOAD, adds 

the estimate number of partitions, and loads them into the ring. 
The partitions do a full cycle updating the DaCy catalogs in all nodes. When the 

first partition of each of the columns have reached the requesting node, the load() call 

returns and the eval() instruction is executed. Its execution evaluates the query by com

piling it and sending it through the optimizers pipeline. At this time, the DaCy catalog 

indicates the columns are loaded, or are being loaded, and based on the number of 

partitions, the opt...datacyclotron injects the necessary calls to interact with DaCy layer 
and to exploit efficient parallelism. 

Heterogeneous data sources. 

To have DaCyDB more competitive for data preparation, the information to parse 

the data source, identify the data structure, and define which records or tokens are 

relevant, should be provided by the user. The approach is one of the advantages in using 

5 By using the largest column type, the loader makes sure the O!Ds inside each partition are aligned. A 

rule of thumb in column stores to have efficient joins instead of Cartesian products. 
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csvParser( <record_delimiter>, <t o ken_delimiter> , 
<token s_ids > , <first_rec o rd>, 
<last_record > , <sampling_function> 

) ; 

e) COPY INTO Tl(a , b , c) fr om ' path/tl . csv ' 
csvParser ('I \n ', 'I', [0 , 3 , 20] , 0 , - 1, NULL); 

f) COPY INTO Tl(a,b,c) from ' path/tl . csv ' 
csvParser (' I \n ', 'I', [0 , 3 , 20 ], 500 , 1000 , NULL); 

Figure 6.7: A parser for CSV files 

MapReduce frameworks, i.e., the user through inputReaders specifies how the data 
should be retrieved and passed to the mappers for processing. With the map function 
being also defined by the user, the data structure used for processing is defined by the 
user. 

Through a simpli fication of the COPY FROM, DaCyDB asks the users to define 
a parser as SQL function which calls a C, or C++ user define function (UDF). This 
parser is then used by the data loader to extract data at the source nodes. However, in 
DaCyDB the output of such functions is always tuples to be loaded into data chunks, 
this is, column partitions. 

For the most common data source types, e.g., CSV, FITS 6 , NETCDF 7
, and 

MSEED 8, the DaCyDB provides efficient parser implementations. For CSV files, Da
CyDB has a data parser called csvParser. Its signature is presented in Figure 6.7. 

Using the record delimiter and token delimiter, it extracts the relevant records and 
from them, the tokens to be sent to DaCyDB. If a sampling function is not provided, all 
records between thefirst_record and the last_record are considered relevant. Otherwise, 
the function is used to identify the relevant records between the firsLrecord and the 
last_record. 

The parser function is loaded into the system through a CO PYFROM statement 
and sent to the data loader once the data is requested. Using the csvParser function, 
statement d) in Figure 6.5 is now replaced by statement e) in Figure 6.7. [n this exam
ple, all records are loaded 9 . 

6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FITS 
7http://www.un idata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/ 
8 http://www. iris.washington.edu/manuals/SEED_appG.htm 
9To load all records /asLrecord is defined as - 1. 
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With this approach, the COPY FROM statement adopts a simpler syntax by re

placing the USING DELIMITER, OFFSET, and RECORDS clauses by a SQL function. 

Such modification on the standard SQL is straightforward and gives a new degree of 

flexibility and control to the user to load and structure data from heterogeneous data 

sources. An important feature to drop one of the most important DDBMS drawbacks 

compared to MapReduce frameworks, this is, flexible data loading. 

An intelligent data loader. 

The extensions proposed for SQL CO PYFROM statement allows the user to 

define iterative loads. The next step to reduce the cumulative cost in answering the first 

query is to efficiently extract data from the source nodes. Such efficiency is provided 

by the data loader. An independent service which its study and conceptualization is out 

of the content of this dissertation. Nevertheless, we lay down here the most important 

features to be considered on its conceptualization in the near future. 

The optimal data loader is the one that after several iterative data load requests 

has only scanned the entire data source once. Since in most of the cases the record 

location is not know a priory, the data loader with each data extraction has to learn 

about the records location to avoid several scans to the same file. For example, if only 

few columns are extracted from a CSV file, offsets for the remain ones should be saved 

to extract them quickly in the next request, or even save the remain ones into separate 

file. 
The approach has been taken by NoDB [9]. NoDB for each query retrieves the data 

directly from the data sources. In each extraction saves the information relative to the 

location of the records and tuples. Such information is used to do relative jumps in the 

data source to located other records or tuples, and thus speed the data extraction and 

reduce the cumulative cost in answering the queries. Over time, a full map over the 

data set is created and the queries access the data as if it has been loaded a priory into 

the database. 
The approach is novel, however, its fine granularity creates a complex index over 

the data source. For huge data sets its management becomes unfeasible and too com

plex. The solution is designed for a central system and not as an independent service 

for data extraction to feed distributed processing nodes. Nevertheless, DaCyDB and 

NoDB share some concepts. 
The DaCyDB data loader service is similar to a data service provided in cloud en

vironments such as Azure SQL or Azure Blob 10 . They provide efficient stream of data 

to the application. Azure SQL, allows the application to push some simple selections 

10http://www. windowsazure.corn/en-us/ 
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to filter and specify which data is relevant for loading, and thus reduce network traffic 
from the cloud to the computational nodes. For Azure Blob, the application through a 
simple API, i.e., GETs and PUTs, requests data for processing. A more efficient API 
has been tested with a prototype. The prototype, with similar characteristics to the 
DaCyDB data loader, was designed to extract data into column partitions and provide 
efficient data access to a MapReduce framework 11

• 

Integrity check. 

The iterative load reduces the cumulative cost to answer the first query for extreme 
large data-sets for which only few properties are used for query processing. During 
the iterative loading, due to the absence of data location, the DaCyDB can also check 
values allowed in columns and enforce integrity between columns and tables in a dis
tributed manner. 

The simplest and most common column are the NULL and NOT NULL. If not null , 
type integrity is checked using the CHECK constraint on a column. Another common 
constraint is UNIQUE, which ensures a value in a column is unique within the table 
which can also be done with a PRIMARY KEY constraint. 

When a partition enters the ring, the first nodes are responsible to do integrity 
checks with a single scan of the partition. For the FOREIGN KEY constraint, a concept 
at the heart of a relational database, the validation is bit more complex. The FOREIGN 
KEY relationship with values in another table. Hence, it might trigger the load of extra 
data into the ring, the FOREIGN columns. They have to be all loaded and distributed 
among the nodes. With the primary key columns distributed among the nodes the en
tire foreign column(s) is scanned giving a complete tum around the ring. With a single 
spin around the ring FOREIGN KEY validation is completed. 

Not all workloads require constraint validation, but for workloads like TPC-H it 
is crucial for data consistency. The DaCyDB supports integrity rules which are often 
neglected for distributed query processing due to its high weight in the cumulative cost 
from the load of the first tuples until the output of the first result. DaCyDB gives the 
flexibility to the user to define different levels of consistency depending on the type of 
workload, or search intentions. For example, for a first approach a scientist might just 
want a raw view over the data to see if there is any interesting correlation, if yes, he can 
then invest in consistency for more accurate results. A vision shared by the authors of 
an awarded vision paper [93] . 

11 The prototype consisted in an effic ient layer to iteratively retrieve data from the c loud service and adap
tivaly re-organi ze it to reduce data access latency. It was designed and implemented by the author of this 
Dissertation during an internship at Ex treme Computing Group from Microsoft Research Redmond. The 
design was evaluated as a promising so lution, which validates the research directions for DaCyDB. 
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6.3 Result caching 

The mid-results can be cached and re-used by other queries/jobs to avoid (part of) the 

processing cost, and thus boost performance. They are simply treated as persistent data 

and pushed into the storage ring for interested queries. Combined with the intra-query 

parallelism, multiple sub-functions originated from a single query in execution create 

a large flow of mid-results to boost others. 

Like base data, mid-results are characterized by their age and their popularity on 

the ring. They only keep flowing as long as there is interest. To not overload the ring, 

mid-results are kept on the local cache of their creator. If a request is issued, they enter 

the ring. Otherwise, they are gradually removed from the cache to make room for new 

ones. The first ones to be evicted are the unpopular ones followed by the ones with low 

percentage of filtered data, i.e., their size is near the sub-function input size. 

The idea was tested for a centralized system, Recycler [84, 83]. The Recycler 

speeds up query streams in a self-organizing way by exploiting an operator-at-a-time 

execution paradigm where complete intermediates are a by-product of every step in the 

query execution plan. To improve the response time and throughput in the operator-at

time setting, only the management of intermediates cost needs to be kept under control, 

because the creation cost is always taken by the execution paradigm. 

The hypothesis was tested in the context of the operator-at-a-time database system 

MonetDB, the same DBMS used for DaCyDB. Its abstract machine interpreter was 

hooked up with a recycler optimizer and run-time module. The optimizer marks op

erations of interest for harvesting. The run-time support uses this advice to manage a 

pool of partial results. It avoids re-computation of common sub-queries by extracting 

readily available results from the pool. To manage the resource pool they defined their 

policies in three dimensions: instruction matching, investment cost versus savings, and 

pool administration maintenance [84, 83]. 

For each instruction to be executed the recycler performs a matching process, i.e., 

it searches for a possible reusable relational algebra operation in the recycle pool. For 

each operation executed the recycler decides if it is beneficial to keep the result. Finally, 

to prevent the pool of intermediates becoming a resource bottleneck itself, operations 

with low potential for reuse should be cleaned from the pool to reduce the memory us

age and the search time. Traditional approaches, such as LRU, and cost-based policies 

based on plan semantics were used as eviction policies to select instructions for evic

tion. All policies respect and exploit the semantic relationships among the operations 

executed. 
Despite recycler and result-caching have the same goal, this is, re-use operators/sub

function results to boost multi-query performance, they differ in few aspects. The re

cycler has finer granularity re-utilization compared to DaCyDB result-caching. The 
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recycler is at operator level while DaCyDB does it at sub-function level. The matching 
on DaCyDB uses the sub-function plan and its input arguments. The match has to be 
exact since matching a sub-function plan is more complex than matching operators. 
Furthermore, using the storage ring as recycler cache provides DaCyDB the opportu
nity to explore remote memory to keep mid-results even in the presence of workload 
with high demands of main memory. In recycler it would stress the pool of partial 
results to be shrunk by dropping instructions with high potential for reuse. 

6.3.1 Execution model 

At execution time, for a sub-function (C ), the DaCyDB sends a request counter clock
wise to determine if C was already executed or not. The request contains the sub
function plan and its input arguments identification. If the request returns marked 
executed, or in-execution, or in the mean time a matching mid-result passes by, the 
C execution is dropped. Any sub-function dependent on G 's output will collect the 
mid-result from the storage ring. 

The sub-function execution cancellation is only possible for the sub-functions which 
are not returning the result to the user. The cancellation is achieved through the reg
istration of a request for the dacy_export input. At the reception of a matching mid
result, the dacy_export becomes eligible for execution despite all other instructions 
have not yet been executed. For example, in query_Q2' (Figure 6.9) the input for the 
dacy_export, X35, can come from instruction F) or from the storage ring. Since it is 
the last instruction, the query can exit. 

The dacy_export execution sets the sub-function status to executed so no more in
structions are picked for execution by other execution threads. The last thread to exit 
the sub-function execution requests a garbage collection to clean context and interme
diates. 

6.3.2 Mid-results cache 

For workloads with skewed interest and queries with several sub-functions in common, 
the hot-set is mainly composed of mid-results. The number of sub-functions sent for 
execution is low, therefore, popular raw data is not requested for processing. On the 
other hand, for uniform workloads with high percentage of disjoint sub-functions, pop
ular data chunks and mid-results have to compete for the storage ring resources . In this 
situation, the input and output data (mid-result) of a sub-function have high probability 
to co-exist in the ring at the same time. 

Keeping both might improve the performance of some queries, but it might also 
slow down others since more data has to be forwarded in the ring. On the other hand, 
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removing the mid-results from circulation just after they have been re-used reduces 

the chance to boost performance of future queries with expensive sub-functions due to 

their computational complexity and/or large input data volumes. 

To optimize storage ring utilization and have high global throughput, the hot-set 

management routine needs an extra condition than the LOIT to unload mid-results in 

case the input data to create them is also flowing in the ring. The condition determines 

the average time to process the computation or re-use the mid-result. For determina

tion, the condition considers the LOI of each of the N input data chunks (LO Ii ), the 

size of each of them (CH K i), the mid-result LO I and its size (MID), the DaCy

cycle 12 duration (DCC), and an estimation of the sub-function's processing time (T), 

i.e. , processing time without data access latency. 

MIDACC 

INAVG 

INA CC 

LOI x DCC 

N 

LLOii x (D~C) 
i = O 

N 

L CHKi 
INAVG + _i=_O __ _ 

MID 

(6. l) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

For the mid-result there is not execution time. Hence, the average processing time 

(MI DAGG) is, in worst case scenario, the time to retrieve from the storage ring, i.e., 

a DaCy-cycle. For the computation, if input data is composed of more than one data 

chunk, the average time to access them is half of a DaCy-cycle (cf., Equation 6.2) 

because the access to one data chunk partly overlaps with the access to the others. In 

both cases, the multiplication with LO I ( cf., Equation 6.1 and 6.2) gives a weight 

equal to popularity of each data chunk among all nodes. 

For workloads with computations with almost no processing time, i.e., only data 

access latency, the relative size difference between the input data and the mid-result 

(cf., Equation 6.3) favors the lightest one. Selecting the lightest data chunks more 

room is left on the storage ring for other data chunks or mid-results. 

12A DaCy-cycle is the average time for a package to be sent and return back to the ori gin (cf., Sec

tion 3.4.4). 
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Algorithm 1 Condition to check if a mid-result should be evicted from the storage ring. 

if MIDACC < (INACC +EXEC) then 
drop f- False 

else 
drop f- True 

Algorithm I checks if the average time to access input data plus processing time 
is higher than the average time to access the mid-result. If yes, the mid-result is kept 
in circulation, otherwise, cached. If no further request triggers its load, the mid-result 
is evicted from memory or stored in the cold-set. The cold-set is only reached if it 
has been an in-vogue mid-result. Once cold down, it is seen as a materialized view 
which was made persistent. Hence, result-caching, based on the workload, dynamically 
identifies materialized views which otherwise could only be detected by OBA or static 
analyzes of the query patterns. 

6.3.3 Enhance result caching 

Result caching can be used to solve the dimension data redundancy issue when the 
query plan is split into sub-functions (cf., Section 6.2.1 ). The sub-functions created 
have instructions in common. In Figure 6.8 are the other two sub-functions from 
query_Q (cf., Section 6.2.1) and the common instructions between sub-function 
query_Q2 and query_Q3 are highlighted. 

Since they are encapsulated into a sub-function, the result of their execution is 
not re-utilized by others sub-functions. Hence, for query_Q, this highlighted code is 
executed three times, i.e., for query_Ql, query_Q2, query_Q3, unless they are picked 
by the same node at different times, i.e., recycler [84, 83] reduces them to a single 
execution. 

Exploiting result caching, the opLsplit() can be improved to extract these type of 
instructions into a separate sub-function. The instructions to be extracted are the ones 
which read dimension data and prepare it through selections and aggregations, before 
joining it with the fact data. By applying this rule, a new sub-function query_QO is 
created and query_Q2 (cf., Figure 6.8a) is replaced by query_Q2' (cf., Figure 6.9 13

) . 

The resume calls in query_Ql', query_Q2' , and query_Q3' make explicit the re
use of query_QO result. The mid-result is now available to also be used by other 
queries. The dimension data preparatory step can be re-used across several queries to 

13The same happens for query_Ql and query_Q3. 
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begin query_Q2() ; begin query_Q3(); 
X3 := request("t","id",2); X4 := request("t",''id",3); 
XS := request("c","Ud", 1); XS := request("c'',"Ud", 1); 
X11 := request("c '',"Ud'',2); X11 := request("c","Ud",2); 
X12 := request("c '',"Ud'', 3); X12 := request("c","Ud'', 3); 
X17 := pin(XS); X17 := pin(XS); 
X18 := reverse(X17); X18 := reverse(X17); 
unpin(XS); unpin(XS); 
X19 := pin(X11); X19 := pin(X11); 
X20 := reverse(X19); X20 := reverse(X19); 
unpin(X11 ); unpin(X11 ); 
X21 :: pin(X12); X21 := pin(X12); 
X22 := reverse(X21); X22 := reverse(X21); 
unpin(X12); unpin(X12); 
X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22); X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22); 
X25 := pin(X3); X26 := pin(X4) ; 
X28 := join(X25, X9) ; X29 := join(X26, X9); 
unpin(X3) ; unpin(X4); 
X31 := reverse(X28); X32 := reverse(X29); 
X34 := leftjoin(X31 , X25); X35 := leftjoin(X32, X26); 
dacyExport("query _Q2" ,X34); dacyExport("query _Q3" ,X35); 

_en_d_q~u_e_r~y;'--~~~~~~- _e_nd____,q_ue_r~y~;~~~~~~~ 

(a) Sub-computation query_Q 2. (b) Sub-computation query_Q3. 

Figure 6.8: MAL plan after opt....split optimizer. 

improve throughput. Workloads like TPC-H style are the ones that can benefit most 

from this re-utilization. 
Another scenario is the Sky Server workload [ 137, 67] . It contains several queries 

to first tune search parameters, e.g., brightness and wavelength, and then use them on 

the search of new objects in space or track their trajectory. By extracting the tuning 

parameters definition into an independent sub-function, dozens of queries can re-used 

them and thus improve their response time. 
Like the recycler architecture [84, 83], result-caching in DaCyDB is especially 

suitable for applications with prevailing read-only workload and relatively expensive 

processing, such as data analytics and decision support. However, the result-caching 
at the sub-function level instead of the operator level makes DaCyDB more robust to 

low data volati lity. The trade offs and optimization of this solution are however, part of 
future research. 
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begin query_QO(); 
X5 := request("c'',"Ud", 1); 
X11 := request( "c","Ud",2) ; 
X12 := request( "c","Ud",3) ; 
X17 := pin(X5); 
X18 := reverse(X17) ; 
unpin(X5) ; 
X19 := pin(X11) ; 
X20 := reverse(X19); 
unpin(X11 ); 
X21 := pin(X12); 
X22 := reverse(X21 ); 
unpin(X12); 
X9 := pack(X18,X20,X22); 
dacyExport("query _QO" ,X9) ; 

end query; 

(a) Sub-computation quer _QO. 

begin query_Q2'(); 
X4 := request( "t","id",3); 
X26 := pin(X4) ; 
X9 := resume(QO) ; 
X29 := join(X26, X9) ; 
unpin(X4) ; 
X32 := reverse(X29); 
X35 := leftjoin(X32, X26); (F) 
dacyExport("query _02"' ,X35) ; 

end query ; 

(b) Sub-computation query_Q2' . 

Figure 6.9: MAL plan to enhance result caching. 

6.4 Complex queries 

The trends for real-time data mining and business intelligence applications show that 
queries are becoming more complex and executed on extremely large volumes of data. 
For these type of applications the division of a query plan into sub-plans for remote 
execution restricts the application to scale by creating hot-spots with certain operators 
such as joins. The problem is amplified for data sets which do not fit into the star and 
snowflake schema, this is, are not organized into fact and dimension columns. 

A different query parallelism of finer granularity is required to reduce hot-spots 
and at the same time exploit large multi-core processors such as GPUs. The dynamic 
slicing approach presented in Section 6.2.2 is here improved in an attempt to have 
optimal balanced resource utilization. Instead of spreading the query plan at the sub
function level , queries are spread at the operator level. For example, the sub-function 
plan (query_Ql') in Figure 6.3, the join in each block is spread among three nodes. The 
result is packed at the fourth node. The idea has been explored through a prototype for 
a distributed join algorithm on a ring, cyclo-join [55, 54] . 

6.4.1 Cyclo-join 

The cyclo-join explores the effortless and efficient data movement to design a dis
tributed join operator. For (R ~ S), one relation , say S (partitioned into sub-relations 
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Figure 6. 10: Join phase on skewed data [55]. 

Si) is kept stationary during processing while the fragments of the other relation, say 
R, are rotating. Hence, all ring members join each fragment of R flowing by against 
their local piece of S (Si) locally using a commodity in-memory join algorithm. For 
both joins, the sorted and the hash building is done in a distributed fashion and re-used 
by other nodes. 

The effect of skewed input data on the cyclo-join mechanism was studied by gen
erating input tables according to a Zipf distribution with varying Zipf factors z. For 
various z values input data of size IRI = ISI = 412 MB (36 million 12-byte tuples) 
was generated. For each generated instance the join R 1><1 S was run once on a single 
host and once on a cyclo-join ring that consists of six hosts. Figure 6. 10 reports the 
execution times that we measured for the join phase of the partitioned hash join. The 
setup phase is omitted in this graph since it is unaffected by the data skew. 

For Zipf factors of z = 0.6 and greater, the exponential increase of the number of 
duplicates in the data sets begins to have a noticeable effect on the execution time of the 
in-memory hash join. This is not a surprise: the increasing number of hash collisions 
lets hash join slowly degrade toward a nested loops-style evaluation. 

The distributed join (white bars) can handle the increasing skew appreciably better. 
While the processing of uniformly distributed data cannot benefit from a cyclo-join
based execution, Figure 6.10 shows a five-fold advantage of cyclo-join for input data 
with a skew of z = 0.9. 

The benefit comes from two sources. First, the ring buffer mechanism balances 
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differences in the execution speeds of the participating hosts. Thus, a host that is stuck 
in a chunk of data with a high number of duplicates does not immediately slow down 
all other nodes. A predecessor only has to start waiting once it has fully consumed all 
data in its ring buffer. 

Secondly, distribution leads to a better use of CPU caches. Cyclo-join chops all 
input data (in particular the inner join relation S) into pieces. Thus, even in the presence 
of skew, individual partitions within the hash join are less likely to exceed the size of 
the CPU caches and the join phase can perform more work from within caches. 

The concept behind this prototype can be applied to other operators turning a ring 
of nodes into a powerful DDBMS for complex queries. On one, or more DaCy-cycles, 
exploiting nodes cache for data locality, a set of independent instructions are executed 
in parallel. At the first cycle raw data is loaded for processing, such as filtering, and 
the output directly used as input for another set of operators, such as aggregations, or 
joined with another raw data. Cycle after cycle, the data passes the different stages that 
compose a complex query. 

With the DaCy-cycle as time unit, the execution process can be stretched into a 
time line with operators overlapping or interconnected in chain representing sequence 
of filters, aggregations, joins, etc ., and the final result being returned in the last DaCy
cycle. 

6.4.2 Distributed state machine 

The number of cycles is dependent on the number of partitions and the number of nodes 
which both are dynamically adjusted to achieve the best scalability. Furthermore, an 
operator can also be executed using several cycles to exploit recursion, such as tail 
recursion. Tail recursion is a special case of recursion semantically equivalent to the 
iteration constructors used to represent repetition in programs. Hence, tail-recursive 
programs can be compiled as efficiently as iterative programs. It turns them more effi
cient and in addition their definition more clearer. The simplicity of using tail recursion 
becomes more compel ling when the number of instructions and the complexity of their 
call graph increases. 

Hence, a complex query can then be simply compiled into a large finite-state ma
chine with separate tail-recursive functions instead of using a single huge query plan. 
The parallel execution plan can thus be represented using sophisticated graphs to rep
resent all possible parallelism strategies. For example, DLP-graph (data, precedence 
and loop dependencies graph). 

Contrary to the simple representation of intra-operator parallelism, this is, data 
dependencies graph (D-graph), a DLP graph models all possible parallel execution 
strategies by containing the precedence dependencies, such as an operator must be 
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terminated before another operator can start, though no data dependency is involved. 
Furthermore, they also allow explicitly representation into the parallel execution plan 
of loop dependency. A loop dependency indicates that a sequence of operators must be 
repeated as many times as there are available partitions. 

With the parallel execution plan defined as a DLP graph, DaCyDB would not be 
anymore bounded as other systems to static parallelism strategies. It could adopt so
lutions that integrate run-time control mechanisms. Based on the execution costs, the 
operators execution could be re-ordered to correct load imbalance, optimizer estima
tion errors, etc. 

As in XPRS [79, 135], a special choose operator could be introduced to at runtime 
to choose different execution alternatives. Another option would be the exchange op
erator of Volcano. It includes some kind of control, as it can dynamically re-estimate 
the degree of the intra-operator parallelism [29] . 

The search space is enormous and old ideas could now be revived for the new 
hardware trends. The study of the different optimizations as well as the integration of a 
functional front-end language to define the DLP-graph such as FunSQL 14 [30] is part 
of the on-going research not covered by this dissertation . 

6.5 Dynamic resources allocation 

The workload is not stable over time. The search space might have shrunk or the 
computations became more complex. The immediate consequence is that the initial 
Data Cyclotron ring size requested by the user may not be optimal in terms of resource 
utilization and performance. For example, having more nodes than strictly necessary 
increases the latency in data access while CPU cycles are not exploited. Contrary, 
having too few nodes reduces throughput. The challenge is to detect such deviations 
and dynamically adapt the ring structure. 

The first step was taken with dynamic plans (cf., Section 6.2.2). They are used 
to on the fly adjust the query execution plan to achieve efficient intra-node resource 
utilization. For efficient inter-node resource utilization, DaCyDB uses a pulsating ring, 
one that adaptivaly grows and shrinks to find the lowest number of nodes comprising a 
ring to seek the optimal point for throughput. 

A pulsating ring in a self-organizing way, based on the amount of queries, data 
flowing and nodes load, they shrink or grow. It grows to achieve higher throughput, 

14 Extension to SQL which allows application developers to decompose logic into functions (with multiple 
input and output parameters) and assign functions to bind intermediate results of SQL queries to variables 
using a static single form (as in functional languages). 
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but the growth is contended by the data access latency. It does not rely on a central co
ordinator, all decisions are independently done at each node. It makes the architecture 
flexible and robust to scale and together with intra-node dynamic resource allocation 
turns DaCyDB more cost effective than MapReduce- inspired solutions. 

Contrary to Map Reduce paradigm, the right amount of resources and their efficient 
utilization is all done by DaCyDB and not through static configuration parameters. The 
user is thus released from the complexity to specify the accurate amount of resources 
for complex computations. If not accurate it leads to inefficient resource utilization 
(cf., Section 2.3.2) . 

" For complex computations MapReduce solutions looses resource utilization ef
ficiency. The inefficiency is due to three drawbacks, single node resource usage un
balance, reduce slot hoarding, and resource allocation unbalance within a job [ 142}. 
... Last, resources are allocated by a static configuration which does not consider the 
system dynamical Load and job requirements. The number of slots is always fixed inde
pendently of the number of mappers or reducers. Furthermore, the cluster might have 
too many map slots, but not enough reduce slots, and vice-versa. " 

6.5.1 Pulsating ring 

In DaCyDB computations are not spread based on data assignment, but purely based 
on node characteristics allowing the system to maximize its resource utilization. They 
move anti-clockwise waiting to be picked up by a node with ample resources. The 
priority of a computation increases with each transverse of the ring and not be picked 
for execution. A priority based on the number of cycles works as a timeout for their 
stay in the ring. Each node selects the queries with highest priority. In case of lack of 
resources, the node postpones the selection until further release of resources. 

When the nodes cannot pick more computations up from the ring it means the nodes 
are UO bounded or CPU bounded. In case they are CPU bounded, the ring needs to 
grow. In case it is I/O bounded, the decision depends on the storage ring load. With 
low storage ring load, it means the ring is too large, this is, the data access latency is 
taxed by the large number of hops the data chunk does to reach the destination. With 
storage ring overloaded, tension of the node's buffers delays the load of data chunks, 
and thus data access latency is increased. 

Any node can request the insertion of an extra node or leave the ring if its resources 
are not being exploited over a satisfying threshold. In case of an extension, the ring is 
increased step wise until the data access latency increases the idle time of the CPUs. In 
case of a contraction, the nodes stop leaving the ring once they start using the neutral 
zane of their DaCy storage for data in transit. With homogeneous hot-set, it means 
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Figure 6. l l: Contraction and extension of a ring. 

the storage ring is on its optimal utilization and without nodes with tension on their 
buffers, i.e., there is not groovy nodes. 

The updates to the ring are localized to the two (envisioned) node's neighbors. 
A new node simply jumps into the data flow between two nodes as represented in 
Figure 6. l l A). A leaving node simply notifies its predecessor node and its successor 
node to make a direct link and to ignore the leaving node from there on. This elastic 
deformation is bounded by the initial ring size and the number of nodes available for 
insertion. 

More flexibility is obtained if we use the delegate data chunk ownership model 
presented in Section 5.4.3 . On a ring extension a node with high rate of data chunks 
loads delegates a percentage of its most popular data to the new node. On a ring 
contraction a leaving node, before disconnecting, delegates the data under its ownership 
to its neighbors. Since any node can delegate its data, the ring can shrink beyond its 
initial structure, i.e., it can shrink until the least persistent storage for the data set. 

6.5.2 Pulsating ring algorithm 

In a pulsating ring the nodes can be added or removed in two ways, one node at the time 
or several nodes within a single step. In both cases, a lock is used to avoid concurrent 
structure deformations on the same node. It is assure that no data is lost on the process 
and it is transparent to all other nodes, i.e., the remain nodes do not notice that a node 
joined or left the ring. 
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Lock acquisition. 

To leave the ring or to request a new node, a node must obtain the pulsation's lock. 
The pulsation's lock is a message that flows around the ring and it contains a status, 
locked or unlocked, and a list with the node's addresses waiting to be added. The node 
that changes the status from unlocked to locked is the one that has the right to modify 
the ring structure. Until the status is changed back unlocked no other node can modify 
the ring structure, i.e., until the lock is released. 

For a contraction, it is the left neighbor of the leaving node who releases the lock. It 
releases the lock after receiving the last chunk from the leaving node. For an extension, 
it is the new node who releases the lock. 

Ring contraction. 

A leaving node C, after getting the lock, puts is address in the end of the list, tells 
its right neighbor A to connect and start forwarding data to B, i.e., C's left neighbor. 
In mean time C forwards the remaining data chunks on its buffers to B , i.e., B receives 
data from A and C as shown on Figure 6.11 B). Once C is done with the forwarding, it 
informs B to shutdown the connection and release the lock. From that point on B only 
receives data from A. 

A node is allowed to leave if its neighbors are not leaving at the same time the 
ring. Hence, in the extreme case, a ring can shrink one third of its size within a single 
step. For small rings, to avoid buffer contention due to the double data forwarding 
(Figure 6. 11 B) ) only one node at the time is allowed to leave the ring. 

Ring extension. 

Once a node A gets the lock, it informs the first node on the list, node C, to connect 
to A and A's left neighbor, node Bas pictured in Figure 6.11 A). C initializes its inter
nal structures and routines based on information shared by A. Once ready, it informs A 
and B to update the TCP sockets or the RDMA context of their transmission/reception 
threads. 

Due to the fact a new node is inserted between the requester and the requester's left 
neighbor, and the nodes list flows around, the ring extension can be improved to allow 
multiple extensions one a single step. The pulsation's lock type is modified to become 
a shared-exclusive lock, i.e., only one node at the time can leave the ring, but more 
than one node can request an extension. Hence, race conditions with leaving nodes are 
avoided and the ring, in the extreme case, can duplicate its size with a single step as 
pictured in Figure 6.1 I C). 
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6.5.3 Large ring optimization 

Workload with large hot-sets tend to request a large ring. The extension to a large ring 
is normally bounded by the data access latency. The latency to access the less popular 
chunks and fresh chunks may become a performance hindrance. 

As already observed in the Broadcast disks approach [4], the optimal solution to 
reduce latency in a ring topology ranges from boosting the speed for the most popular 
data, i.e., increasing their frequency in the broadcast stream, and to cache the highly 
used ones with lowest frequency. We introduce some changes to the Data Cyclotron 
architecture to achieve the same goal, although, we take another course. 

With the warm-state introduce in Section 4.4, we have partially introduced the con
cept of seep lines, this is, the data chunk forward is based on a priority instead of FIFO 
order. 

" The Data Cyclotron at load time assumes that all data chunks to be loaded have 
the same probability to become standard or even in vogue data chunks. However, not 
all data chunks are classified as such. In case the loaded chunk is an unpopular one 
low data access latency is assured for few computations, but overall it downgrades 
throughput. To overcome this issue we propose pre-warming up phase before the data 
chunk load into the hot-set. In this phase, the data is in the warm state, an intermediate 
state between cold and hot. " 

The forwarding thread selects the chunks for forwarding using a Zipfian distribution 
instead of a FIFO selection. The process is analog, to an highway, where several lines 
co-exist with different speed limits, i.e., levels of priority. The analogy brings to light 
the use of shortcuts to reduce the time for a popular chunk to reach a distant node in 
the ring. It reduces the latency for the most popular chunks. Since the data will only be 
available at a subset of the nodes, it could lead to throughput degradation, especially 
for skewed workloads. 

To circumvent the problem, we introduce an inner-ring represented as a square in 
Figure 6.12. The in vogue data chunks now flow within the internal ring. Each of the 
nodes from this ring can fulfil! the requests from the nodes ahead of them. For example, 
node 0 will fulfill the requests from all nodes between 0 and C. In case C does not 
have the chunk it will send a request within the internal ring. 

A inner-ring is simplified version of a chordal ring, a simple ring with cross or 
chordal links between nodes on opposite sides. With different dimensions a chordal 
ring is used to define several virtual rings to speed up data forwarding of a single hot
set in a large ring. In case the hot-set can be decomposed into di sjoint, or partially 
disjoint, hot-sets a large heterogeneous ring is not anymore the right for efficient re-
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Figure 6. 12: Internal ring . 

source utilization and low response time. The ring should be fragmented into smaller 
overlapping, or independent, pulsating rings. The agglomeration of all these rings is 
cal led the Data Cyclotron Mesh (cf., Section 6.6). 

6.6 The Data Cyclotron mesh 

The Data Cyclotron has an innovative architecture with a large scope of scientific chal
lenges. In this section we discuss an even more flexible architecture, the Data Cyclotron 
Mesh. It is an aggregation of pulsating rings Figure 6.13. They are used in the Data Cy
clotron to provide an outlook for query processing workloads that can not be addressed 
with database sharding and map-reduce. Workloads composed of thousand of queries 
grouped by common interest on a database sub-set or specific resource requirements . 

With the computations crumbled into sub-functions (cf., Section 6.2), DaCyDB 
exploits the Data Cyclotron mesh to allocate each sub-functions group to a different 
ring. With a priority policy to pick computations for execution not only based on 
the age, but also based on the request li st and resources requirements, such as virtual 
memory size or different processing unit, DaCyDB allocates different rings to improve 
cooperative work, result caching, low data access latency, and in some cases, exploit 
rings with specialized hardware. 

6.6.1 Definition of new rings 

The definition of a DaCy mesh starts with an initial ring Rl. In the initial ring, Rl, 
each node observes the request list of each computation passing by in search for access 
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Figure 6.13: The Data Cyclotron mesh. 

patterns over the data under its ownership. From the access patterns, a node N derives 
if its data is only used with a small sub-set of the hot-set, e.g., D 2 . If yes, it extracts D 2 

from the hot-set and moves it to another ring, R 2 . During the process no other node is 
allowed to build a new ring. 

Before the data delegation, N requests a new node to initialize R 2 and, without 
leaving R 1, creates a two nodes ring. N becomes the bridge for the data and compu
tations between the two rings. More than one bridge can exist, if the disjoint set was 
detected by more than one node. The ring R 2 is then defined by establishing connec
tions between those nodes. 

From the access patterns and the computations age, a node is also able to identify 
a complete new hot-set, D 3 . If a set of computations is not collected for execution 
due to a disjoint list of request compared to the actual hot-set, a node (N) instead of 
requesting a ring extension, it defines a new independent ring, R3 . It then moves the 
computations to the new ring. The computations requests will trigger the move of data 
from R 1 's cold-set to R3 's hot-set. In case the data is not present yet in R 1 cold-set, 
iterative loading is used to load the data from source nodes. 

Another example, is the type of resources, such as graphical processing unit (GPU), 
required by a group of instructions. It is known the GPUs are more suitable for compu
tations involving matrix and vector operations. Using decision models [28] to identify 
instructions which will benefit from the GPU characteristics, DaCyDB can pack them 
into independent sub-functions. If a high number of this type of sub-functions, instead 
of a ring extension, the a new ring, R4 , only composed of nodes equipped with GPUs, 
can be allocated for more efficient resource utilization. 
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6.6.2 Inter-ring interactions 

With several rings co-existing in the same cluster, computations and data need to be 
re-directed to the correct ring. To keep the architecture decentralized we add an outer
ring. The outer-ring is composed of all nodes which were the first node of a ring. 
These nodes are designated as primary-bridge nodes. 

Hence, no routing tables or DHTs are required to re-direct traffic between two ring 
indirectly connected. Once a request cannot be fulfilled in a specific ring, the request 
is posted in the outer-ring to be picked up by a primary-bridge node which has the 
requested data in its catalog. In case the request returns, the data is requested from the 
source nodes. The outer-ring is also used to propagate data from one ring to another 
through ownership delegation or request. 

At any point in time, the mesh consists of numerous overlapped rings. Each ring 
is focused on a given subset of the workload. Rings appear, grow/shrink, and di sap
pear as the workload changes. Effectively, system nodes, except the primary-bridge 
nodes, adaptivaly hop from one ring to another to accommodate the workload needs. 
A ring grows when more resources are needed and shrinks when more than necessary 
resources are available. Once a ring shrinks completely, i.e., it is only composed of a 
primary-bridge node, it disappears. 

The Data Cyclotron Mesh is analog to a crowd in sociology. The continuous adap
tation of a ring to the workload demands, without central coordination, behaves the 
same way as group of persons, i.e. , they join an leave the group base on its popularity. 
If each ring can be seen as a group, the Data Cyclotron Mesh is then seen as crowd 
organized by groups. 

Each group, i.e. , each DaCy ring, focus on a specific workload. Over the time, 
rings become more popular than others, i.e, they grow due to a workload increase. 
As groups, rings disappear over the time, others split into sub-rings or even merge to 
form a bigger ring. The interest of the workloads defines the shape and organization 
of the crowd, i.e., the Data Cyclotron Mesh. The model exploits the independence and 
autonomy of each individual where everyone, based on the workload flow, works for 
the same goal, high throughput. As in society, not all individuals are highly satisfied, 
but a global satisfaction is achieved. 

6. 7 Fault-Tolerance 

In the ring topology the failure of a node interrupts the data flow among the nodes and 
if a replica does not exist, the data cannot be recovered. To cope with this issue the 
Data Cyclotron provides two fault-tolerance models: in-ring and out-ring mode. The 
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fault-tolerance model to be used depends on the type of workload. For workloads re
questing data from a data source which is always online and has a stable connection 
with one or more nodes in the ring, the out-ring mode is used. Otherwise, the in-ring 

mode is used. 

Data replication. 

In both models a data chunk has three replicas . The location of the replicas is what 
distinguishes a model from the other. For out-ring mode, replicas are located at the 

storage nodes and all of them are used for efficient parallel data access. At the storage 
nodes data replication is done with multi-primary scheme (called multi-master in the 
database field). On these nodes, the data is in read only mode. Hence, there is no need 
for a distributed concurrency control such as distributed lock manager. 

For in-ring mode, replicas are spread around the ring, i.e., among the node's suc
cessors. The data distribution attempts to have two partitions within the same rack and 
one out-side of the rack. It exploits the fact that nodes from different racks are mixed 
(cf., Section 5.4.3). It makes DaCyDB robust against a full rack crash. Furthermore, 
only one replica is set as primary replica. The node with the primary replica is the one 
responsible to load its content into the storage ring to fulfill requests. 

Connections re-establishment. 

For both models the connections are re-established using the Chord lookup proto
col [ 132). In Chord lookup protocol the nodes keys are arranged in a circle that has at 
most 2m nodes (145) . The circle has IDs/keys ranging from 0 to 2m -1. Each node has 

a successor and a predecessor. The successor to a node (or key) is the next node (key) 
in the identifier circle in a clockwise direction. The predecessor is counter-clockwise. 

Since the successor (or predecessor) node may disappear from the network (be
cause of failure or departure), each node records a whole segment of the circle adjacent 
to it, i.e. the r nodes preceding it and the r nodes following it. This list results in a high 
probability that a node is able to correctly locate its successor or predecessor, even if 
the network in question suffers from a high failure rate. 

Data recovery. 

With the connection established, the next step is to reload all data lost with the 

failed nodes and restart their computations. For both modes, when a node fails the 
requests report back data missing. If the data is not in the hot-set, warm-set, neither 
cold-set, it will come from storage nodes or from a node in the adjacent list. 
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For out-ring model, using iterative loading, only data in fault is re-loaded from the 
storage nodes. While loading, the data is accessed by the existent nodes and a new node 
can be added on-the-fly to become the new owner of the flowing data. With iterative 
loading, the recovering is an incremental process and it does not affect data traffic on 
other nodes. Furthermore, there is not replica recovery, i.e., creation of a new copy. 
The replicas management is done at the storage nodes through traditional replication 
techniques [74) . 

For in-ring mode data is retrieved from the first node in the adjacent list, i.e, one 
with a secondary replica. It becomes the primary replica and starts to fulfill requests. In 
mean time a new node, or a successor, is added to the adjacent list. It gets a secondary 
replica. 

The management of secondary replicas is done through heartbeats. The secondary 
replicas sent heartbeats to the ring to inform the primary replica they are alive. In 
case one stops sending heartbeats, the primary replica is responsible to re-establish the 
missing replica. 

Computations recovery. 

When a computation is picked for execution it does not stop its journey. It hops 
more three nodes to be replicated. They are call clones. In case of failure, the node in 
the adjacent list used to recover the data, restarts all clones it has. 

In case the computation has not settled down, i.e., it is not in execution, and the 
node that holds it on its buffers crashes, the computation cannot be recovered. The 
same is not applied for sub-computations. They are recovered through time-outs in the 
resume() calls. A resume() call contains the sub-computation plan for matching, there
fore, when a time-out occurs and the mid-result was not retrieved from the storage ring, 
the sub-computation plan is sent back to the ring for re-execution ( cf., Section 6.2.1 ). 

" The dacy _export is used to publish the function plan ( F P) and the result into 
the ring as an ordinary data chunk, called mid-result 15 • For query_Ql the result 
is column X33, see instruction B) in Figure 6.2b. ... The merge operator is then 
moved into another sub-function (query_Q) proceeded by one or more resume() calls 
depending on the number of dependencies on other sub-functions, see Figure 6.2c. A 
resume() call collects a mid-result from the storage ring. It uses F P to ident!fy the 
mid-result. " 

15The name mid-result is used to distinguish this type of intermediate results from the ones produced 
within a sub-funct ion execution 
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6.8 Green architectures 

In the past decades the database and di stributed data processing communities have de

signed and developed a wealth of methods to optimize response time and/or throughput. 

Energy consumption was however never considered. Economical and environmental 

factors are requiring to see energy as a critical performance metric for data processing. 

Energy awareness is opening a wide range of research challenges [ 100] . New DBMS 

architectures, such as EcoDB [48], started to consider using energy consumption as a 

first-class metric in a DBMS when planning and processing queries. On the horizon 

is the definition of energy efficiency metrics for established benchmarks such as those 

defined by TPC 16 [66]. 
Nonetheless, the efforts to improve query response time are still very valuable. In 

most of the situations, faster query execution results in lower energy consumption. 

However, a more energy efficient data center cannot be realized if there is not energy 

efficient applications to run on top of energy efficient hardware and networks [36] . 

From the hardware research community, energy management is already an impor

tant metric and design criteria for modem data center management and planning [17]. 

They are trying to circumvent the problem that the energy consumption of current hard

ware is not proportional to the actual load on the machine [ l 7, 50] . 

With DaCyDB we are trying to contribute to this green movement. The key feature 

of DaCyDB, continuous data movement, has raised some concerns about its energy 

efficiency. With a thoughtful analyze of on going research for energy efficiency, we 

will show how the DaCyDB architecture has the ingredients to be qualified as a Green 

architecture. Its extensibility for new ideas also grants the conditions to introduce new 

techniques for energy efficiency. 

Efficient resource allocation. 

With iterative data distribution ( cf., Section 6.2.4 ), dynamic plans ( cf.,Section 6.2.2) 

and pulsating rings (cf., Section 6.5 . I), DaCyDB attempts to process as many computa

tions as possible in a single node and have short rings. For large hot-sets, the ring is kept 

large enough to keep the all hot-set flowing, and thus avoid constant data reloads. A 

reload often reads data from disks which are known for their energy inefficiency [100]. 

In case nodes start to be under utilized, they leave the ring to save resources. In case 

the data access latency increases with the removal of nodes, the ring does not shrink. 

In this situation, the technique PVC (Processor Voltage/Processing Control) [100] is 

used to reduce energy consumption. PVC exploits the new state-of-the-art processors. 

16www.tpc.org 
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They take commands from software to adjust their voltage/frequencies to operate at 
different levels than their peak performance. By reducing the frequency of the nodes 
processors, under-utilized nodes can remain without much energy consumption since 
all data forwarding is conducted by RNIC using ROMA (cf., Section 5.4) which is 
more energy efficient than TCP Sockets [I 04]. 

The power savings of ROMA are achieved by minimizing the interactions between 
the network adapters, CPUs and memory. Compared to TCP/IP, ROMA requires much 
fewer CPU cycles for protocol processing and also generates less memory bus traffic 
(cf., Section 2.6.2), both of them contribute to its power savings. 

" The most apparent benefit of using RDMA is the CPU load reduction thanks to 
the aforementioned direct data placement (avoid intermediate data copies) and OS 
bypassing techniques (reduced context switch rate) [ 13]. ... A second effect is less 
obvious: RDMA also significantly reduces the memory bus load as the data is directly 
DMAed to/from its location in main-memory. Therefore, the data crosses the memory 
bus only once per transfer. The kernel TCP/JP stack on the other hand requires several 
such crossings. " 

OaCyOB also uses PVC for rings with slow networks, i.e., computations are net
work I/O bounded. Instead of having processing peaks at the nodes, i.e. , for each data 
chunk arrival the processor is taken to its maximum frequency, they process data with 
lower frequency to align with the data arrival rate without increasing response time. 

Topology. 

The topology simplicity is another feature of OaCyOB for energy efficiency. With a 
mesh of pulsating rings the network traffic at the switch is relative simple compared to 
a 2D mesh or partial connected mesh. In OaCyOB the data is transferred in big chunks, 
constant routing pattern and without bursts. Hence, the OaCyOB traffic requires low 
synchronization and small amount of resources, such as buffers, to solve contentions 
(cf., Section 3.2). 

" In the Data Cyclotron the data flows clockwise, i.e., it is a continuous stream and 
with a single routing pattern. Furthermore, with the ring topology, the packets that 
arrived at different input ports are destined to different output ports, i.e., a contention 
free scheduling. Therefore, they can be routed instantaneously, i.e, the switches can be 
non-blocking. " 

The data center to host OaCyOB can trade complex switches for simpler switches, 
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and thus the number of watts spend per each GB transfer be reduced. The idea has 

been explored for on-chip networks. Authors in [26] use a topology similar to Data 

Cyclotron Mesh (cf., Section 6.6). They use an hierarchical ring topology which con

sists of small local rings connected via one or more global rings. The design obtains 

the advantages of both mesh- and ring-base designs, and avoid their shortcomings. 
Ring networks use very simple routers, which reduces energy and die area, and 

eases design and validation, in some situations, performance suffers with scaling (cf., 

Section 5.4.5). Mesh networks scale relatively well, however, they require large, com

plex, energy-inefficient routers. Authors [95), for on-chip networks, showed rings 

achieve very good energy efficiency at low-to-medium core counts, or when network 

load is low enough that the ring does not become a bottleneck. 
The work on on-chip networks emphasizes the fact for scalability energy efficiency, 

hierarchical ring composed of small rings should be used. When composed of large 
rings, scalability becomes an issue. DaCyDB uses inner-ring to circumvent the prob

lem (cf., Section 6.5.3). 

" A inner-ring is simplified version of a chordal ring, a simple ring with cross or 

chordal links between nodes on opposite sides. With different dimensions a chordal 

ring is used to define several virtual rings to speed up data forwarding of a single hot
set in a large ring. " 

Furthermore, with the inner-ring data compression can be used to reduce network 

traffic, and thus increase energy savings. All data loaded into the inner-ring is com

pressed. When forwarded to the outer-ring, only the popular data chunks are decom
pressed to avoid the cost of decompressing data in most of the nodes. The unpopular 

data is only decompressed at the nodes where it is used, releasing network bandwidth 

to transfer more data. 
Typical compression algorithms, such as gzip, are not the ones to be adopted since 

they increase the net energy when compression is applied before transmission [16] . 

Energy-aware lossless data compression [ 16] used for wireless networks is one of the 

paths which can be explored since it is an energy-aware solution and efficient as typi

cal compression algorithms. The authors [ 16] used one compression algorithm on the 
transmit side and a different algorithm for the receive path. They have shown on their 
prototype that by choosing the lowest-energy compressor and decompressor, overall 

energy to send and receive data can be reduced by 11 % compared with a well-chosen 

symmetric pair, or up to 57% over the default symmetric zlib scheme. The choice of 

right compressor and decompressor for DaCyDB context is part of ongoing research 

and thus, not cover by the content of this dissertation. 
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Type of nodes. 

Recent studies have focused on redesigning data center server clusters with low 
cost, low-power wimpy nodes [I 0, 86) because they are relatively well-balanced [ 127). 
These type of nodes are more energy efficient due to their lowend CPUs and low
power components. On the other hand, they lag far behind traditional nodes in perfor
mance. Hence, to replace a small cluster of traditional nodes, such as Xeon 17 nodes, 
a larger cluster of low-end nodes is required [I 0 I]. This type of clusters are the ones 
used by MapReduce frameworks which are mainly designed to scale out (cf., Sec
tion 2.3.3). However, complex computations exhibit disproportionate scale up charac
teri stics which potentially makes scale-out with low-end nodes an expensive and lower 
performance solution. Authors in [ 10 I] have shown that for data-intensive workloads, 
a TPC-H workload, large wimpy node clusters suffer from poor scale up effects, and 
thus are potentially slower and a costlier solution compared to Xeon clusters. 

Wimpy clusters are more affected by a diminishing return scale up effect than a 
smaller traditional cluster [I 0 I] . The work shows that in real (as opposed to ideal) 
scale up environments, price/performance degrades as the scale up factor is increased. 
It gets more expensive to achieve the same level of performance. Nevertheless, the 
experiments also showed that using only Xeon nodes was not the direction to be taken. 
A hybrid solution is the one allows to have low response times and energy consump
tion [I 0 I, 37) . Hybrid cluster deployment strategies, job scheduling, and scale up 
analysis were mention as interesting avenues of future research (37). 

DaCyDB aligns with this line of thinking. It is tailored for complex computations 
through its seamless transition between the scale up model and the scale out model (cf., 
Section 6.2) . 

" The DaCyDB provides a seamless transition between a scale up solution to a 
scale out solution by having both in harmony. Based on the resources of each node the 
computation on-the-fly has the flexibility to explore both models in different degrees. 
The scale-up model is used for balanced resource utilization and explore data locality 
using the nodes cache. The scale-out model is used to spread the execution of complex 
queries across the cluster. With heterogeneous hardware, both models complement 
each other to achieve high throughput and optimal resource utilization. " 

Furthermore, with the ring as logical topology, wimpy nodes and nodes like Xeon 
nodes can co-exist in the same ring. The computations are picked by the nodes based 
on their resource utilization (cf., Section 5.4.4). In case a computation is too slow, it 

17h1tp://www.in1el.com/p/en_US/embedded/hwsw/hardware/xeon-previous 
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is decomposed and executed by several nodes through the dynamic plans optimization 
(cf., Section 6.2.2). If not possible the decomposition, the computation is restarted 

somewhere in a bigger node. 
Instead of restarting the computation, the computations status can be frozen and 

sent for execution in another node, for example, a node with ample CPU cores, a GPU 

or higher amount of remote memory for virtual memory. Only the intermediates and 

the remain plan execution are transferred; the data needed will pass by upon request. 

Hence, in DaCyDB, using compact rings with heterogeneous nodes, complex compu

tations are broken up in pieces for efficient processing and energy awareness. 

Query scheduling. 

With queries flowing in the storage ring, DaCyDB has the capacity to explore 
Query Energy efficiency by introducing explicit Delays (QED) [I 00). With QED, 

queries are explicitly delayed for workloads in which there are often common compo
nents across different queries (and delays can be tolerated). Hence, the queries build 

up in the queue to be executed as batch. The authors in [I 00) had energy saves up to 

54% using a TPC-H workload on MySQL cluster and commercial DBMS. However, 

the performance decreased by 43%. The major reason was the inefficiency to exploit 

the commonalities between the queries. Furthermore, they were merged into a single 
query and then the result has to be split which is an expensive procedure. 

DaCyDB tackles the problem from a different angle. Queries are split into sub

functions and DaCyDB uses them to find commonalities among the queries, i.e., 
through result caching (cf., Section 6.3) DaCyDB reuses sub-functions result avoiding 
the execution of hundreds of instructions. Furthermore, with sub-functions dependen

cies defined through a dependency graph, each query result can be built independently 

without extra cost. 
Another energy saving is on disk accesses to retrieve data for the queries. With 

priority policy to pick queries up for execution, defined for the Data Cyclotron mesh 

(cf., Section 6.6), the hot-set definition is aligned with the queries batch. Hence, with 

less shifts on the hot-set, less disk reads have to be performed to load new data into the 
ring. Disks reads, specially random reads, are known to be energy inefficient [JOO] . 

" With the computations crumbled into sub-functions (cf, Section 6.2), DaCyDB 

exploits the Data Cyclotron mesh to allocate each subjunctions group to a different 

ring. With a priority policy to pick computations for execution not only based on the 

age, but also based on the request list and resources requirements, such as virtual 
memory size or different processing unit, DaCyDB allocates different rings to improve 

cooperative work, result caching, low data access latency, and in some cases, exploit 
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rings with specialized hardware. " 

6.9 Where does DaCyDB stands compared to other so
lutions? 

The vision for DaCyDB presented an novel and dynamic architecture to coupe with 
the challenges of current complex workloads for large data-sets while it offers efficient 
resource utilization on modern hardware. It is not a one-size-fits-all architecture. It is 
designed to efficient at a particular area in the data processing line. From data collection 
until the result presentation, several data processing stages are crossed. Hence, for 
each of them we identify which architectures are more suitable than DaCyDB or when 
DaCyDB stands as the right system to be used. 

In general, the data processing is divided into three stages: data collection, data 
preparation, and data presentation [58). The last two are the ones for which the world 
of data management has payed more attention. Several solutions, such as high perfor
mance data warehouses, Hadoop implementations, extreme performance, or data in
tegration technologies, have emerged to cope with the challenges of these two stages. 
Each solution has its strengths and weaknesses depending on the data processing stage. 

In general, the MapReduce frameworks were designed to be efficient on the data 
preparation stage while DaCyDB was designed for the data presentation stage. Never
theless, both solutions can also be adapted to somehow be efficient on others data pro
cessing stages. For example, Yahoo considers Pig [60] more suitable for the data pre
paration phase while Hive [ 139] is more suitable for the data presentation phase [58). 

6.9.1 Data preparation stage 

The data preparation stage is normally classified into three categories, pipelines, it
erative processing, and research [58]. In the first category the pipeline brings in the 
data feed, such as logs from web-servers, cleans it and transforms it. A MapReduce 
framework is without doubts the most suitable for it. 

In the second category there is usually one very large data set that is maintained 
through incremental updates. For example, a huge graph where each node is a page 
and the links the relation between nodes based on the page content. An update resumes 
to the integration of recent news. 

The DaCyDB could fit into the model by having the update data flowing in the 
ring to update data stored in the cold-set. However, for this scenario latency is more 
important than throughput which makes the MapReduce paradigm more efficient [45]. 
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In the third category petabytes of data are brought in and researchers quickly write 

a script to test a theory or gain deeper insight. The data is not always in a nice, stan

dardized state. It is a typical preparation stage on an eScience scenario. 
In this scenario the ELT model is the preferred one to load the data, this is, the data 

is extracted and loaded directly into the data warehouse and the transformation occurs 

already in the data warehouse. For example, the raw data sets with un-structure data, 
e.g., EBAY logs, are data-sets that cannot be a priory structured for further analyzes. 

All relevant information is extracted, combined and analyzed at runtime. 
The process requires a full scan of the entire database which is suitable for MapRe

duce. However, the DaCyDB architecture stands here as promising architecture to 

compete with MapReduce frameworks. The elements of a ring would scan the unstruc

tured data and tum it into semi-structure data for analyses. Breaking up the web-click 

records in essentially key-value sets which are stored in binary columns floating around 
the DaCyDB ring. 

The ring can be composed of nodes with different functionalities. Given the inher
ent cost of parsing, several may be chartered to read and tokenize the data, while others 

could be chartered to hunt for specific patterns or perform a learning algorithm. The 

data needed remains available in the ring until all parties interested have seen it, where 

after it can be garbage collected or stored for later use. 
With iterative load and the possibility to apply different levels of integrity (cf., 

Section 6.2.4), sub-sets are loaded into the ring for inspection and be correlated with 
other data sources. The architecture allows an incremental database exploration, where 

the amount of processing can be controlled by the priority and size of the individual 
rings. 

6.9.2 Data presentation stage 

The data presentation stage is classified into two dominant use cases, business-intel

ligence analysis and ad-hoe queries [58] . In the first case, users connect the data to 

business intelligence (BI) tools to generate reports or do further analyses. In the second 

case, users run ad-hoe queries issued by data analysts, decision makers, or scientists. 

In both cases the ETL model is often the one used to load the data, this is, the 
data is extracted to a staging database, transformed in the staging database, and loaded 

to the data warehouse. The MapReduce is often used to transform and load the data. 

Furthermore, its explicit and scalable dataftow paradigm has become popular for thi s 
applications in favored the traditional high-level declarative approach SQL due to its 
simplicity. 

However, the extreme simplicity leads too much low level hacking to deal with the 

many-step, branching dataftows that arise for complex computations and standard op-
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erations such as joins which are repeatedly code by hand [60]. Pig and Hive are the 
best examples to move the user away from this low level hacking and complex com
putations optimization. However, they are limited by the initial design of MapReduce 
for data distribution (cf., Section 3.6), complex computations (cf. ,Section 2.3.4, and 
resources utilization (cf., Section 2.3.2). 

Furthermore, the relational model and SQL are the best fit. "Indeed, data ware
housing has been one of the core use cases for SQL through much of its history. It 
has the right constructs to support the types of queries and tools that analysts want to 
use. And it is already in use by both the tools and users in the field" [58]. DaCyDB 
through the relation operators from MonetDB and the flexible architecture of Data Cy
clotron stands here as a robust and efficient solution for the challenges posed by the 
data presentation stage in the eScience world. 

6.10 Summary 

The DaCyDB realizes the idea of data movement between network nodes as an ally for 
improved system performance, flexibility, and query throughput. The absence of static 
data allocation is exploited to explore different algorithms for distributed processing. 
Computations are split into sub-computations and sent to the ring. Each of them settles 
on a different node following the basic procedures of a normal computation. They are 
processed concurrently and the individual mid-results are then combined to form the 
final computation result. Such freedom gives the grounds for an application to scale out 
without be bounded to any complex scheduling algorithm or data distribution scheme. 

Such flexibility combined with the elegant operator-at-the-time paradigm used by 
MonetDB opens doors to explore query parallelism with finer granularity such as at the 
operator level. With cyclo-join it was shown a promising future for new distributed op
erator algorithms to exploit the new network trends and the new multi-core processors. 
Furthermore, combined with iterative data loading and distributed consistency check, 
the the cumulative cost to answer the first queries is significantly reduced. 

Dynamic resource allocation is achieved due to the fact a node is not assigned to 
any specific responsibility other than to manage hot data in its memory buffers and cold 
data on its attached disks. Hence, the queries are not tied to be executed to any specific 
node or group of nodes. Instead, each query searches a lightly loaded node to execute 
on; the data needed will pass by upon request. This way, the load is not spread based 
on data assignment, but purely on the node's characteristics and on the storage ring 
load characteristics. This innovative and simple strategy intends to avoid hot spots that 
result from errors in the data allocation and query plan algorithms. Furthermore, each 
node, based on the local resources utilization, decides to leave the ring or request a 
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ring extension. This autonomous and dynamic adaption to accommodate the workload 

requirements is what defines pulsating rings. 
The pulsating rings used in the Data Cyclotron provide an outlook for query pro

cessing workloads that can not be addressed with database sharding and map-reduce. 

It is a new concept to design fully flexible distributed query processing architectures. 

Moreover, it is conceivable that multiple pulsating rings live in the same physical clus

ter. At any point in time such a mesh consists of numerous overlapped pulsating rings. 

The model exploits the independence and autonomy of each individual where every

one, based on the workload flow, works for the same goal, high throughput. 

The Data Cyclotron opens a vista on a research landscape of novel ways to imple

ment distributed query processing. Cross fertilization from distributed systems, hard

ware trends, and analytic modeling in ring-structured services seems prudent. Like

wise, the query execution strategies, the algorithms underpinning the relational opera

tors, the query optimization strategies and updates all require a thorough re-evaluation 

in this context. 
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Chapter 7 

Concluding remarks 

This Dissertation presents the rise of a new approach for distributed data manipulation 
exploiting the new network hardware trends. It opens a vista on a research landscape 
of novel ways to implement distributed query processing. The research presented is 
a response to the call-to-arms in [92] , which challenges the research community to 
explore novel architectures for distributed database processing. 

In answer to such a call, the Data Cyclotron architecture was designed. It addresses 
the grand challenge of distributed query processing, come up with a self-organizing 
architecture which exploits all resources to manage the hot data set, minimize query 
response time, and maximize throughput without global co-ordination. 

With a turbulent data movement through a storage ring built from distributed main 
memory and capitalizing the functionality offered by modem remote-OMA network 
facilities, the Data Cyclotron uses data movement between network nodes as an ally to 
improve system performance, flexibility, and query throughput. 

The conceptualization of a full functional system was done with an harmonious 
integration of the Data Cyclotron with a DBMS, more precisely, a column-store. It is 
an outstanding solution for distributed data analysis on huge data warehouses. From 
multi-query parallelization to scalable processing of complex queries and from pulsat
ing rings for dynamic ring size adjustments to the co-existence of multi-rings within a 

single cluster, the research paths to be explored are enormous. Therefore, in this Chap
ter we summarize the major contributions of this dissertation and the future research 
steps. 
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7 .1 Contribution 

With the recent developments in the research world to enforce new radical changes on 
the design of network topologies, the Data Cyclotron stands as one of few architectures 
without central coordination that has an elegant way to distribute and access data. At 
the same time, it has the grounds of flexibility to explore new and novel data analyze 
techniques using state-of-the-art hardware. 

The Data Cyclotron has adopted the ring topology for a decentralized architecture 
where nodes share data or parallelize data computations without a central coordinator. 
Its simplicity is the key to explore new and un-orthodox algorithms for distributed 
parallel processing. Its communication pattern leverages the data routing latency and 
gets optimal bandwidth utilization at networks switches using simplified routing. 

For a flexible integration with different applications, each Data Cyclotron node is 
defined by three layers, the network layer, DaCy layer, and application layer. Their 
interaction is achieved by a few support structures and routines having in mind an 
efficient platform for data loading, data forwarding, and data access by all nodes. 

The Data Cyclotron delineation of its components leads to an architecture which 
can be integrated readily within an existing DBMS by injecting simple calls into the 
query execution plan. The performance penalty comes from waiting for parts of the 
hot-set to become available for local processing and the capability of the system to 
adjust quickly to changes in the workload set. 

To achieve high throughput and low latency in the Data Cyclotron, the most rele
vant data for the current workload is identified and set with the highest priority to con
sume the avai lable network bandwidth and storage ring space. Designated as hot-set, 
its decentralized management is responsible to assure fast access to the most relevant 
data and avoid data starvation for computations interested on data chunks with low 
relevance. 

A ranking system is used to determine where a data chunk should be, i.e., in disk, 
memory, or storage ring. The ranking system is composed of ranking metric called 
the level of interest (LOI), and a threshold called the level of interest threshold (LOIT). 
LOI describes how popular was, is a data chunk for the current workload. A data chunk 
with low rank is more likely to be evicted then a data chunk with high rank. 

Using a well known network simulator (NS-2) , different approaches and methods 
were explored to reach the most efficient and robust solution to rank the data chunks 
popularity and define an optimal hot-set. With different scenarios, the results confirm 
our intuition that a storage ring based on the hot-set can achieve high throughput and 
low latency. 

The experiments showed that a decentralized hot-set management can lead to an 
unfair management of less popular data when the storage ring is overloaded. To cir-
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cumvent the problem a new state for the data was created, the warm-set. It contributes 
for a more precise definition of hot-set which is now refined to: a set composed of data 

chunks with the highest probability of utilization and optimal size for efficient network 

bandwidth usage, the highest throughput, and the lowest data access latency. Further

more, an innovative cache management was designed to reduce latency for applications 
where instructions have dependencies and cannot be eligible for execution based only 

on input data from the storage ring. 
The architecture (cf. ,Chapter 3) together with the hot-set management (cf., Chap

ter 4) were conceptualized into a full functional system, DaCyDB (cf. , Section 5.2). 

DaCyDB is the integration of a MonetDB instance on each Data Cyclotron node. Mon

etDB was chosen for being a column-store which are known for being efficient for in

tense data analysis, but also for using the operator-at-the-time paradigm and partitioned 

execution for efficient parallelism. DaCyDB is in favor of partitioned execution since 

it offers much better opportunities for speedup and scaleup then pipeline execution. By 

taking the large relational operators and partitioning their inputs and outputs, it is pos

sible to use divide-and-conquer to tum one big job into many independent little ones 
and distribute them among nodes for processing. This is an ideal situation for speedup 
and scaleup [46] . 

The extended plans created for partitioned execution are used by DaCyDB to max
imize the cooperative actions on the shared data chunks. Such cooperative work is 

only possible due to the strategy taken by MonetDB to unroll the loops through code 
repetition (cf., Section 5.2.3) which combined with code re-utilization, such as recy

cling [84, 83], turns the overhead of defining and executing long plans negligible. This 

cooperative access to the partitions together with the internal query parallelism con
tributes for high throughput and low query response time. 

The DaCyDB validation and evaluation (cf., Section 5.3) was done in two differ

ent clusters for real workloads and different scenarios. The challenges and issues to 
cope with different bandwidths, traffic jams, un-balanced data distribution, and a flexi

ble query parallelism to exploit a continuous data stream were identified and solutions 
proposed. Solutions to make DaCyDB more efficient for complex computations such 

as TPC-H queries. From a better plan optimization to an efficient management of inter

mediates to reduce virtual memory utilization, several improvements were considered 

and some tested with experiments. Furthermore, we delineated a new scheduler for an 
effortless and efficient intra and inter query parallelism. 

At the same time, the protocols and routines presented for the hot-set management 
(cf., Chapter 4) were also validated. The evaluation was not intended to benchmark our 

novel architecture against contemporary approaches of single/parallel solutions such as 

MapReduce solutions. The engineering optimization space for the DaCyDB is largely 

unexplored and experience gained to date with the architecture would not do justice to 
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such a comparison. Furthermore, compared to MapReduce solutions, DaCyDB design 
is intended for a different data processing stage (cf., Section 6.9). 

From the three data processing stages: data collection, data preparation, and data 
presentation [58), MapReduce frameworks were designed to be efficient on the data 
preparation stage while DaCyDB was designed for the data presentation stage (cf., 
Section 6.9.2) . The MapReduce paradigm was designed for slow networks and exploit 
a di stributed file system for fault tolerance. It provides data parallelism instead of 
process parallelism. It is tailored to scale out in a cluster of commodity machines. 
On the other hand, the DaCyDB uses fast network to share and access storage nodes. 
Its design is based on the new trends for data centers while system like Hadoop were 
designed for traditional data center composed of commodity machines. Nevertheless, 
both solutions can also be adapted to somehow be efficient on others data processing 
stages. 

The DaCyDB efficient resource utilization and utilization of scale up and scale 
out as two complementary solutions turns DaCyDB into an efficient architecture for 
complex computations on hybrid clusters. Giving priority to in-memory process ing and 
overlapping communication with data processing (a requirement to save energy [36]), it 
joins the green movement for data centers. At the same time, it aligns with the hardware 
trends for data centers such as diskless nodes. 

The idea of data movement between network nodes is the key for all this flexibility 
and efficiency. The absence of static data allocation is exploited to explore different 
algorithms for distributed processing. Computations are split into sub-computations. 
They are sent to the ring and each of them settles on a different node following the 
basic procedures of a normal computation. They are processed concurrently and the 
individual intermediate results are then combined to form the final computation result. 
Such freedom gives the grounds for an application to scale out without be bounded to 
any complex scheduling algorithm or data distribution scheme. 

Furthermore, a computation is not tied to be executed to any specific node or group 
of nodes. Instead, each computation searches a lightly loaded node to execute on; 
the data needed will pass by upon request. This way, the load is not spread based 
on data assignment, but purely on the node's characteristics and on the storage ring 
load characteristics. This innovative and simple strategy intends to avoid hot spots that 
result from errors in the data allocation and query plan algorithms. 

Based on the levels of utilization, each node decides to leave the ring or request a 
ring extension. This autonomous and dynamic adaption to accommodate the workload 
requirements is what defines pulsating rings. The pulsating rings provide an outlook 
for query process ing workloads that can not be addressed with database sharding and 
map-reduce. It is a new concept to design fully flexible distributed query processing 
architectures. Moreover, it is conceivable that multiple pulsating rings live in the same 
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physical cluster. At any point in time, such a mesh consists of numerous overlapped 

pulsating rings. The model exploits the independence and autonomy of each individual 

where everyone, based on the workload flow, works for the same goal, high throughput. 

7 .2 Research directions 

The Data Cyclotron opens a vista on a research landscape of novel ways to implement 

distributed query processing. Cross fertilization from distributed systems, hardware 

trends, and analytic modeling in ring-structured services seems prudent. Likewise, the 

query execution strategies, the algorithms underpinning the relational operators, the 

query optimization strategies and updates all require a thorough re-evaluation in this 

context. 
In this Section we lay down the most promising research directions for the DaCyDB 

and the Data Cyclotron architecture. Starting with DaCyDB, an interesting direction is 

the integration of updates using a version scheme to support different levels of result 

accuracy, and thus allow a database to be queried while it is updated. To understand 

the potentials of DaCyDB architecture, we plan a performance evaluation on super

computers to explore an aggressive solution to exploit iterative loading and diskless 

nodes as well as verify CPU affinity for efficient query parallelism. As last direction, 

the Chapter explains how easy is the integration of a generic row-store with the Data 

Cyclotron. 

7.2.1 The space for updates. 

An update can be classified into two categories, appends or records updates. For the 

first category, the append happens at the source nodes. One or more partitions are 

added to the source nodes and an update catalog request is sent around the ring by the 

node executing the update query. Once the request returns, the columns/table new ver

sion becomes official. The data is only loaded to the ring upon request using iterative 

loading (cf., Section 6.2.4). It is the most common situation for the application scenar

ios for which DaCyDB is targeted, i.e., the updates on data sets from eScience or data 

warehouses are mainly appends. 
For a record update, the update is split into two phases, selection phase and update 

phase. The selection phase identifies the data chunks which contain the records to be 

updated. The selection statement is extracted from the update query to identify the data 

chunks. The data chunks are then requested to perform the update. A low granularity 

update to avoid the request of all partitions of a column. 
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An append of few records to each column is seen as a special record update . It 
avoids the creation of many partitions at the source nodes. In this case, the last parti
tion is always the requested one. In case it is full, a new partition is created. For both 
cases, the update or a copy of the partition is sent to the source nodes to propagate the 
changes to the backups. 

Distribute updates. 

All update queries enter the ring at the same node. They are tagged with a time
stamp to create a time order for all update messages. Their execution is however 
di stributed. Hence, to have order preservation and data consistency DaCyDB uses 
database versioning. The versions control is done through a distributed lock. For each 
table a lock is put in circulation in the counter clockwise ring at the table's creation 
time. 

The update queries are picked first-in-first-out order by the nodes. The node who 
picks an update query for execution uses the timestamp to add a new version to the 
table's lock. For each version a table's lock is at one of three phases: selection phase 
(the data chunks were requested), update phase (the node is updating the data chunks), 
or done phase (the update succeeded and a new version was established). To speed up 
the first phase, an update request has more priority than a read request, therefore, a data 
chunk is loaded into the hot-set at the reception of an update request, i.e., it does not 
need more requests to be popular enough to enter the hot-set. 

In the first phase, for each version, the data chunks IDs are added to the table's 
lock. Like this, for di sjoint updates over the same table, the update phase is done in 
parallel. However, simultaneous done phases per data chunks are not allowed. When 
the latter state is set, the node which has the updates for the next version on the same 
data chunks can proceed. 

The node who updated the data chunks with version V is responsible to load the 
new version into the storage ring upon request. The data chunks are only allowed to 
be loaded once the lock with status done for version V has completed a full cycle, 
this is, all nodes are aware of version V and old copies from other nodes cache were 
invalidated. It is equivalent to a di stributed commit of an update transaction . 

Older versions are kept around and their metadata is stored in the tables locks and 
at the catalog of each node. Their maintenance is similar to the rest of the database, 
i.e., using its LOI each data chunk version bounces between the cold-set and hot-set. 
Once it expires it is dropped from the database. 

In an ideal situation, a new version is defined and a logical copy is created without 
data duplication. In DaCyDB exists partial duplication. In case a data chunk Chk is 
modified, a new materialized view Chk' with the updates is created. Hence, there is 
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some data redundancy between the Chk and Chk'. If not modified, the data chunk 

is used for several consecutive versions. It reduces the amount of resources to store 

several database versions. Furthermore, it reduces the number of data chunks flowing 

in the storage ring. 

Results accuracy. 

A database version represents a unique, consistent view of the database, distin

guished from other versions by time and an unique identifier. In the context of Da

CyDB, the user does not specify a specific version, it uses a time reference, or an in

terval , to define on which version should the query be executed. It is a light versioning 

distributed database compared to Hbase [73] or BigTable from Google [33] . 

With distributed updates, depending on the number of records to be updated, several 

read-only queries can start between the update announcement, i.e., its registration in the 

lock, and its commit. DaCyDB explores the updates timestamp to allow a user to define 

the result accuracy of his queries . The concept is used in bitemporal databases such as 

TimeDB [131]. 
A query at registration time is tagged with a timestamp and through a time reference 

indicates the accuracy of its result. For example, for query Q the result is considered 

accurate if it uses the last stable version at its registration time. Based on this infor

mation, DaCyDB inspects the locks flowing around the ring to determine the table's 

version Vt. Vt is then used on the request calls to collect the correct data chunks 

version from the storage ring. 
An optimistic update approach is also possible. Since the data chunks for each 

version are not allowed to be loaded until it reaches the done stage, DaCyDB can pick 

the latest version registered five minutes before Q registration V' and send the query 

for execution. In mean time, if the update for V' is aborted, the query is restarted and 

a previous version is selected and the same steps are followed until a stable version is 

founded. Such approach allows the user to query a database while it is being updated. 

A similar solution for centralized systems at the records level was presented in 

[ 111]. The work contains the recipes to build a transient versioning system. It con

tains methods for efficient and flexible transient versioning of records to avoid locking 

by read only queries. Like [20] it is a finer grain solution, i.e., they work at the 

record level. The same for the Broadcast Disks multiversioning model to handle up

dates [124], this is, it works at page level. The versioning model for DaCyDB works 

at data chunk level. It is intended for large data sets and distributed data processing. 

Nevertheless, the concepts and ideas described in [ 111 , 124] should re-evaluated and 

re-considered for the DaCyDB context. 
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7 .2.2 Supercomputers 

The two clusters used for evaluation of DaCyDB (cf., Section 5.3.1) follow the stan
dard design of modern clusters for distributed data analyses. They represent the near 
future of a cluster composed by commodity machines. The nodes characteristics have 
imposed some challenges and requested some conservative solutions to achieve low 
query response time and high throughput. The lack of memory for intermediates and 
the communication speed among the nodes required the definition of an efficient hot
set management to make sure the most relevant data is in circulation. What would 
happen if the resources available per machine are twenty time bigger, i.e., the dream 
cluster? 

The dream cluster for DaCyDB would be a cluster composed by nodes with huge 
non-volatile main memories, such as STT-MRAM (spin-torque-transfer magnetores is
tive random-access memory), network links reaching dozens of GB /sec to interconnect 
them and access independent storage nodes with an efficient iterative loading service 
as described in Section 6.2.4. Such luxury of resources would emphasize even more 
the DaCyDB advantages for di stribute query processing. 

To study the system behavior in such luxury conditions, to learn how to explore 
them and to design an aggressive architecture, we intend to evaluate DaCyDB in the 
Huygens cluster 1 from our national computer center 2 • Each node in Huygens has 
16 dual cores, resulting in 32 cores per node. 92 of them has 128 GB of memory 
(4GB/core) and 16 nodes with 256GB memory (8GB/core). Each node has 2 HCA 
(host channel adapter) and each HCA has 4x DDR InfiniBand ports, thi s is, 160 Gb/sec 
(20 GB/sec) inter-node bandwidth. 

Pure in-memory data processing. 

Using a ring of 16 nodes, the ones with 256 GB main memory, we intend to study 
how DaCyDB would behave with diskless nodes, i.e., no cold-set. In thi s situation, 
there is only data resident in memory. For the hot-set management, the data instead 
of being unload to the cold set, it would simply be dropped. Once the data becomes 
relevant enough to be loaded to the hot-set, the data chunks would be requested from the 
source nodes exploiting the large network bandwidth and the iterative loading service. 

The data chunks would be retrieved in parallel from the storage nodes (defined 
using the machines from the 92 nodes set), and their load to the ring would be spread 
among a sub-set of nodes to avoid tension on the buffers of a single node. The system 
would be split into two independent layers, the storage layer and the computational 

1 https://www.sara.nl/systems/huygens 
2 https://www.sara.nl 
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layer. A split to efficiently allocate specialized resources for I/O tasks or computational 

tasks. 
The strategy is shared by distributed processing systems which retrieve data from 

the cloud such as Daytona 3 . Daytona is a kind of Map Reduce framework from Mi
crosoft for which the input data is stored in the cloud. It exploits a stream of data from 
Azure cloud service to feed the computational nodes which are running map and re

duce tasks. 

New parallelism techniques. 

Another aspect to be explored in Huygens is the design or utilization of new tech
niques for parallel processing. Exploiting its SMP (Symmetric Multiprocessing) nodes 
we intend to explore different techniques, such as CPU affinity, to design new schedul
ing algorithms. 

In a SMP node each core is split into two virtual CPUs, leading to 64 (virtual or 
logic) CPUs per node. With 256GB of main memory, each virtual CPU gets 4GB 
for input data and intermediates. To each of them, independent DataFlow blocks or 
sub-computations are scheduled for execution. A request from a sub-computation Sf 

makes the data chunk to be stored in the memory region assigned to the virtual CPU 
executing Sf. 

For CPU affinity, the sub-functions are scheduled using the MapReduce paradigm 
for multi-core machines such as Phoenix library (125] or Metis (106]. These libraries 

use CPU cores as nodes and schedule the computations in the same matter as MapRe
duce. Through data requests DaCyDB does not need an optimized structure, such as a 
hash with B+tree, to efficiently shuffle between cores, this is, from the mappers to the 
reducers. 

The approach would dramatically improve memory throughput as long as the data 
is localized to specific processors. On the downside, it is expensive to move data from 
one processor to another, as in workload balancing. Therefore, the solution is attractive 
for workloads where the same sub-function is used for different data sub-sets or com
putations composed by several sub-functions interested on different data chunks and 
few dependencies, a typical MapReduce computation. 

Large rings composed by SMP nodes. 

The 64 virtual CPUs could be seen as normal DaCy nodes. With 16 nodes from 

3http://research.rnicrosoft.com/en-us/projects/daytona/ 
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Huygens 4 , a ring could be composed by 1024 virtual nodes. Furthermore, with Infini
Band DDR on PCI Express version 2.0, network loopback has a performance near to 
a shared message passing implementation. Authors in [98) have shown that for Infini
Band QDR it outperforms shared memory message passing implementation. 

The large ring would be organized in two rings, the inner-ring and outer-ring (cf., 
Section 6.5.3 and Figure 6.12). 

" A inner-ring is simplified version of a chordal ring, a simple ring with cross or 
chordal links between nodes on opposite sides. With d(fferent dimensions a chordal 
ring is used to define several virtual rings to speed up data forwarding of a single hot
set in a large ring. " 

In this case, the inner-ring is the physical connection between the 16 peers. The 
outer-ring is defined by the 1024 nodes. Using loop-back, scheduling data movements 
between the node within the same peer is trivial. Through the requests catalog a local 
node is identified and a data chunk can be placed directly in its memory space with 
a single hop. Furthermore, the first peer's node is used as the connector to the inner
ring. If a data chunk is not required by any of the peer's nodes, the data chunk is 
automatically forwarded to the next peer. It reduces data access latency by avoiding 
the hop of 63 nodes before it reaches the next peer. 

With this soft virtualization model, DaCyDB is able to operate with 1024 simple 
virtual nodes, connected through an efficient Data Cyclotron layer, and achieve high 
performance. Furthermore, the study of this approach would open the ground for an in
tegration of the Data Cyclotron architecture with a MapReduce framework for efficient 
data access and data distribution between map and reduce phases, or even independent 
MapReduce jobs such as in Pig. 

Blue Gene. 

Blue Gene is another type of computer which could raise interest since they are 
known for their computational power. Blue Gene is an IBM project aimed at designing 
supercomputers that can reach operating speeds in the PFLOPS (petaFLOPS) range, 
with low power consumption. The major characteristic of these computers is the in
terconnection of nodes, a five-dimensional torus interconnect the compute nodes in a 
peer-2-peer mode. However, the architecture of a Blue Gene, such as Blue Gene/Q, is 
not suited for the Data Cyclotron application scenarios. 

A Blue Gene/Q cluster is composed of compute nodes and storage nodes. Each 

4To distinguish them from the virtual nodes from now on they are referred as peers. 
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compute chip gets contains 10 links with 2 GB/sec each (they assure 4 GB/sec bi

directional bandwidth), plus one extra 2 GB/sec link to with 110 nodes. This means 
each compute node is able to receive and send 20 GB of data per second. The band

width is attractive, however, each node only has 16 GB of main memory. It is an archi

tecture balanced for intense computational applications and with low memory footprint 

such as floating point algorithms. 

7.2.3 Row-store integration 

The Data Cyclotron integration has a modest impact on existing query execution en

gines and distributed applications. The integration is restricted to data type independent 
exchange and three calls to define which data is needed, when it is needed, and when 

it is released. The DaCyDB prototype showed how easy it was to integrate the Data 
Cyclotron software with a column-store. To consummate such a fact we here describe 

the integration with a typical row-store DBMS. 
A generic row store DBMS is composed of many components, but it is at the back

end where iteration over the data takes place. In these systems, the usual query life
cycle involves the following stages: the parser, rewriter, planner, and executor. The 

parser creates a parse tree using these object definitions and passes it to the rewriter. 
The rewriter retrieves any rules specific to database objects accessed by the query, 

rewrites the parse tree using these rules, and passes the rewritten parse tree to the plan
ner. The planner, or the optimizer, finds the most optimal path for the query execution 

by looking at collected statistics or some other metadata. An execution plan is then 

passed to the executor. The main function of the executor is to fetch data needed by the 
query and pass the query results to the client. 

An execution plan is composed of several operators such as scan methods, join 

methods, aggregation operations, etc. Generally, the operators are arranged in a tree as 

illustrated in Figure 7. 1. The execution starts at the root of the tree and moves down to 

the next level of operators in case the input is not available. Hence, the data flows from 

the leaves towards the root and the output of the root node is the query result. 
The first rows for processing, i.e. , the raw-data, are fetched at the bottom of the tree 

by the scan operators. A scan operator receives the identification of the table and starts 

reading data from a storage device. The rows are retrieved one at the time or in batches. 

Integration. 

The planner will be the one responsible to insert calls into the query plan based on 

the catalog built during the data distribution among the nodes. To keep the interaction 

with the Data Cyclotron transparent for all operators, the most reasonable place for the 
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Limit 

Figure 7. I: Typical execution plan in row-store DBMS. 

"umbilical cord" between the DBMS and the Data Cyclotron is at the root and the 
bottom of the tree. 

The requests will be injected at the root of a tree to inform the Data Cyclotron up 
front about all input tables. For long plans these injections are pushed down into the 
root of sub-trees to avoid data floods in the ring. 

Due to the nature of the scan operator, the pin() and unpin() calls will be embedded 
into a single operator called hold() which would replace the scan operator in the plan. 
The hold() pins the table once the first row is requested and unpins once the last row is 
fetched. 

The interaction between the row-store DBMS and the Data Cyclotron will have the 
cooperative work between the queries as described for MonetDB . The intra-query par
allelism will also be explored using data partitioning. 

Data partitioning. 

Access to a full table is not feasible within a single buffer. Hence, a main table 
has to be sliced into sub-tables where each of them fits into a DaCy buffer. As for 
MonetDB, the tables will be sliced horizontally and then distributed uniformly among 
all nodes. 

Depending on the application, horizontal partitioning might not be enough to define 
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an optimal hot-set. For a workload with queries using a few columns from each table, 

the data-chunks would carry unused data, wasting bandwidth and memory bus. 

Vertical partitioning, as a column-store, emerges as the right solution, however, to 

still explore the features and advantages of row-stores, the number of columns on each 

partition should then be defined based on the workload. Similar to RCFiles used in 

MapReduce, the tables would then be sliced horizontally based on value ranges, but 

each partition would then be vertically sliced into sub-groups of columns. 

The ideal scenario would be a partition scheme, that, based on the workload, re

adapts the partitions over time. For example, creating vertical sub-partitions out of 

existing partitions, join sub-partitions into a single partition, or move columns from 

one partition to another. The discussion of this optimization is under research as well 

as the integration of a row-store, such as PostGres, with the Data Cyclotron. 

7 .3 Looking back, to look forward 

The Data Cyclotron (DaCy) allied with novel and pioneer column store technology cre

ated DaCyDB. It addresses the grand challenge for distributed data processing: a self

organizing architecture which exploits all hardware resources for the current workload, 

achieves an accurate database subset definition, minimizes response time, and maxi

mizes throughput without a single point for global co-ordination. 

With an emphasis on simplicity and the autonomous behavior of each component, 

old concepts were revived, controversial methods were adopted, and orthogonal ideas 

were combined in novel ways. The presented, discussed, and fully functional pro

totyped architecture is the result of a thoroughly research exercise to define a new re

search direction for di stributed data processing. It confirms our conviction that this type 

of challenging research is the right approach to reach new optimums in the database 

world. 
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Summary 

The grand challenge for distributed query processing is to come up with a self-organizing 

architecture which exploits all hardware resources for the current workload, defines an 
accurate database subset, minimizes response time, and maximizes throughput without 

a single point for global coordination. 
The Data Cyclotron architecture addresses this grand challenge using turbulent data 

movement through a storage ring built from distributed main memory. It capitalizes the 
functionality offered by modem remote-OMA network hardware. Its design reconsid
ers the network cost model followed by most distributed systems, i.e ., slow connections 

in the past. 
Queries assigned to individual nodes interact with the Data Cyclotron by requesting 

and picking data fragments up from a database subset continuously flowing around, i.e., 
the hot-set. The hot-set is dynamically adjusted based on ring characteristics such as 
load and workload demands. 

Composed by the most relevant data for the workload, the hot-set is kept as light 
as possible. Only fragments with a high cumulative query interest over the cycles are 
kept in the ring. Therefore, a change in the workload focus, i.e. , new input data is 
required, the hot-set is re-adjusted. The readjustment is triggered by query requests for 
data access. The Data Cyclotron 's self-organization in a distributed manner, keeping 
optimal resource utilization, gradually replaces the data that composes the hot-set to 
accommodate the current workload. 

The Data Cyclotron leaves the decision to execute a query to the nodes, i.e., there 
is no global cost model for query assignment. It makes the system flexible to scale. It 
exploits the fact that each individual query can be processed at any node; we are sure 
that the relevant data will pass by. This way, the processing node does not need to be 
chosen with respect to data locality. Instead, performance factors crucial for the system 
at large are taken into account. Therefore, the Data Cyclotron, instead of moving the 
data to the queries (DDBMS) or a query to the data (peer-2-peer), it moves data and 
queries as two complementary entities. As far we are aware, it is an innovative and 
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simple strategy rarely, or maybe never, used before in the distributed query processing 
environments. 

The approach is first illustrated using an extensive simulation study. The results 
underpin the hot-set management robustness in turbulent workload scenarios. Further
more, a fully functional prototype of the proposed architecture has been integrated 
with a column-store. The integration was tested within a multi-rack cluster equipped 
with InfiniBand using both micro benchmarks and high-volume workloads based on 
the well-known decision support benchmark, TPC-H 5 . 

The results demonstrate the architecture feasibility and inspired the design of a 
novel solution for distributed query processing, the DaCyDB. The DaCyDB opens a 
new vista for modem distributed database architectures with a plethora of new research 
challenges. It uses the decentralized Data Cyclotron architecture to offer a seamless 
transition between a scale up solution to a scale out solution, or the best case scenario, 
have both in harmony. This seamless transition is a pillar to explore both models and 
achieve different levels of parallelism. 

For efficient resource utilization and an absentee of central coordination, the Da
CyDB exploits the Data Cyclotron pulsating ring instead of the master-slave model. A 
pulsating ring adaptivaly grows and shrinks to continuously seek the optimal number 
of nodes comprising a ring and guaranties the fastest data flow. All decisions are made 
locally at each node: which query to execute, when to leave, or when to split. Hence, 
it is possible to have a mesh of heterogeneous rings, and thus make the architecture 
flexible and robust to difference workload resource demands. The model exploits the 
independence and autonomy of each individual where everyone, based on the workload 
flow, works for the same goal, high throughput. 

Shttp://www.tpc.org/tpch/ 
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Samenvatting 

Zou het niet fantastisch zijn als in een computemetwerk alle hardware naar volledige 
capaciteit gebruikt werd? Als je daardoor nog sneller een antwoord op je vraag kreeg? 
Als dit met zoveel mogelijk data tegelijkertijd ging? En als dit zou kunnen zonder 
dat het hele netwerk onder toezicht van een computer stond? Het is de droom van 
zelforganiserende computemetwerken, en de uitdaging voor gedistribueerde query
verwerking. 

Deze droom wordt werkelijkheid met de Data Cyclotron-architectuur. De unieke 
wijze waarop gegevens, op maximale snelheid, worden rondgepompt haalt het beste 
uit de functionaliteit van modeme hardware. Door het gebruik van slechts compu
tergeheugen en speciale zogeheten remote-DMA-netwerkkaarten, kunnen verouderde 
modellen voor netwerkkostenberekening op de schop. 

Elke computer in de Data Cyclotron-architectuur kan een query afuandelen. Door 
de rondgepompte gegevens op het juiste moment op te pakken, kan elke computer om 
gegevens vragen en er vervolgens mee werken. De gegevens die steeds weer rondgaan 
vormen de zogenoemde hot-set. Door de grootte van de hot-set aan te passen aan de 
vraag die er in het hele netwerk naar de gegevens bestaat, kan op de meest efficiente 
wijze met bijvoorbeeld het beschikbare geheugen worden omgegaan. Gegevens die 
zelden of niet nodig zijn worden zo niet )anger onnodig rondgepompt. Maar ook an
dersom, als blijkt dat gegevens vaak nodig zijn, kunnen deze worden toegevoegd aan 
de hot-set. Dit zorgt ervoor dat de Data Cyclotron-architectuur zich aanpast aan het 
werk dat gedaan wordt in het netwerk. 

Welke computer de taak van het uitvoeren van een query op zich neemt, is geheel 
aan de computers in het netwerk zelf. Er wordt geen model gebruikt dat vereist dat de 
computers in het netwerk met elkaar communiceren om uit te vinden wie een query het 
beste kan uitvoeren. Zo blijft de Data Cyclotron- architectuur ftexibel en schaalbaar. 
Yanwege de unieke eigenschap dat gegevens almaar worden rondgepompt, kan elke 
computer elke query beantwoorden. Een query kan dus daar worden uitgevoerd waar 
dat voor het gehele netwerk de beste keuze is, ongeacht waar de gegevens zich in 
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het netwerk bevinden. Het verplaatsen van zowel de gegevens als de queries is een 
nieuwe techniek. Het gaat verder dan traditionele verplaatsing van de gegevens naar de 
queries (gedistribueerde databases) of het verplaatsen van de query naar de gegevens 
(zogenaamde peer-2-peer netwerken), door beide technieken onafhankelijk van elkaar 
toe te passen. 

De Data Cyclotron-architectuur is gerealiseerd op een bestaande column-store database, 
en onderworpen aan tests op micro- en macroniveau. Orn het rondpompen van de 
gegevens goed te kunnen uitvoeren, is gebruikgemaakt van een speciaal computer
netwerk uitgerust met hogesnelheids-InfiniBand-netwerkkaarten. Onder andere de de 
facto databasetest, TPC-H, is op deze manier succesvol getest met de implementatie 
van de Data Cyclotron-architectuur: DaCyDB. 

De resultaten van DaCyDB geven aan dat de gekozen aanpak haalbaar is. Dit nieuw 
ontgonnen terrein biedt dan ook veel aanknopingspunten voor verder onderzoek. 

Zo is bijvoorbeeld het vergroten of verkleinen van het aantal deelnemers die gegevens 
rondpompen een manier om de grootte van de database dynamisch te veranderen. Met 
het ontbreken van een centrale toezichthouder in het netwerk zijn alle computers vrij 
om zelf te bepalen in welke vorm ze aan zo'n ring deelnemen. Dit kunnen natuurlijk 
ook meerdere ringen per computer zijn, waardoor er een flexibel, maar bovenal zeer 
efficient systeem kan worden gecreeerd, dat het beste uit de hardware haalt. 
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